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Abstract:

A ball balancing-robot is a non-
minimum phase, omni-directional mo-
bile robot that balances on a ball with
shape accelerated dynamics. It pos-
sesses five degrees of freedom and
it is driven by three actuators, yield-
ing an under-actuated MIMO system.
This thesis covers the analysis of the
dynamic model derived through La-
grangian mechanics and using quater-
nion representation, and it draws con-
clusions with regard to the implica-
tions of the unit quaternion opera-
tions.
Based on this model, two Unscented
Kalman Filters (UKF) are implemented
to deal with the measurement signals
and are in charge of orientation and
velocity estimation. The Quaternion
UKF introduces a novel treatment of
the quaternion to assure its unit norm.
Velocity and balance control are
achieved through a cascade control
structure. To deal properly with the
MIMO system and quaternion algebra,
a modification of the non-linear Feed-
back Linearization Controller is imple-
mented. An adequate reference track-
ing, equivalent to a Sliding Mode Con-
troller performance, is achieved.
Simulation results prove the ability of
the algorithms to control the system,
although further laboratory tests are to
be conducted to justify the higher com-
plexity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world of mobile robotics has been dominated by structures on platforms with
one or two pairs of parallel wheels, due to its stable equilibrium with two/four
points of contact with the ground and fairly easy and intuitive modeling and con-
trol. However, the parallel wheels architecture has the main inconvenience which
is its non-holonomic properties in the trajectory. A non-holonomic trajectory im-
plies that to reach certain positions the shortest way might not be available, which
requires a roundabout to reach the desired position. Therefore, some of this moves
presents difficulties for the parallel wheels architecture. One of the solutions to the
non-holonomic limitation is the ball balancing robot.

The ball balancing robot, also called ball-robot, consists of a robot with a ball
platform architecture. The path tracking in the ball-robot is achieved by generating
the ball movement required. To do so, the ball-robot changes its inclination which
generates an acceleration due to the gravity forces, allowing the ball-robot to follow
paths in a holonomic way. The challenge for the ball-robot architecture consists of
maintaining the desired orientation and therefore the equilibrium while achieving
the desired path tracking.

Having holonomic properties allows ball-robots to have the capacity to move side-
ways without spinning the body, as well as perform more sophisticated maneuvers.
Due to this fact, the ball-robot has been proposed as an architectural solution to
robots intended for human-robot interaction.

3
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1.1 Problem analysis

The ball-robot architecture was selected in Aalborg University for the ’Robot Dig-
ital Signage’ [1] project, with the goal of developing a Human-Robot Interaction
(HRI) under the use case of guidance and interaction with passengers in an air-
port. With the use case in mind, the ball-robot V1 was conceived with two main
parts, the ball, and the body, whereas the total dimension was designed to reach
the eye height, therefore a Human-Machine Interface, such as a tablet, can be dis-
played at the top of the robot.

The ball-robot should be capable of performing smooth maneuvers in a controlled
environment, such as an airport, including path following, obstacles avoidance,
standing still, and standing basic interaction with humans i.e. the force arising
from a human touching the screen or an unpredictable collision. Thus, the me-
chanical design as well as the control of the ball-robot is designed to cope with the
aforementioned functionality.

The basic operation principles of the ball-robot are based on two processes, stand-
ing still and moving.

Figure 1.1: Ball-robot in standstill position and tilted for linear displacement [2].
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In a standstill process, the ball-robot is ideally held perpendicular to the ground,
where the gravitational force act in the center of mass without introducing any
acceleration to the system, therefore maintaining the equilibrium.

On the other hand, the moving process is produced when the center of mass is
not aligned vertically with the center of the ball, which causes an acceleration
producing the movement of the ball-robot.

Both processes have to be controlled by the actuators of the robot through the
controllers, assuring that they are performing as expected, either maintaining the
equilibrium position and recovering it if lost or by maintaining the inclination
required to reach the necessary translational velocity.

1.2 State of the art and previous work at AAU

The ball balancing robot architecture has been researched thoroughly for the last 15
years, capturing the interest of many researchers in different institutions. Among
the research consulted, the most remarkable and cited tests are three; The Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU), consisting on an inverse mouse-ball with four DC-
motors [3], the Tohoku Gakuin University (TGU) using omni-wheels and stepper
motors [4] and finally the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETH)
with omni-wheels and geared brushless DC motors [5]. Besides those, the previ-
ous project at Aalborg University [6] makes thorough research and recapitulation
on the recent studies around the ball balancing robot state of the art.

In mechanical terms, there are no great differences between the project’s set-up
characteristics. The typical configuration of the ball balancing robot consists of the
aforementioned structure of a ball and a body. The body is designed with a narrow
skeleton and allocating the mass as closest as possible to the ball and symmetri-
cally distributed, hence, reducing the inertia and increasing the controllability. The
ball-robots are mostly driven by three actuators and different force transmitters,
including inverse-mouse drives and omni-wheels, being the last one the most ex-
tended. The main characteristic of the omni-wheel is that, besides the common
behavior of a wheel, it allows axial translation, therefore transmitting the torque
of the motors but not blocking the displacement of the ball caused by the other
motors.

In terms of modeling strategies of ball balancing robots, different approaches can
be found in the literature; The most simple one consists in modeling the robot in
2-Dimensions which highly decreases the complexity of the model, with the draw-
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back of not being so accurate in representing the system. The ETH group used a
projection strategy in two planes. Finally, the 3-Dimensions representation with
a coupling between the body and the ball dynamics is the more accurate repre-
sentation used. Inside the 3-Dimensions representations, there is also a distinction
between projects in how to represent the rotations, either by Euler-angles, SO(3),
or quaternions.

Finally, there is a great variety of control strategies used to stabilize the system
and track the references given. The different strategies can be categorized into two
groups, linear controllers and non-linear controllers.

The linear controllers vary in its complexity and results, from simple PD con-
trollers, such as [4], to cascade structures to correct disturbances and linearization
errors, as shown in [3]. On top of that, gain-schedule strategies for an LQR are
developed by the ETH group [7]. The research conducted by ETH university con-
tinued the mentioned work by developing a time-varying LQR gain.

For the non-linear control strategies the most common strategy is the use of sliding
mode controllers to account for the coupled non-linearities of the model [8], [9],
[10], [11] and [6].

The previous ball-robot project at Aalborg University [6] included in its scope the
recapitulation and detailed description of the balancing ball-robot state of the art,
as well as a comparison between the different studies conducted, therefore, if a
deeper insight into the ball-robots states of the art is required, the reader is referred
to [6] to find an extended revision.

It is necessary to mention the outstanding work done by [6] as the predecessor
of the current Master thesis. His extended job achieved various goals; it contains,
among others, a detailed review and comparison of the state of the art in the ball
balancing robot world; A quaternion 3D model of the balancing robot is derived
and an ODE equation using the Euler-Lagrange equation is computed. Extended
Kalman Filters are designed to cope with the noise of the sensors. A cascade con-
trol structure is developed using mainly a Sliding mode controller with a velocity
controller. Finally, it is tested in the real version of the ball balancing robot at AAU
facilities producing satisfactory results.

Therefore, the authors of the current thesis want to specially acknowledge the clear
and detailed work presented by Jespersen, and also providing all the documenta-
tion and materials open-source.
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1.3 Scope of the thesis

The current thesis is developed to face certain challenges and learning goals. First
of all, getting insight into how to model and interact with a mechanical device
with multiple degrees of freedom, under-actuated, advanced complexity, and cou-
plings between the states. Secondly, learning to develop state of the art observers
to deal with sensor noise, non-linear models, and model inaccuracies. Finally,
developing advanced control strategies involving Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
(MIMO) non-linear systems, where non-linearities and input-output couplings are
into consideration.

Due to the characteristics of the ball balancing robot, it offers the challenges sought
and satisfies the inquisitiveness and goals set.

Thanks to the previous work developed in [6], there is a solid background to
start with the development as well as to compare results and assess the properties
achieved by the algorithms developed. Therefore, throughout the current thesis,
it is cited several times and its work is taken as a basis. Comparisons with the
previous project are provided in order to throw conclusions and make advances in
the field.

The "Future work" chapter introduced in [6] as well as his work is taken into con-
sideration to chose the algorithms to be developed in this thesis, in order to explore
new techniques that can overcome certain issues found. The variations introduced
are summarized in Figure 1.2, where V2019 refers to the system developed by
Jespersen and V2020 to the current version. The algorithms that vary from one
version to the other are colored in orange to ease the reader.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the changes proposed in the current project compared to the ones imple-
mented in the predecessor [6]. The main changes proposed are highlighted with an orange back-
ground or in orange text.

The scope of the current project does not cover interacting with the on-board com-
puter of the robot, therefore the operative system ROS as well as the LiDAR read-
ings are not available for the project development.

For the modeling of the robot, it has been decided to continue with the quater-
nion representation while introducing a small variation in the way of treating the
quaternion and its operations to obtain the error. Previously done through a "brute
force normalization" where the quaternions are driven on the unit sphere forcing
the unit norm, which can yield deviations in the predictions. The proposed al-
ternative is based on using only quaternion multiplication and no addition and
subtraction, therefore the quaternions are kept unitary throughout the algorithm
without requiring the forced unit norm.

The observers proposed are an alternative non-linear approach to the previously
implemented Extended Kalman Filters. The Extended Kalman Filters linearise the
model in every iteration which might lead to linearization errors, whereas the Un-
scented Kalman Filter is thought to deal with the non-linearities of the model,
hence it is presumed to provide preciser results in the whole operation range. Fur-
thermore, as proposed in "Future work" in [6], quaternion additions and subtrac-
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tions are substituted also in the estimators’ algorithms by multiplications in order
not to introduce deviations in the estimates due to the forced norm. It becomes a
relevant change to be implemented in the Unscented case, due to the number of
additions included in the algorithm that might make the forced norm even more
inaccurate. These required changes lead to implement an extension of the classical
Unscented Kalman Filter.

Finally, the controller strategy studied in this thesis consists in the Non-linear Feed-
back Linearization Controller as an alternative to the Sliding Mode Control, seek-
ing better performance in the tracking error and a more suitable control signal.
The Sliding Mode Controller shows a chattering in the torque control signal com-
manded to the motors, that yields wheel slip related problems. On the other hand,
when using the continuous switching law the stability can only be proven for the
reaching phase. As shown in [6] it creates some oscillations around the desired
equilibrium point that are aimed to be reduced by using the Feedback Lineariza-
tion Controller strategy.

It was originally in the scope of this thesis to implement the results in the physical
device. However, due to external circumstances the device and the facilities to test
were not available.

1.4 Problem statement

Based on the scope of the thesis and according to the goals aimed to be achieved,
the statement of the project can be summarized in three main groups

1. Review, understand and develop the quaternion model with alternative quaternion
operation.

2. Development of an advanced observer strategy for non-linear systems.

3. Derivation and implementation of an advanced non-linear control strategy.

The performance of the different algorithms proposed will be evaluated through-
out the thesis.

1.5 Project outline

The thesis is disposed in the following chapters
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• Chapter 2 details the main characteristics of the ball-robot as well as the
principles of the model derivation.

• Chapter 3 starts reviewing the observers state-of-the-art applicable to the
system to justify the observers’ type choice. It shows the derivation of the
Unscented algorithm and its principles.

• Chapter 4 covers the implementation of the orientation estimator, QUKF.

• Chapter 5 describes the procedure to implement the velocity estimator, VUKF.

• Chapter 6 presents the results obtained with the estimators.

• Chapter 7 provides an overview of the system from a control perspective
detailing the peculiarities and providing a preview of the control scheme
chosen.

• Chapter 8 describes the principles of the Feedback Linearization Controller
and presents the results of the balance controller.

• Chapter 9 shows the results obtained in simulation tests combining the con-
troller with the estimators.

• Chapters 10 discusses the insights obtained throughout the project.

• Chapter 11 suggests possibilities for future work based on the current project
achievements.

In regard to appendices of the thesis,

• Appendix A lists the parameters used in the ball-robot.

• Appendix B derives the kinematics of the model while in Appendix C the
dynamics of the model are obtained.

• Appendix D shows a comparison of the different types of 3D rotation repre-
sentations and justifies the quaternion representation choice.

• Finally, in Appendix E quaternion algebra required for the project is ex-
plained.



Chapter 2

Description of the system
The ball balancing robot onward referred to as ball-robot is designed seeking to
adapt properly to the specifications of the use case. Therefore, it consists of a ball
of 129 mm of radius with the body on top of it leading to the center of mass ending
up at 421.3 mm above the center of the ball. For its design, it has been sought to
distribute the mass such as the center of mass is the closest possible to the ball and
symmetrically distributed. An illustration of the system is seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: System main geometric parameters. a) and b) from [2]. c) from [12].
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Three omni-wheels are equally distributed with a separation of 120° and a zenith
inclination of 45°. Each wheel is driven by a different motor and has a radius of 50
mm. Finally, a list of the parameters of the ball-robot used for simulation is defined
in Appendix A.

2.1 System architecture

The measurement system consists of three sensors sets, i.e., one encoder that mea-
sures the rotations of the motor and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), which
consists of an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer. However, the mag-
netometer is not used since the interferences with the environment of the room
and the device itself introduce noise in the signal. The sensors readings are fed to
the velocity and quaternion estimators and, trough an inverse kinematics computa-
tion, to the velocity controller, which is a Linear Quadratic Regulator with integral
action (I-LQR).

The measurements of the sensors are normally noisy and not suitable for the con-
troller, therefore two Unscented Kalman Filters estimators are placed in between
in order to reduce noises and improve the signal, accounting for possible param-
eter deviations on the system model. The Quaternion Unscented Kalman Filter
(QUKF) estimates the orientation of the body through the quaternion estimate and
its derivative. These estimates are fed to the linear velocity Unscented Kalman
Filter (VUKF) that estimates the linear velocity of the ball-robot.

A reference generator provides the desired translational velocity as well as the ro-
tational velocity in the heading angle to the controllers’ section. The controller
scheme is designed as a cascade controller architecture. In the outer loop, a ve-
locity controller (I-LQR) is placed, which computes the reference in the inclination
required to obtain the desired reference tracking. The reference signal is expressed
in quaternion representation and its derivative. The quaternion reference from the
velocity controller together with the states estimated is fed to the inner loop, where
a Non-linear Feedback Linearization Controller (FLC) is in charge of computing the
signal required by the drivers to reach the desired reference.

An overview of the architecture is presented in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: System architecture.

2.2 Model assumptions

There is a trade-off between the accuracy of the system and its complexity, and
it must be assessed carefully in order to set the goals and characteristics of the
model. The assumptions considered in the model and their implications have been
defined upon the state-of-the-art of the ball balancing robots [5] and mainly based
on the equivalent robot of the one presented in the project [6].

1. The parts of the system are considered rigid bodies. This idealization implies
that they do not deform or change shape under the action of external forces,
it can only translate or rotate. Three components of translation and three
of rotation define a rigid body; hence, a rigid body has a maximum of six
degrees of freedom.

2. The ball-robot is defined by two rigid bodies, the ball and the body, includ-
ing the wheels. The body is simplified as a cylinder. The ball and body
connection are considered a spherical joint, avoiding the parts to fall apart
and allowing them to conceive the body as an inverted pendulum.

3. Wheels and motors masses are included in the body mass, although the mo-
tor and wheel inertia are evaluated within each of the wheels. The reason
for it is that, at any given moment, the velocity and direction of the body
with respect to the wheels and the wheels with respect to each other might
be different.
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4. The ball-robot will move in a flat environment, meaning that the ball only
translates in the x-y plane, but not on the z-axis, therefore, limiting one de-
gree of freedom in translation.

5. There is no slip between ball and omni-wheels, hence there is a kinetic rela-
tionship between the body’s movement.

6. There is no slip between ball and ground; this allows us to connect the ball
translation movement with its rotational movement.

7. The ball is considered not to rotate around the z-axis. Therefore the rotation
of the body in the z-axis is not transmitted to the ball z-axis rotation.

8. The center of mass of the body B pCOM location is in the geometrical center of
the body, which provides an inertia tensor with only diagonals.

9. The actuators’ dynamics are considered ideal. They are fast enough and
considered without having a delay between the command and the response.
The torque provided is the same as the commanded one.

10. The omni-wheels are connected to the ball in a point (K pc) and can only
transmit tangential force while the displacement in other directions occurs
without friction.

11. The friction forces considered in the model are: Viscous friction between the
ball and ground, Bvk; viscous friction between the body and the air, Bvb; vis-
cous friction arising from the motor angular velocity Bvw, which is composed
of the internal motor friction and the friction between omni-wheel and the
ball.

The ball-robot model is constructed under these assumptions and the parameters
of the model are defined according to it in Appendix A.

2.3 System representation

The ball-robot representation shown in Figure 2.3 presents the system character-
ized by the two rigid bodies simplification, where the upper part of the robot, also
referred to as the body, is represented as a cylinder.
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Figure 2.3: Rigid bodies representation of the ball-robot showing the main reference frames.

The parameters are defined in their respective frames. The definition of the frames
is required to ease and simplify the representation, have a structured nomenclature,
and systematically enable calculations.

2.4 Frames definition

The frames used throughout this project to define the model are the following:

• { I } : The inertial frame is considered the general reference frame. Deter-
mined in the initial position of the ball robot. It does not vary with time.

• { K } : The orientation of the axis of the frame K is the same as the inertial
frame. It is located in the centre of the ball and translates with respect to the
inertial frame in accordance with the horizontal translation of the ball.

• { K′ } : It is rigidly attached to the centre of the ball, hence with the rotation
of the ball the axis will rotate equally.

• { B } : Rigidly attached to the body, but located at the centre of the ball. The
axes will rotate in accordance with the rotation of the body.
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• { B′ } : Same orientation as the frame { B } but translated to be located at the
center of mass of the body.

2.5 System characteristics

In this section the main concepts that define the characteristics of the ball-robot
are defined and discussed for the system. These concepts are considered by the
authors as key concepts for understanding the algorithms developed throughout
the project.

The ball-robot is a system with five Degrees of Freedom (DoF). It is able to translate
in two directions, i.e., x-axis and y-axis directions, and it can rotate in the three
rotational directions, pitch, roll and yaw. The z-axis translation is limited by the
assumption that the ball moves on a xy-plane.

The ball-robot is controlled through three motors which transmit torque to three
different omni-wheels. An omni-wheel, also considered a poly wheel, is a wheel
composed by rotary parts in its circumference. The specific structure of an omni-
wheel is designed to transmit the torque tangentially to the circumference and
parallel by the plane formed by the wheel, while the rotary parts included in the
circumference allow the wheel to "slip" in the other directions [13]. The three
motors are the actuators of the system. Hence, the ball-robot is defined by five
DoF controlled by only three actuators, which make it an under-actuated system
[14].

Depending on the number of actuators versus the DoF, a system can be considered
of three types:

1. Fully-actuated: A fully actuated system is a system where the number of
actuators corresponds to the degrees of freedom, there is a direct relationship
between each actuator and the control of one of the coordinates; however, it
can exist couplings between them.

2. Over-actuated: An over actuated system has more actuators than the re-
quired to control the coordinates of the systems. Hence there is some redun-
dancy [15].

3. Under-actuated: Systems where the number of degrees of freedom is higher
than the number actuators. Hence, by default there are couplings between
coordinates. In other words, when controlling one of the coordinates another
is collaterally affected.
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It is required to use a mathematical representation capable of describing each of
the possible positions, also known as configuration. Configurations are defined
through a mathematical representation, also known as generalised coordinates of
the system. If the generalised coordinates are chosen in a way that represents
the different configurations with the minimum amount of independent variables,
the generalised coordinates are known as minimal coordinates. However, there
are some cases in which it is not possible to use minimal coordinates, or there
are some advantages coming from the usage of other nomenclature. For those
situations, the generalised coordinates include a set of dependent coordinates. As
a consequence, it is required extra definitions, known as constraints, to maintain
the problem solvable. The constraints can be of two types, holomonic or non-
holomonic;

• Holomonic: A holomonic constraint limits the places in space where the sys-
tem can reach; it is interpreted as a reduction of freedom. It can be integrated
into a position state, which means that at any time it is possible to know the
position through a geometric relationship.

g = (χ, t) = 0 (2.1)

• Non-holomonic: A non-holomonic constraint limits the directions of the sys-
tem. It is a constraint in velocity, and it can not be integrated; it would
require to know the information about the previous states, e.g. the order of
the rotations applied with Euler angles determines the final position. It is
not possible to determine the current position just by knowing the amount
of rotation; hence, it requires the previous states, i.e., how the rotations have
been produced with respect of time.

g = (χ, χ̇, t) = 0 (2.2)

The ball-robot system has five degrees of freedom; hence, it is required to have
at least a set of five coordinates. The coordinates set depends on the system cho-
sen to describe the rotations in the system. Rotations can be described through
different systems of representation, while the most common systems are SO(3),
Euler-Angles and quaternions. Each system has its properties with advantages
and disadvantages. In the previous work in the homologous ball-robot [6] the rep-
resentation with quaternions is used. Even though it was proven not to be a must,
it is desirable to use quaternions due to its extensive use and advantages compared
to Euler angles. A comparison of the different systems as well as the reasons of
choosing quaternions for this project are explained in detail in Appendix D. The
basics in quaternion algebra and their main concepts are developed in Appendix
E.
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Due to the quaternion representation choice, there are four generalised coordinates
to represent the 3 degrees of freedom of the rotation. This results in the following
set of generalised coordinates defined relative to the inertial frame.

χ =



x
y
q0

q1

q2

q3


(2.3)

To avoid confusion with the quaternions, the symbol χ is used instead of the com-
monly used q to refer to as the generalised coordinates. The coordinate z is not
included since the displacement in the z-axis is not allowed. Finally, the set of
generalised coordinates is composed by six variables, while the system has five
degrees of freedom, meaning that it is not a set of minimal coordinates, and it
requires the use of constraints arising from the quaternions.

The generalized coordinates define the configuration of the system. The states of
the system x that are used to control the system, and therefore to define the state-
space, are the generalized coordinates and their derivatives. The choice of these
states is because they represent the complete position and orientation of the frame
{B}, i.e. its translational velocity and rotation with respect to the inertial frame,
and therefore they define completely the system dynamics.

x =

[
χ

χ̇

]
=



x
y

K
B q
ẋ
ẏ

K
B q̇


(2.4)

The ball-robot is also characterised as being a shape accelerated robot, which
means that it is destabilized by gravitational forces and has non-integrable con-
straints in its dynamics [16]. The body inclination angle with respect to the vertical
axis generates a linear acceleration that makes it translate. Being shape-accelerated
combined with having the actuators at a lower height than the COM of the body
makes the system present non-minimum phase dynamics, which is due to Right
Half Plane (RHP) zero behaviour. As a consequence, the ball-robot has inverse
response behaviour at the beginning of the response. For example, when com-
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manding a reference of linear displacement in the x-axis, the ball-robot initially
has to move to the negative x-axis direction before starting moving to its positive
steady-state value, yielding a delay in the response.

2.6 Model notation

A standard notation for deriving the model is created for the sake of simplicity
and avoid ambiguity to the reader.

The velocity is relative and therefore, it has to be given as a velocity of the subject
frame respect to another frame, called reference frame or observer, from where it
is observed. Thus, the subscript is composed of the frame from where the velocity
is measured, followed by the name of the frame from where the movement is
observed. Furthermore, the vector has to be described in a frame coordinates,
which is indicated with a superscript. In case of its absence, it is assumed that it is
expressed in the reference frame.

According to this convention, the linear velocity νB|A (also referred to as tangential
velocity) is the velocity vector at which the origin of the frame {B} is moving
relative to a reference frame {A}, i.e. the linear velocity of frame {B} seen from an
observer placed on frame {A}.

A rotation of a vector, applied either by transformation matrices or quaternions,
only changes the frame in which the vector is expressed, and it will not affect the
reference frame. Equation (2.5) describes the velocity of the reference frame {B}
relative to the reference frame {A}, being the velocity expressed in {C} frame,
which is accomplished through a pure rotation.

CvB|A = C
ARAvB|A (2.5)

Same principles and notation apply for angular velocities but describing the speed
and direction of a frame rotating relative to the reference frame ωB|A.

2.7 Model of the system
The main goal of the project is to be able to control the ball-robot in a defined
environment. The control strategies and estimators studied in the thesis make use
of the system model. The model describes mathematically the response of the
ball-robot to stimulus coming from the system itself or the environment. Hence,
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it is correct to assume that with an accurate model of the system, correct control
of the ball-robot is achievable, and simulations can be performed to replicate the
real set-up behaviour. The model of the system has been based on previous works,
especially in the model from 2019 at AAU [6], seeking for an in-depth understand-
ing while trying to improve the previous work, and providing detailed information
about the concepts and methodology needed to create the model. In the current
section, a summary of the model derivation is shown, while the main explanation
and derivations can be found in Appendix B and C.

To model the system behaviour, firstly, it must be described by the laws of kine-
matics. The kinematic model is derived and explained in Appendix B. The goal is
to relate the system states to the actuator variables, and vice-versa.

The dynamic model makes use of the obtained kinematic relationships to substitute
and leave the model in terms of the state variables. The dynamic model describes
the behaviour of the system and is used for prediction of the system outputs, i.e.
it connects the states and system inputs with the derivative of the system states,
which are the next instant values of the system.

The dynamic relationships can be mainly established through the Newton-Euler
equation or Lagrangian mechanics. In this project, the dynamic model derivation
is developed based on Lagrangian mechanics and can be found in Appendix C. It
leads to the standard Euler-Lagrange equation

M(χ)χ̈ + C(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G(χ) + D(χ̇)− HT
hol(χ)λhol + HT

non(χ)λnon = Q(χ, χ̇, u)
(2.6)

Furthermore, the equation is modified for convenience into a more manageable
equation including the constraints required for the system while having a suitable
form as an Ordinary Differential Equation. This form is better suited for control
purposes yielding the final ODE dynamic equation of the system (2.7), which is
further used for the estimators and controllers development.

M̃(χ)χ̈ + C̃(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G̃(χ) + D̃(χ̇) = Q̃(χ, χ̇, u) (2.7)

The solution of these equations of motion describes the system states dynamics
and therefore the behaviour of the whole system.
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Kalman Filter Estimators
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Chapter 3

Estimators introduction

The dynamic model defined in Appendix C is aimed to provide an accurate rep-
resentation of the behaviour of the system. However, the model states differ from
the real states of the system due to a variety of reasons.

One reason comes from the inaccuracy of the mathematical model due to the as-
sumptions and the parameter uncertainties. Besides that, there could be scenarios
not considered in the model, including the response of the system to external
events, also known as disturbances. Hence, it yields a drift in the values obtained
by the model.

Another relevant source of error is caused by the inaccuracy of the sensors used
in the system. Most of the systems use mechanism or devices to "read" a specific
parameter. Those devices are prompt to drift, either by noise inherent to the device
and the system or mechanical limitations, i.e. the precision of an encoder is limited
by the number of readings per full rotation.

For some applications, neither the model predictions (sensor-less) or the readings
from the sensors are accurate or reliable enough to be fed to the controller. In
some cases, the controller is required to control some states that the sensors can
not measure and they need to be estimated. A state estimator, also called Luen-
berger observer, is aimed to account for the inaccuracies of the model and drive the
estimated parameters to converge to the real ones in the presence of disturbances
or uncertainties [17]. The schematic of an estimator using the linear standard state-
space nomenclature is shown in Figure 3.1.

23
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+

-

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of a system with an estimator, inspired by [18].

The equations governing the error of a state estimator [19] are in the form of

eest = x− x̂
ẋ = Ax + Bu
˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + K(y− ŷ)

(3.1)

while the error dynamics are defined by

ėest = (A− KC)eest

eest(t) = e(A−KC)teest(0)
(3.2)

The error of the mathematical model is determined by subtracting the real states
minus the mathematical model.

The Luenberger observer has to be applied to a deterministic system, in which no
randomness is involved in the development of future states of the system. How-
ever, real systems suffer from random noise, v, in their sensor signals. When
dealing with sensors the system is considered stochastic, i.e. a random proba-
bility distribution is expected in the output measurements from the sensors [20],
and therefore the estimator is required to be able to handle this noise statistically.
Hence, despite the fact that the structure of a Luenberger observer and a Kalman
filter looks alike, the gain of the Luenberger observer is just an adequately chosen
constant for convergence rate. In contrast, in a Kalman filter the gain is optimally
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derived taking into account the variance of the measurement and process noise and
updated in every iteration. In addition, Kalman Filter estimators allow to combine
the measurements of multiple sensors that are reading the same states or indirectly
the same states [21] and, applying the combination of the readings obtain a more
precise measurement. The use of the technique combining multiple measurements
is often referred to as sensor fusion.

In this chapter, the model of the sensors are derived in order to create the noise
in the simulation as well as to derive the noise covariance needed for the Kalman
filter estimators. At the end, a discussion about the choice of the type of Kalman
filter is provided.

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the Unscented Kalman filters for orientation and ve-
locity estimation are derived respectively.

The results of the estimators dealing with the noise created by the sensors in sim-
ulation are shown in Chapter 6.

3.1 Sensor modelling

The available sensors’ set consists of three-wheel encoders and an Inertial Measure-
ment Unit (IMU), consisting of a three-axis gyroscope, three-axis accelerometer and
a three-axis magnetometer.

IMU’s are capable of providing orientation changes measurement through the gy-
roscope, changes in linear velocity through the accelerometer, and heading orienta-
tion measurements using the magnetometer. However, experiences in the previous
projects on the ball-robot had proven the magnetometer to be under the influence
of large disturbances due to the Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) [6]. Hence,
it is not being considered for the measurements. The wheel encoders are electro-
mechanical sensors capable of reading the rotation of the axle, to do so, a full
revolution is divided into different reading points or ticks, and every time the
angle lands in one of the points a signal is sent through the encoder.

The measurements of the IMU are noisy and integrated to obtain the states of
the system. However, integration leads to dead-reckoning positioning systems.
Therefore, the IMU measurements are biased, and a bias integrated over the time
causes drift in the measurement. For a long-running time, this drift can trigger
an utterly wrong state estimation, i.e. wrong position and orientation of the ball-
robot. This drift might be negligible in some cases and simplifies the algebra, while
it is relevant for most of the cases. It is therefore essential to assess its relevance
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for each specific application, e.g. in autonomous cars, a drift effect causes the car
not to keep the lane properly and it is a non-admissible effect [21].

Avoiding drift is a matter of fusing this information with absolute position read-
ings, such as the ones from GPS, LiDAR or a vision device that can reset this drift
[22]. However, this absolute readings also have noise, and in order to treat them
properly, they need to be considered through a Kalman Filter. The accelerometer
and gyroscope biases for each axis can be incorporated as states of the Kalman
Filter to estimate them and correct them with the sensor sources.

However, it is proven in [6] that the observability of the gyroscope is not possible
if LiDAR measurements or any supplementary sensor reading of the states related
to the bias are not available. The reasons of the unobservable bias come from
the accelerometer model used for quaternion estimation and are explained more
in-depth in Section 4.2. As a consequence, only the accelerometer bias can be
estimated. The drift effect is expected to be admissible for this application since it is
a short running time application and the integration of the bias is not accumulated
for a long time. Furthermore, by means of an accurate initial calibration, the biases
can be close to zero in the beginning and therefore do not lead to a significant drift.

In the ball-robot set-up, the centre of mass of the body is not accurately known.
Furthermore, the IMU installation place might differ from the desired one. For
these reasons, it might contain misalignments with the orientation of the body.
Hence, a specific frame for the IMU, {IMU}, is defined. Finally, the models of
different parts of the IMU are defined following the work of [23].

3.1.1 Accelerometer

Accelerometer measurements are generated through the use of two components,
an internal measurement which is reading the gravity force, and an external case
measuring all the accelerations to which the IMU is subjected to. The internal
case readings are subtracted to the external case readings to calculate the total
acceleration. Hence, in a free fall under the influence of gravity, an accelerometer
would measure zero acceleration due to gravity. However, while being on the
surface of the earth, it measures a positive gravity vector.

IMUzacc = Kacc
IMU
I R

(
IÖIMU|I −I g

)
+IMU bacc +

IMU vacc (3.3)

Equation (3.3) models the general form of an accelerometer, where Kacc is a scale
factor specific for each IMU. The rotation matrix IMU

I R transforms the readings
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from the IMU frame { IMU } to the inertial frame { I }. The bias of the sensor
is represented by IMUbacc and the noise corresponding to the sensor is denoted as
IMUvacc, which is represented as an additive white noise with a Gaussian distribu-
tion; IMUvacc ∼ N (03×1, Σacc).

The covariance of the accelerometer Σacc, as well as the rest of the covariances of
the sensors defined throughout the project, are defined based on the ones used
in the previous project [6]. The accelerometer covariance is extracted from a test
performed on a MPU-9250 IMU, and is given by

Σacc =

 0.3945 0.0006 −0.0234
0.0006 0.3922 −0.0036
−0.0234 −0.0036 0.9941

 · 10−3 (3.4)

The gravity vector in the inertial reference frame is defined as

I g =

 0
0
−9.81

 (3.5)

The IMU is assumed to be perfectly calibrated and the measurements readings
have been transformed to be expressed in the body frame, yielding the following
equation for the accelerometer model

Bzacc =
K
B q̂T ◦

(
IÖIMU|I −I g

)
◦ K

B q̂ + Bbacc +
Bvacc (3.6)

3.1.2 Gyroscope

The gyroscope measures the changes in orientation of the IMU and depending on
the quality of the IMU it is more or less prompt to give a noisy reading and drift
due to the time-varying bias.

IMUzgyro = Kgyro
IMU
I RIMUωIMU|I +

IMU bgyro +
IMU vgyro (3.7)

The accelerometer gain Kgyro is also a sensor-specific constant scale factor, as well
as the bias of the sensor bgyro. The noise of the measurements vgyro is also modeled
as a Gaussian white noise, IMUvgyro ∼ N

(
03×1, Σgyro

)
, where Σgyro is extracted from
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the previous project [6] test in a MPU-9250, leading to the following values

Σgyro =

 0.4969 0.0201 0.0035
0.0201 0.1749 −0.0260
0.0035 −0.0260 1.3970

 · 10−3 (3.8)

Due to the nature of the gyroscope, the readings are influenced by the bias, which
may drift over time as an stochastic process. The rate of change of the bias is
modelled as a white Gaussian noise, IMUωgyro ∼ N (03×1, Σbias), with Σbias being a
tunable parameter

IMU ḃgyro =
IMU wbias (3.9)

Assuming the gyroscope to be calibrated, the equation of the gyroscope yields to

Bzgyro =
BωB|I +

B bgyro +
B vgyro (3.10)

3.1.3 Encoder

The encoders measure the variation of the angle position of the motor axle. The
variation measured is limited by the resolution of the encoder. Hence, it can only
measure the change between one reading and another, and the number of read-
ings per revolution limits the precision. The number of readings for the encoder
used in the set-up consists of nticks = 70997.33. The total amount of ticks, iticks, is
accumulated and obtained as follows [6]

iticks = round
(nticks

2π
θ
)

(3.11)

where θ corresponds to the motors position angle vector

θ =

θ0

θ1

θ2

 (3.12)

The round function forces the angle to the lower or upper tick as follows

round(x) = sgn(x) ||x|+ 0.5| (3.13)
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A change in the encoder readings evaluated over a time period, ∆t, is used as a
numerical approximation to calculate the angular velocity of the motor [6]

∆iticks = round
(nticks

2π
θ(t + ∆t)

)
− round

(nticks

2π
θ(t)

)
(3.14)

However, due to the approximation, it is required to include a small error on the
encoder readings, which leads to model the encoder as

zenc = ∆iticks =
nticks

2π
∆tθ̇+ venc (3.15)

The noise for the encoder is modelled as Gaussian white noise, venc ∼ N (03×1, Σenc).
The covariance Σenc is determined as a diagonal matrix due to the lack of influence
of the noise of the encoders between one another. The maximum error possible
in the encoder is limited by the error in the approximation of the function round
(3.13), which corresponds to one tick∣∣∣∣∣ ( round

(nticks

2π
θi(t + ∆t)

)
− round

(nticks

2π
θi(t)

))
− nticks

2π
∆tθ̇i

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1 (3.16)

A Gaussian distribution is built upon the premise that 99.7% of the samples belong
to ± 3σ. This boundary is set to one according to (3.16). Hence, it is possible to
define the Gaussian distribution covariance diagonal from the standard deviation
as follows

3σenc = 1→ σenc =
1
3

Σenc = σ2
encI3 =

1
9

I3

Finally, combining (3.15) with the inverse kinematics from (B.47) yields to

ẑenc = ∆iticks =
nticks

2π
∆tW̃ Φ

(
K
B q̂
)T

Γ
(

K
B q̂
) 1

rk


0
− ˆ̇y

ˆ̇x
0

− 2 K
B

ˆ̇q

+ venc (3.17)
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3.2 Kalman Filter

A static parameter can be estimated, for example, by a linear recursive least squares
filter. Similarly, the Luenberger observer aims to drive the state estimate to a real
evolving value. However, it has to be applied to a deterministic system, in which no
randomness is involved in the development of future states of the system. Rudolf
E. Kálmán developed an estimator based on the least-squares method capable of
estimating an evolving variable. It is also aimed to handle statistically the noisy
signals that come from stochastic systems. For this reason, a Kalman Filter is also
called linear–quadratic state estimator [24]. There are several types of Kalman
filters, but all of them are settled on the fundamentals of the classic one, i.e. com-
puting the gain optimally over time using measurements which contain noise. The
estimates of the real values are computed using the model of the system, which
yields deviations due to inherit inaccuracies [25].

The principle of the Kalman filter relies on the combination of the characteristics
of the probability distribution of the estimated value, i.e. the mean value estimated
and its covariance, combined with the distribution of the measured value, in or-
der to provide a more accurate value with lower covariance. Hence, the more the
sources of measurements used to estimate the value, the higher precision is ob-
tained in the estimation process. Therefore, the objective of the Kalman filter is to
minimize the mean squared error between the actual states and the estimated ones
[26], as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Combination of measurements distribution, inspired by [27].

The classic Kalman’s estimator structure can be divided in two steps, prediction
and update step. A schematic of the steps followed is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: General process of a classic Kalman filter estimator [28].

In the first step, also called the prediction step, an estimation of the current states
is computed as well as the statistical parameters accounting for the uncertainties.
Afterwards, in the update step, the states are transformed into the estimate of the
measurement variables. The difference between the values obtained through sen-
sor measurements and the estimated ones are pondered using a dynamic weight
and used to correct the state estimate obtained in the prediction step. The result
of the update or correction step, known as "a posteriori" estimate, is composed of
a mean and a covariance matrix. It is assumed as the correct value and driven to
the controller as well as fed-back to the filter algorithm to use it in the next predic-
tion step. Depending on the applications, precision aimed as well as the sensors
reading rate, multiple prediction steps may be performed per update step.

The prediction step in a classical KF for a LTI system is defined by the following
relationships

x̂−k = Ax̂k−1 + Buk

P−k = APk−1AT + Q
(3.18)

to define the a priori state estimation x̂−k and the a priori covariance matrix P−k . For
the first iteration of the algorithm, the previous state estimation and the previous
covariance, x̂k−1 and Pk−1 respectively, are initialized by a fixed value of the initial
estimated parameters. The matrix Q corresponds to the noise covariance of the
process model.

The second part of the algorithm, or update is given by

Kk = P−k CT (CP−k CT + R
)−1

Pk = (I − KkC)P−k
x̂k = x̂−k + Kk

(
yk − Cx̂−k

) (3.19)
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where Kk is the optimal weighting factor. It is an m,n-matrix whose components
depend on the relative size of the covariances of estimate and measurements. The
Kalman gain performs two functions, it weights the update, i.e. it is in charge of
deciding how much to trust the measured values and the estimated ones, and at
the same time it transforms the residual from measurement space to state vector
space [29]. The matrix R corresponds to the noise covariance of the measurements.

3.3 Kalman Filter types comparison and choice discussion

The Kalman Filter algorithm has many variants and are chosen depending on the
system and application requirements. For a linear system, a linear Kalman Filter,
known merely as Kalman Filter (KF) can be applied. In this case, to propagate the
system states from the previous instant to the next time step, a linearised model at
the equilibrium point is used.

For some non-linear systems, a linear estimator is not sufficient, in such a case a
non-linear estimator is needed, such as an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The EKF
is different from the ordinary Kalman Filter since it uses the non-linear model in-
stead of the linearised one to predict the mean of the states. The covariance of the
states is however propagated linearly, but with a more accurate approach, since the
system is linearised in every iteration at the previous value of the state. Therefore,
it is usually used instead of the Kalman Filter when the system is considered to
be degraded using a global linearisation. However, for a proper performance the
system is required to be locally linear, i.e. the system linearised at the previous
state value used to calculate the next time state value still needs to fit the non-
linear system result. For the ball-robot application, due to the fast sample rate of
200 Hz, the model can be considered locally linear in the vicinity of each sampling
instant, since the variable values are not going to change considerably in that short
sampling period. An EKF approach is applied in [6], showing accurate results at
that sampling rate. However, EKF is not optimal if the system is highly non-linear;
besides that, the system is linearized at each iteration, which requires finding the
Jacobian matrices of the system. For complex functions finding the Jacobians is a
difficult task by itself, i.e. analytically it might prompt to mistakes, and numer-
ically is computationally costly. In case the functions are not differentiable, it is
impossible to find the Jacobians [30].

The Error-State Extended Kalman Filter (ES-EKF) is a modification of the EKF to
reduce the error in the estimation due to the linearization process. It splits the state
value into the nominal part and the error in the estimation. The nominal part is
propagated in the prediction step by the non-linear model, leading to having an
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error state closer to a linear signal. ES-EKF uses the error in the estimation as the
Kalman Filter states. The error in the estimation consists of the accumulation of
the modelling errors and the process noise. Therefore, ES-EKF estimates the error
state directly and uses it as a correction to the nominal state. This Kalman Filter
approach operates close to the origin since the error states are assumed to be small
and considered centered around a zero mean, and therefore far from possible pa-
rameter singularities and providing a guarantee that the linearisation validity holds
at all times. Since the error state is small, the second-order products are negligi-
ble, which makes the computation of the Jacobians easy because they are constant
or equal to available state magnitudes. Furthermore, the error dynamics are slow
because all the large-signal dynamics have been integrated into the nominal-state;
this leads to apply corrections at a lower rate than the predictions achieving same
results [21].

In case of dealing with highly non-linear systems, there are some extensions of the
EKF, such as the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) or more complicated versions,
such as the Particle Kalman Filter, that handle the non-linearities achieving higher
accuracy. However, the more accurate the approximation, the higher the computa-
tional cost.

In general terms, both EKF and UKF share the basics of the KF implementation
structure; the difference lies in how to compute the mean and noise covariance
matrix both in the prediction and correction steps. The EKF transforms the proba-
bility distributions through the linearised process and measurement model, which
can lead to a covariance that does not accurately capture the uncertainty in the
states, triggering the state estimates to vary from the actual value [29]. Conversely,
the Unscented Kalman Filter relies on the Unscented Transform (UT) which al-
lows transforming probability distributions through the non-linear functions of
the models, maintaining the Gaussian distribution afterwards without distortion.
Since it transforms the distributions by using the non-linear process and measure-
ment model, it is a more realistic approach and fits better the real propagation
of the noise through the model. The error source, in this case, comes from using
the UT, i.e. from approximating a Gaussian distribution to a non-linear function.
Nevertheless, this error is lower compared to the error caused by linearising the
model, mostly in highly non-linear models. It is founded on the intuition that
it is easier to approximate a probability distribution than an arbitrary non-linear
function transformation [31]. Moreover, UKF removes the requirement to explicitly
calculate Jacobians matrices of the system at every time step.

Once the Kalman Filter algorithm is chosen, there are different approaches on
how to apply it to the system. The dynamic model of the system can be used
to propagate the states and calculate the output; in such a case, it is said to be a
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model-driven filter. It utilizes the actuated input to the system, i.e. the external
torques, to predict the next time step state of the system. The other approach is
called sensor-driven when it uses the kinematic relationships as the system model.
The advantage of a sensor-driven filter is that it does not rely on the model and pa-
rameters of the system and therefore makes the estimator applicable to any similar
system.

Quaternion estimation is widely researched in Kalman Filters with mainly two
different approaches, treating the error in an additive way or multiplicative [32]
[33]. Quaternions are not closed under addition and subtraction, therefore correct-
ing the a posteriori estimation with a quaternion addition prevents the result from
being a unit quaternion, and forced normalization is required at the end of each
estimation iteration to keep the quaternion on the unit-sphere.

An overview of the main characteristics of the different Kalman filters is presented
in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Comparison of the main characteristics of the Kalman Filters inspired by [21].

Once assessed the differences between the Kalman Filters state-of-the-art, the choice
of the estimator approach applied to ball-robot is discussed next. First, the non-
linear relationship in the ball-robot between estimated orientation and expected
measurement prevent the usage of a classical Kalman Filter. This problem is ad-
dressed by choosing a UKF which allows the non-linear measurement and process
models and is more accurate and less costly than the common EKF. Furthermore,
when dealing with quaternions UKF is preferred compared to an EKF due to the
flexibility it offers in dealing with the random variables, v and w. Some extensions
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of the original UKF are necessary in order to deal with the inherent properties
of unit quaternions, which results in a UKF with similarities to an error-state ap-
proach with the multiplicative treatment of the orientation propagation. The UKF
approach chosen is sensor-driven due to its simple model and commonly usage for
this application. Furthermore, the sensor model approach is proved as a sufficient
model for orientation state estimation in [29].

A two connected UKF structure is developed to estimate the ball-robot states. A
Quaternion UKF (QUKF) in charge of orientation and angular velocity estimation,
and a Velocity UKF (VUKF) dealing with the linear velocity estimation, which re-
quires the quaternion orientation estimation from the QUKF to update its states.
This two filter structure approach is chosen because for orientation estimation pur-
poses (QUKF) the accelerometer is usually assumed to measure mainly the gravity
vector since the linear accelerations of the ball-robot are considered negligible com-
pared to the gravity one. However, when estimating velocity (VUKF), its rate of
change is calculated using the linear acceleration estimation, which is corrected
by the linear acceleration read by the accelerometer and hence it can not be disre-
garded in this case.

The QUKF and VUKF are executed at the same speed rate as the sensors reading
speed which coincides also with the sampling time, which is 200 Hz. It is decided
to compute the same number of prediction and update steps, since it might provide
enough convergence speed. Hence, the filter algorithm has an iteration periodicity
of ∆t = 1/200 = 5 ms.

3.4 Unscented Kalman Filter

The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) is the one studied in the current project. Hence
its characteristics are covered in the current section.

The KF operates on a probability distribution in the n-dimensional state vector
space. This distribution is characterized by its first two statistical moments, mean
and covariance. The UKF uses a deterministic sampling technique known as the
Unscented Transform (UT) to pick a minimal set of sample points from the input
distribution. These points are called sigma points since they are placed at a specific
rate of standard deviations away from the mean [30]. The process and measure-
ment models transform this distribution by transforming each sigma point, leading
to a new set of sigma points belonging to the output distribution, from which a
new mean and covariance estimate is then formed to parameterize the transformed
distributions. The resulting filter depends on how the transformed statistics of the
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UT are calculated and which set of sigma points are used.

The goal of the filter is to compute an estimate of the system state vector x com-
bining the model prediction and the sensor measurements. The distance at which
each sigma point is placed away from the mean of each state is related to the square
root of the noise covariance of that state in each of the dimension directions. Since
the noise covariance matrices are by definition symmetric positive definite matri-
ces, the Cholesky Decomposition is used to compute their square root. The most
basic example is in the case of a one-dimensional input probability distribution, in
which the Cholesky Decomposition is the square root of the variance, which is the
standard deviation [29].

LLT = P̂k−1 (3.20)

where L is a lower triangular matrix. At the beginning of every UKF recursion
the previous estimate of the state vector µxk−1

, or the mean at time step k− 1, and
its covariance P̂k−1, are known. The n,n-matrix P̂k−1 is transformed into the set of
sigma points Xk−1 which has the same mean and covariance P̂k−1.

X (i)
k−1 = µxk−1

± ∝ coliLk−1 (3.21)

where i ∈ {0, D} corresponds to the index of the sigma point and D to the total
number of sigma points. The corresponding column of the L matrix previously
calculated is refers to as coli Lk−1. The proportional parameter will be defined
according to the transformed statistics of the UT and the number of sigma points
chosen.

The sigma points are propagated ahead to the next iteration k through the non-
linear process model of the system. Note that no process noise vector w is being
considered in the process model function since it will be added through its covari-
ance matrix Q to the sigma points when computing the covariance matrix P̌k. The
covariance matrix Q of the random variable w is a measure of the rate at which the
uncertainty of the system state estimates increase with time.

X (i)
k = f

(
X (i)

k−1, uk−1, 0
)

(3.22)

The prediction step concludes computing the "a priori" estimation of the mean and
covariance of the state vector at time k, weighted by a proportional parameter that
is specific for each UT characteristics chosen and that approximates a Gaussian
distribution using the properties of the sigma points deviations due to the model
propagation.

µxk
= x̌k ∝ ∑X (i)

k−1 (3.23)
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P̌k ∝ ∑
(
X (i)

k − µxk

) (
X (i)

k − µxk

)T
+ Q (3.24)

The update step requires to obtain a mean and covariance of the measurement esti-
mation vector. The previous sigma points are transformed from the n-dimensional
state space to the m-dimensional measurement space through the measurement
model function. The measurement noise vector v is neglected in the model func-
tion since its covariance R is added afterwards when computing the covariance
matrix of the estimated measurement of P̂zz.

Z (i)
k = hk

(
X (i)

k , 0
)

(3.25)

The measurement mean and covariance of the measurement estimates are com-
puted as previously defined

ẑk = µz ∝ ∑Z (i)
k (3.26)

P̂zz =
2N

∑
i=0

α(i)
(
Z (i)

k − µz

) (
Z (i)

k − µz

)T
+ R (3.27)

Finally the Kalman gain that optimally weights the update is computed. To do
so, the cross-covariance of the predicted state and the predicted measurements
needs to be computed. This cross-covariance relates how the measurement space
is correlated with the state space

Pxz ∝ ∑
(
X (i)

k − µxk

) (
Z (i)

k − µz

)T
(3.28)

leading to a Kalman gain that drives the residual between the measurement and
the predicted measurement to an update of the "a priori" states value and trans-
form from the m-dimensional measurement space to the n-dimensional state space.
Therefore K is a n,m-matrix computed as follows

Kk = PxzP−1
zz (3.29)

The "a posteriori" state estimate corresponds to the "a priori" mean updated with
the residual. The update of the "a posteriori" covariance matrix is computed fol-
lowing the same principle.

x̂k = x̌k + Kk (zk − ẑk) (3.30)
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P̂zzk = P̌zzk −KkPzzKT
k (3.31)

Figure 3.5 shows the transformation of the sigma points through the non-linear
model and the UT approximation to a Gaussian distribution. In a classical KF, the
measurement estimate is simply the states mean transformed through the model
(h(µx)), while UKF uses the mean value of the projected distribution instead (µz),
which generally does not correspond as shown in the figure. The covariance is also
calculated more realistically in the UKF using the UT instead of using the linear
model, which constitutes a relevant improvement of the UKF compared to the EKF
if the model functions are highly non-linear.

Figure 3.5: The sigma points are chosen equally separated from the mean according to the Gaussian
properties of the variable. They are transformed through the non-linear model (orange dots) leading
to a non-linear distribution (orange line). The sigma points are used to calculate through the UT
the mean and covariance to properly approximate a Gaussian distribution to the non-linear one.
Inspired by [21].
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Quaternion Unscented Kalman
Filter (QUKF)
A modified Unscented Kalman Filter specifically designed to work with quater-
nions is implemented for orientation estimation. An schematic of the workflow is
shown in Figure 4.1 in order to clarify the steps followed.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the modified quaternion unscented Kalman filter estimator.

39
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The modifications were needed since the UKF algorithm contains a large number of
additions and subtractions operations. Those operations can not be implemented
freely with quaternions due to the accumulated error caused by exiting the surface
of the unit-sphere. The proposed forced unit norm after the addition operations
that worked properly for an EKF in [6], did not yield to good results in the UKF
algorithm due to the aforementioned reasons.

The QUKF estimates the orientation of the ball-robot and the rotational velocity,
i.e. the {B} reference frame orientation with respect to the {K} reference frame
represented by a unit quaternion and its angular velocity associated. As explained
in Section 3.1, the gyroscope bias can not be estimated since it is unobservable
without an additional sensor available. The filter states to be estimated form a
7-dimension vector as follows

x̂ =

[
K
B q̂

Bω̂B|K

]
(4.1)

for the algorithm explanation, the super and sub-scripts indexes of the states will
be removed for clarity purposes. As explained in Section C.4, the unit quaternion
constraint (C.45) on the norm deprives the quaternion of one degree of freedom.
Therefore, the first four components of the filter space vector are dependent, and
any spatial rotation could be represented by their three degrees of freedom (in
fact, there are two quaternions that represent each rotation E.1.2). The dependence
between filter states causes a conflict with the concept underlying a KF and the way
how noise is treated as additive [29]. Furthermore, unit quaternions are not closed
under addition and subtraction, and therefore many UKF operations need to be
adapted to unit quaternions arithmetic. For these reasons, a quaternion orientation
estimation filter requires special handling of the quaternion associated states.

The available measurements for the update step to correct the states estimate comes
from the IMU, accelerometer and gyroscope.

z =

[
zacc

zgyro

]
=

[
B~̂gB|K
Bω̂B|K

]
(4.2)

The previous iteration state vector and covariance are known for each iteration
of the algorithm. For the first iteration, they are initialized with a realistic initial
position of the ball-robot, which consists in starting in a pre-calibrated vertical
position and standstill. This position corresponds to a unit quaternion orientation
with zero angular velocity.

x̂ 0 =
[

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
]T

(4.3)
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Since the state vector has six degrees of freedom (d = 6), the covariance of the
process noise vector w uses for the orientation components an axis/angle repre-
sentation instead of a quaternion form, and therefore it is a 6,6-matrix.

P 0 = diag
(
1 · 10−7 · I2, 1 · 10−9, 1 · 10−7 · I2, 1 · 10−9) (4.4)

4.1 Prediction step

Sigma points definition

In the beginning of every QUKF recursion the previous d,d-matrix P̂k−1 is known
and transformed into the set of sigma points through the Cholesky decomposition.
In this UKF it is desired to apply the process noise before the process model in
order to include it in the sigma points creation at k− 1. The process noise has zero
mean and a d,d-matrix covariance Q that makes it more suitable to be implemented
when defining the sigma points deviations from the mean [29]. Each sigma point is
a seven-dimensional vector, while the process noise is defined as a six dimensional
vector, therefore a simple process noise addition would not be possible because of
size mismatch. This yields to the following d,d-matrix L

L̂k−1 =
√
(P̂k−1 + Q) (4.5)

where Q is defined in (4.37). The matrix L is transformed to create the 2d = 12
sigma points deviations W i

xk−1
from the mean. This deviations have a covariance

P̂k−1 + Q scaled by a factor following [29]. These UT characteristics are optimal for
a quaternion orientation UKF.

W (i)
xk−1 = +

√
2d coliL̂k−1 i = 1 . . . d

W (i+d)
xk−1 = −

√
2d coliL̂k−1 i = 1 . . . d

(4.6)

The deviations form a 6,12-matrix in which each column correspond to the devi-
ation of a specific sigma point and the rows to the variable corresponding to a
degree of freedom, therefore [

~q (i)
W

~ω
(i)
W

]
=W (i)

xk−1 (4.7)

the first three components correspond to the orientation. Since the sigma points
need to be seven-dimension vectors to match with the state vector, the orientation
components are then transformed to a quaternion form applying the axis/angle
properties,

α
(i)
qW = |~q (i)

W | (4.8)
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~e (i)
qW =

~q (i)
W

|~q (i)
W |

(4.9)

where the angle is the magnitude of rotation needed for the deviation of the sigma
point i and it is expressed in radians. The deviation axis of rotation is the previous
vector in its unitary form. The quaternion orientation of the deviation of the sigma
point i can be composed by applying (E.23)

q (i)
W =

[
cos

(
α
(i)
qW

2

)
,~e (i)

qW sin

(
α
(i)
qW

2

)]T

(4.10)

The set of sigma points Xk−1 is a 7,12-matrix created shifting the deviations by the
mean value. The deviations will be symmetrically distributed to both sides of each
previous state value, which corresponds to the state mean given by

x̂k−1 = µxk−1
=

[
qk−1

~ωk−1

]
(4.11)

Since unit quaternions are not closed under addition, the mean is rotated by the
deviation quaternion q(i)

W to create each sigma point i, and this has to be done
by quaternion multiplication (E.9) to keep it in the unit-sphere. For the angular
velocity each deviation vector ~ω(i)

W is added to the mean.

X (i)
k−1 = x̂k−1 +W (i)

xk−1 → X (i)
k−1 =

 qk−1 ◦ q(i)
W

~ωk−1 + ~ω
(i)
W

 (4.12)

The sigma points are seven dimensional vectors, however, to clarify a simplified
schematic is depicted in Figure 4.2. It shows the sigma points creation process
using the deviations from the mean, for the first and second state space directions,
hence creating a 1D and 2D planes respectively.
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Figure 4.2: 2D and 3D probability distribution planes for one and two state space directions respec-
tively, represented in a 1D and 2D drawings to show the distribution of the sigma points from the
mean according to their deviation.

Process model

These sigma points are propagated ahead in time through the non-linear process
model to get a new set of sigma points for the predicted state at time k. The process
noise vector w is not considered in the model since the process noise has already
been applied at the sigma points definition.

X (i)
k = f

(
X (i)

k−1, 0
)

i = 1 . . . 2d (4.13)

The process model of the angular velocity is defined as the simplest one which
considers it constant in time. It is proven that this model is enough for these types
of applications [29], despite a more complex model like the dynamic one can also
be used.

ωk = ωk−1 (4.14)

Furthermore, the process noise attached to this angular velocity model is defined
in (4.39) and considered as a tunable parameter for the process model. The bigger
the noise covariance of the angular velocity model, the less trust in stating that
the angular velocity is constant, leading to trust more the measurement from the
sensors than the process model. If the covariance is low, it means that a constant
angular velocity is a good estimation to our application. As a consequence, this
noise parameter has a filtering effect in the angular velocity sensor readings, which
is higher if more trust is put in the model.

The process model function for the orientation is derived from the angular velocity
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one. The angle rotated is computed as

α∆ = |~ωk−1| · ∆t (4.15)

and the unitary rotation axis is

~e∆ =
~ωk−1

|~ωk−1|
(4.16)

The corresponding process model for the orientation is a quaternion given by

q∆ =
[
cos

(α∆

2

)
,~e∆ sin

(α∆

2

)]T

(4.17)

which results in the following process model from (4.13) that is used to propagate
the set of sigma points

X (i)
k =

 q(i)
k−1 ◦ q∆

~ω
(i)
k−1

 (4.18)

Computation of the "a priori" mean

The predicted mean x̌k and covariance P̌k for the state at time k, are the "a priori"
state and covariance estimation. The mean is computed applying the barycentric
mean.

x̌k = µxk
=

1
2d

2d

∑
i=1
X (i)

k (4.19)

However, orientation is periodic. Therefore (4.19) can yield to invalid results, e.g
the mean of {−176, 180} gives 2° when it is −178° [29]. Furthermore, the quater-
nion mean computation is not trivial since unit quaternions are not closed under
addition. Therefore, for the first four components of the sigma points that corre-
sponds to the quaternion, the mean is computed using quaternion multiplication
instead of a sum, this is applied through a square distance minimization algorithm.
It is establish on the idea that the mean is the least total distance to the addends
considered. The quaternion term of each sigma point is first transformed into its
rotation matrix [34]. The mean quaternion is the result of minimizing the squared
Frobenius norm of the difference between a sweep quaternion and the quaternions
of the sigma points. The sweep matrix consists of quaternions that represent rota-
tions from 0 to 180 degrees about each axis and is also transformed into a rotation
matrix.

q̄ = arg

(
min
q∈S3

2d

∑
i=1

∥∥∥R(qsweep)− R
(
X (i)

q

)∥∥∥2

F

)
(4.20)

In an iterative process the quaternion of the sweep matrix that minimizes the dis-
tance between itself and each sigma quaternion is stored. Once all the sweep
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quaternions have been tried, the one that minimizes the sum of the distances to
each sigma point quaternion is the mean quaternion of the quaternions sigma
points [34]. The algorithm is limited to compute the mean of quaternions that are
close to each other [35]. The Frobenius norm consists in the matrix norm of a
matrix, i.e. the square root of the sum of the absolute squares of its elements.

Computation of the "a priori" covariance

The covariance P̌xxk is usually calculated by the square of the subtraction to the
mean of each sigma point value and then divided by the total number of sigma
points. This subtraction term is similar to the deviationsW xk−1 computed in (4.12)
to define the sigma points but in this case for time step k.

P̌xxk =
1

2d

2d

∑
i=1

(
X (i)

k − µxk

) (
X (i)

k − µxk

)T
=

1
2d
W xkW T

xk
(4.21)

This is true for the angular velocity termsW ω,xk , but in order to avoid unit quater-
nions subtraction the orientation terms, i.e. the first 4,12-matrix W q,xk , of the
7,12-matrix W xk , are computed applying instead quaternion multiplication. The
conjugated quaternion (E.15) of the mean is required to represent a orientation
subtraction in the quaternion multiplication.

W (i)
q,xk

= X (i)
q,k ◦ µT

q,xk
(4.22)

Furthermore, in order to match the dimensions of the covariance matrix, which is
a 6,6-matrix due to the noise terms definition, the quaternion deviation must be
converted to its axis/angle representation to be three component vector. Following
(E.23) the angle is extracted from the scalar part of the quaternionW (1,i)

q,xk

α (i)
Wqk

= 2 · arccos(W (1,i)
q,xk

) (4.23)

and the unitary rotation axis from the complex terms is given by

~e (i)
Wqk

=
W (2:4,i)

q,xk

sin
(

α (i)
Wqk

/2
) (4.24)

by multiplying both terms the rotation vector is defined

W (i)
q,xk

=~e (i)
Wqk
· α (i)

Wqk
(4.25)

This way the covariance 6,6-matrix can be computed applying (4.21) with the mod-
ifications introduced for the orientation terms

P̌xxk =
1

2d
·
[
W q,xk

W ω,xk

]
·
[
W q,xk

W ω,xk

]T

(4.26)
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4.2 Correction step

The predicted state sigma points X (i)
k which are seven-dimensional and were ob-

tained in (5.11) are transformed through the non-linear measurement model to get
a new set of sigma points of the predicted measurement, which are six-dimensional.

Z (i) = h
(
X (i)

k , 0
)

i = 0 . . . 2d (4.27)

Two measurement models are required to compute the predicted measurements
corresponding to the sensors reading, one for the accelerometer and another for
the variable read by the gyroscope. The measurement vector is defined as

ẑ =

[
ẑacc

ẑgyro

]
=

[
B~̂gB|K
Bω̂B|K

]
(4.28)

Measurement model

The accelerometer is assumed in the QUKF to measure the gravity vector in the {B}
reference frame. Therefore its measurement model transforms the known gravity
vector in the inertial reference frame to the {B} reference frame by rotating it using
the quaternion estimation obtained through the process model.

ẑacc =
B~̂gB|K = −∨

(
K
B q̂T ◦

(
∧

I~g
‖I~g‖

)
◦ K

B q̂
)
=
(
∨Φ (K

B q̂)T
Γ (K

B q̂)∧
)  0

0
1

 (4.29)

Since the gyroscope measures the angular velocity in the {B} reference frame and
this variable was already component of the state vector its measurement model is
simple

ẑgyro = Bω̂B|K (4.30)

The accelerometer estimation has a limitation inherit from its model. A yaw rota-
tion reference in the ball-robot does not vary the projection of the gravity vector in
the {B} reference frame, since the gravity vector has only z-component when the
ball-robot is vertical, and the {B} reference frame z-axis coincides with the inertial
reference frame z-axis. Therefore, when there is a yaw rotation in the reference it
produces a drift in the heading estimation that increases with time. A magnetome-
ter or Li-DAR sensor reading can correct the estimate of the heading and assure
that the drift stays into the acceptable threshold for the application. In that case,
the bias would be observable and could be estimated by the QUKF. It would be
added in (4.30) to improve the angular velocity estimate compensating for the drift.
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Computation of the measurement mean and covariance of the estimate

In this case the measurement vector (5.2) is a six-dimensional and does not have
quaternions, therefore the mean of the sigma points can be easily computed as

ẑk = µz =
1

2d

2d

∑
i=1
Z (i) (4.31)

Same applies for the covariance computation that can be computed with the sub-
traction formula without modifications. The measurement noise covariance R is
defined in (4.40) and added to the sigma points covariance to compute the final
covariance of the predicted measurements, providing the noise is additive.

P̂zz =
1

2d

2d

∑
i=1

(
Z (i)

k − µz

) (
Z (i)

k − µz

)T
+ R (4.32)

Computation of cross-covariance and Kalman gain

The cross-covariance relates how the measurements are correlated with the states
and transform from the m-dimensional measurement space to the n-dimensional
process space, therefore it is a 7,6-matrix,

P̂xz =
1

2d

2d

∑
i=1

(
X (i)

k − µxk

) (
Ẑ (i) − µz

)T
(4.33)

The Kalman gain is a 7,6-matrix and is given by

Kk = P̂xzP̂−1
zz (4.34)

Computation of the "a posteriori" mean and covariance

The Kalman gain is used to optimally correct the mean and covariance of the pre-
dicted "a priori" state estimate with the residual between the sensors measurement
and the measurement estimate from the model, leading to the "a posteriori" state
estimate and covariance.

x̂k = x̌k + Kk (zk − ẑk) (4.35)

P̂xx,k = P̌xx,k −KkP̂zzKT
k (4.36)

These two variables are the initial data for the next iteration of the QUKF algorithm.
Moreover, the part of the mean and covariance related to the quaternion estimation
is driven to the VUKF since it needs the estimation of the quaternion to compute
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the linear velocity estimate. The estimated quaternion and angular velocity of
the QUKF transformed to quaternion derivative are also required to estimate the
position of the ball-robot through integration and forward kinematics. Therefore,
an accurate and fast convergence is required to the QUKF in order not to propagate
its error to the other state estimates.

4.3 QUKF covariance matrices
The process noise covariance matrix Q is a 6,6-matrix and is defined for the QUKF
following the explanation of the noise sources in Section 3.1 [6]

Q =

[
Σq 03×3

03×3 Σω

]
(4.37)

For the process model of the QUKF the numerical integration error that comes
from the discretization is normally that small that can be simply set to be zero.
However, to be able to apply the Cholesky decomposition in (4.5) to P̂k−1 + Q the
sum of these matrices must be a positive definite matrix. Hence, since P̂k−1 is
computed automatically and can not be modified, Σq is set to a small covariance
but different from zero to prevent having a 3,3-matrix of zeros that would make
impossible to compute the Cholesky decomposition.

Σq = σq · I3 = 1 · 10−20 · I3 (4.38)

The angular velocity process covariance is defined as a diagonal matrix with a
smoothing factor that is tunable for acquiring the desirable filtering [6]. The an-
gular velocity process model was defined as to propagate the angular velocity as
a constant. Therefore, the noise with covariance Σω which is tunable, indicates
how reliable is to state that the angular velocity is constant. The higher the noise,
the less trust in the model of constant angular velocity, and therefore less filtering
effect in the angular velocity estimation from the sensors reading.

Σω = σω · I3 = 1 · 10−5 · I3 (4.39)

The measurement noise covariance is a 6,6-matrix that is defined as follows

R =

[
αtrust Σacc 03×3

03×3 Σgyro

]
(4.40)

where Σacc and Σgyro where already extracted from experimental data collected by
the MPU-9250 IMU with internal LPF as shown in (3.4). and (3.8) The ratio αtrust

is set to 2 and it is a tunable parameter, the higher value the more trust is put into
the gyroscope measurements by increasing the accelerometer covariance.



Chapter 5

Velocity Unscented Kalman Filter
(VUKF)

The VUKF aims to estimate the linear velocity of the ball-robot in the {K} reference
frame with respect to the inertial reference frame. However, the system states to be
estimated form the following 7-dimensional vector

I x̂ =


I ˆ̇xK|I
I ˆ̇yK|I
I ˆ̈xK|I
I ˆ̈yK|I
I ˆ̇bgyro

 (5.1)

since also the linear acceleration and the gyro bias are needed to perform the linear
velocity estimation process model.

The available measurements for the update step to correct the states estimate comes
from the encoder placed in each motor and from the accelerometer in the IMU.
The state vector and measurement vector share the linear acceleration terms, but
the measurements ones are defined in the {B} reference frame.

z =

[
zenc

zacc

]
=



Mφ0
Mφ1
Mφ2

B ẍB|K
BÿB|K
Bz̈B|K


(5.2)

The previous iteration state vector and covariance are known for each iteration of
the algorithm. For the first iteration, the state vector is initialized with a standstill
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position and pre-calibrated with zero bias value,

x̂ 0 =
[

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
]T

(5.3)

The covariance matrix is a 7,7-matrix initialized at

P 0 = diag
(

1 · 10−1 · I2, 1 · 10−2 · I2, 1 · 10−9 · I3

)
(5.4)

5.1 Prediction step

Sigma points definition

In the beginning of every QUKF recursion the previous N,N-matrix P̂k−1 is known
and transformed into the set of sigma points through the Cholesky decomposition.

L̂k−1 L̂T
k−1 = P̂k−1 (5.5)

In this case, the number of sigma points required is chosen to be 2N + 1 for an
N-dimensional probability distribution, since there are N states to estimate, where
N = 7 since it is the state vector dimension.

The matrix L is transformed to create sigma points deviations W i
xk−1

from the
mean. The parameter κ is a tuning parameter and is chosen to be κ = 3− N, since
it is shown in [21] as a good choice in case of a Gaussian probability distribution.
The higher κ the faster the convergence. the These UT characteristics are commonly
assumed as optimal for a general state estimation UKF.

W (i)
xk−1 = +

√
N + κ coliL̂k−1 = +

√
3 coliL̂k−1 i = 1 . . . N

W (i+N)
xk−1 = −

√
N + κ coliL̂k−1 = −

√
3 coliL̂k−1 i = 1 . . . N

(5.6)

The deviations form a 7,14-matrix in which each column correspond to the devi-
ation of a specific sigma point and the rows each of the state vector components.
The previous state estimation is taken as the mean and also constitutes the first
sigma point. The other 14 left sigma points are concatenated to this one forming a
7,15-matrix.

X (0)
k−1 = µxk−1

X (i)
k−1 = µxk−1

+W (i)
xk−1 i = 1 . . . 2N

(5.7)

Process model

These sigma points are propagated ahead in time through the non-linear process
model to get a new set of sigma points for the predicted state at time k.

X (i)
k = f

(
X (i)

k−1, 0
)

i = 0 . . . 2N (5.8)
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The velocity of the VUKF is calculated through the first order relationship between
the velocity and the acceleration, hence the new velocity would be updated through
the Forward Euler method

I ẋk = I ẋk−1 + ∆t I ẍk−1
I ẏk = I ẏk−1 + ∆t I ÿk−1

(5.9)

where ∆t corresponds to the sampling time.

The changes in acceleration can be described by the dynamic model but it is com-
putationally heavy, hence, the acceleration is defined kinetically as a constant pro-
cess model where the changes are defined as random noise and included in the
noise covariance matrix Q.

I ẍk =
I ẍk−1

I ÿk =
I ÿk−1

The accelerometer bias is modelled as a constant in which the changes correspon-
dent to a tunable white noise variable whose covariance is applied in the noise
covariance matrix Q

bacc,k = bacc,k−1 (5.10)

Hence, the complete process model used for propagating the sigma points follow-
ing (5.8) is defined as

X (i)
k =



I ˆ̇x(i)
k−1 + ∆t I ˆ̈x(i)

k−1

I ˆ̇y(i)
k−1 + ∆t I ˆ̈y(i)

k−1

I ˆ̈x(i)k−1

I ˆ̈y(i)
k−1

b̂
(i)

acc,k−1


(5.11)

Computation of the "a priori" mean and covariance

The a priori mean and covariance of the sigma points are computed weighted by a
factor αi.

x̌k = µxk
=

2N

∑
i=0

α(i)X (i)
k (5.12)

This weight depends on the parameter kappa and the dimension N of the proba-
bility distribution.

α(i) =


κ

N+κ i = 0

1
2

1
N+κ i 6= 0

(5.13)
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The predicted covariance is the result of adding the covariance of the propagated
sigma points (3.22) to the noise covariance matrix Q, defined in (5.26). Therefore, it
results in a 7,7-matrix covariance matrix P̌xxk which is updated with the integration
of the process noise from the process model, and grows more and more every
iteration.

P̌xxk =
2N

∑
i=0

α(i)
(
X (i)

k − µxk

) (
X (i)

k − µxk

)T
+ Q (5.14)

5.2 Correction step

The predicted state sigma points X (i)
k which are seven-dimensional are transformed

through the non-linear measurement

Z (i) = h
(
X (i)

k , 0
)

i = 0 . . . 2N (5.15)

In this case the measurement models correspond to transform the states to the
measurement variables read by the encoder and accelerometer

ẑ =

[
ẑenc

ẑacc

]
=



φ̂0

φ̂1

φ̂2
B ˆ̈xB|K
B ˆ̈yB|K
B ˆ̈zB|K


(5.16)

Measurement model

The model h is defined by the sensors providing the measurements. Using the
definition of the encoder from (3.15) discretizing without the noise yields to

ẑenc,k =
nticks

2π
∆tW̃ Φ

(
K
B q̂k

)T

Γ
(

K
B q̂k

) 1
rk


0
− ˆ̇yk

ˆ̇xk

0

− 2 K
B

ˆ̇qk

 (5.17)

In the case of the VUKF, the accelerometer measures are not simplified as it was
done with the QUKF since it is required to obtain the influence of the different
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accelerations in the system. The measurement model of the accelerometer is dis-
cretized from (3.3) yielding to

IMU ẑacc,k =
(
∨Φ (K

B q̂k)
T

Γ (K
B q̂k)∧

)  I ˆ̈xk
I ˆ̈yk

g

+ IMU b̂acc (5.18)

Finally, the measurement sigma points are computed transforming them using
both measurements

Zk
(i) =

[
ẑ(i)

enc,k
ẑ(i)

acc,k

]
(5.19)

Computation of the measurement mean and covariance of the estimate

The mean and covariance of the predicted measurements are estimated using the
weighted αi parameter from Equation (5.13)

ẑk = µz =
2N

∑
i=0

α(i)Z (i) (5.20)

P̂zz =
2N

∑
i=0

α(i)
(
Z (i) − µz

) (
Z (i) − µz

)T
+ R (5.21)

The measurement noise covariance is defined in (5.28).

Computation of cross-covariance and Kalman gain

The cross-covariance and Kalman gain are 7,6-matrices given by

P̂xz =
2N

∑
i=0

(
X (i)

k − µxk

) (
Ẑ (i) − µz

)T
(5.22)

Kk = P̂xzP̂−1
zz (5.23)

Computation of the "a posteriori" mean and covariance

The Kalman gain is used to optimally correct the mean and covariance of the pre-
dicted "a priori" state estimate with the residual between the sensors measurement
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and the measurement estimate from the model, leading to the "a posteriori" state
estimate and covariance.

x̂k = x̌k + Kk (zk − ẑk) (5.24)

P̂xxk = P̌xxk −KkP̂zzKT
k (5.25)

Since the VUKF makes use of the quaternion estimation obtained from the QUKF,
its convergence and error are influenced by the QUKF one.

5.3 VUKF covariance matrices
The process noise covariance matrix Q is build collecting all the covariances from
the process model, giving a 6,6-matrix [6]

Q =

 σvI2 02×2 02×3

02×2 σaI2 02×3

02×2 02×2 Σbias

 (5.26)

where σv is the covariance of the distribution of errors occurring due to the dis-
cretization of the system, hence they are tunneable. As for σa is the covariance
corresponding to the expected change in acceleration, thus, if it is expected to have
large changes in acceleration the σa can be increased to give less trust to the pre-
dictions and relay more in the readings. Finally Σbias is tuned depending on how
fast the accelerometer bias changes in the process.

The measurement noise covariance is a 6,6-matrix built upon the error covariances
of the encoder and the accelerometer in addition to the covariance of the accelerom-
eter coming from the QUKF (4.36)

P̂xx,k =

[
P̂xx,k,acc 03×3

03×3 P̂xx,k,gyro

]
(5.27)

R =

[
Σenc 03×3

03×3 Σacc

]
+

[
03×3 03×3

03×3 P̂xx,k,acc

]
(5.28)

where the covariance of the encoder Σenc is defined in (3.1.3) as 1
9 I3 and the covari-

ance of the accelerometer Σacc defined in (3.4) as a 3,3-matrix.



Chapter 6

Estimators results

The estimator is implemented and tested in simulation, where the output of the
system model, χ, is fed to a model of the sensors which adds noise to the states.
The noise of the sensors is shown in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, corre-
sponding to noise of the encoder, gyroscope and accelerometer respectively.

Figure 6.1: Ideal encoder signal compared to the deviated encoder signal.
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Figure 6.2: Signal given by the gyroscope with the measurement noise included.

Figure 6.3: Signal given by the accelerometer with the measurement noise included

The measurements obtained by the model of the sensors are used as input to the
estimator. Furthermore, it is desired to compare the performance of the proposed
UKF against the EKF to assess if the use of a more advanced estimator is justified
with remarkable improvements. The comparison is possible thanks to the use
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of the previous results obtained by the V2019 ball-robot in the project [6], which
makes uses of the mentioned EKF to estimate the states.

The time lapse chosen to show the following results covers the main characteristics
of the response, further time lapses only add repetitive patterns similar to the
results presented.

6.1 QUKF results

The first estimator implemented is the QUKF, since its output is required to be fed
to the VUKF. The QUKF provides an accurate tracking of the quaternion reference
as it is seen in Figure 6.4. The real part of the quaternion as well as the q1 compo-
nent, follows the reference correctly. The q2 and q3 components are slightly noisy
with an error of order ±0.001 and ±0.002 respectively.

Figure 6.4: Comparison of the quaternion obtained by the QUKF against the referenced quaternion
signal.

More intuitive visualization of the results expressed in Euler Angles is shown in
Figure 6.5, where it can bee seen that the movement is tracked achieving low error.
The error seen in the yaw angle might be corrected using another sensor, such as a
LiDAR, which would allow to correct the heading estimate.

Part of the error seen in the quaternions might be due to the yaw error distributed
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between the components of the quaternion.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the estimated Euler angle against the reference orientation.

To assess the quality of the QUKF, the results are compared with the ones obtained
in the V2019 ball-robot [6]. Figure 6.6 shows the error in tracking for both of them
in Euler angles representation. It is observed that there is no mayor difference in
the performance of the observers. Both of the estimators yield an error considered
admissible for the application requirements.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison in error between the QUKF from V2020 and QEKF from V2019 expressed in
Euler Angles.

For the quaternion derivative tracking shown in Figure 6.7, it is quite remarkable
the precision obtained by the estimator, since the estimation for every component
follows adequately the references, being the signals centered around the actual
value. As it was expected, the estimation in the quaternion derivative have more
noise than the quaternion estimation.
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Figure 6.7: Quaternion derivative tracking obtained by the quaternion estimator.

A comparison between the errors obtained by the QUKF (V2020) and the QEKF
(V2019) for the quaternion derivative can be observed in Figure 6.8. It is seen that
there are no noticeable differences in the performance.

Figure 6.8: Comparison of the error of the quaternion derivative between the QUKF from V2020 and
QEKF from V2019.
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6.2 VUKF results

The quaternion and its derivative estimation signals are used to calculate the po-
sition and the linear velocity estimates through the Velocity Unscented Kalman
Filter. The results are compared with the reference in Figure 6.9.

The estimations obtained by the VUKF are considered precise enough for the ball-
robot application, with a slight constant drift of −0.0002m/s for the x-axis position,
and a small chattering in the velocity x-axis.

It is ventured that it can be caused by the quaternion error coming from the QUKF,
given that an error in the original orientation from the body can produce a small
deviation in the translational velocity. Despite that, e.g. the error in the x-axis
position after 100 seconds would accumulate to 2 cm, which might be considered
acceptable for the current scope of the project. An additional sensor correcting
the heading in the QUKF might mitigate the deviation in the position and velocity
estimate.

Figure 6.9: Tracking performance in the position and linear velocity.

Comparing the errors of the VUKF and the VEKF in Figure 6.10, it is observed that
the results are similarly accurate, with a slightly better performance in the y-axis
velocity estimated by the VEKF. The difference might be caused by the non-use of
the heading in the QUKF versus a heading correction in the QEKF.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of error for the UKF in V2020 and the EKF in V2019 to estimate the position
and linear velocity.

6.3 Estimators conclusion

From the previous results, some conclusions regarding the Kalman filter strategy
chosen are drawn. Firstly, it was assumed that a model-driven UKF was going to
lead to better results but with the trade-off of being computationally more costly
than the implemented sensor-driven UKF. However, the accuracy achieved by the
sensor-driven approach validates the use of the kinematic relationships, since it is
sufficient for the ball-robot application with a less computational cost.

From the comparison with the previous work done in V2019, it can be synthesized
that the Unscented Kalman Filter produces similar results as the Extended Kalman
Filter in simulation. Theoretically, the UKF is supposed to lead to more accurate
results because it avoids linearizing the system. However, the similarity in the
results between the UKF and EKF leads to conclude that the model of the system
is not highly non-linear around the references generated. The combination of this
premise with a high-speed computation in the algorithm relative to the dynamics
of the system allows assuming the linearization error of the EKF to be negligible.

Furthermore, due to the sensor-driven approach, the functions for the process and
measurement models are relatively easy Forward-Euler integration and kinematic
relationships. These equations can be easily differentiated to form analytically the
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Jacobians matrices of the system required by the EKF. As a consequence, it is simple
to implement an EKF which on top of that requires less computational cost.

Regarding the quaternion algebra implemented in the QUKF, it is essential to point
out that there is a significant difference desired to be tested between the QUKF
and the QEKF implementation. The QEKF makes use of unit quaternion additions
and subtractions during the steps of the algorithm, which is then corrected by a
forced unitary norm of the resulting quaternion. This is not desirable in quaternion
algebra since it introduces error in every iteration to force the quaternion to go back
to the unit-sphere. The QUKF is implemented with modifications from the classical
UKF in order to substitute all the quaternion additions and subtractions adequately
by quaternion multiplications and iterative algorithms. Since the results provided
by the QUKF are almost similar to the ones obtained with the QEKF quaternion
strategy, it could be concluded that the error coming from the forced normalization
is not noticeable, which is mentioned as a possibility in [36].

Also, it is remarkable how the UKF with no heading available produces as accurate
estimations as to the EKF that has heading readings available for correction. Hence,
it might be possible to produce better results with the UKF if the heading would
be available.

In conclusion, an Unscented Kalman Filter approach was tested, where the main
differences against the previous Extended Kalman Filter lie in transforming the
covariances with the non-linear model and a different approach to manage the
quaternion algebra and its error. The variations had led to similar results which
might induce that is more practical to develop an EKF instead of a UKF for the
ball-robot case. However, it would be required to evaluate the results in the real
device, as well as increase the range of operation evaluated to provide conclusive
statements.
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Chapter 7

Controllers introduction

In the following chapters, the control scheme applied to the balancing robot is
presented, simulated, and the results are discussed.

The current chapter describes the system characteristics, and the controller scope
is provided in order to set the requirements of the controller. Furthermore, the
velocity controller and how to cope with quaternion errors are presented.

In Chapter 8, the controller providing the balance of the ball-robot is explained in
detail, and the results obtained presented.

In Chapter 9 the results of the balance controller combined with the velocity con-
troller, the sensor models and the estimators are presented and analyzed.

7.1 System characteristics and design specification

The ball-robot is conceived to track a defined path, avoiding obstacles while main-
taining the balance of the body for expected operating conditions as well as under
disturbances, to a certain extend. In the previous project [6], a use case is sug-
gested where the ball-balancing robot acts as a human assistant and guidance in
environments like airports, providing information or showing the desired path.
For the current project, the trajectory planning, as well as obstacle avoidance, is
not contemplated. Nonetheless, it is decided to define the specifications based in
the predecessor project [6]

1. Maximum translational velocity of 0.5m/s.
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2. Linear acceleration limit of 1m/s2.

3. Maximum heading velocity (ψ̇) of 1rad/s ≈ 60°/s.

4. Angular acceleration limit of 10 rad/s2.

5. Inclination limit ±5°.

6. Angular velocity on inclination less than 20°/s to avoid aggressive jumps and
to reduce the risk of wheel-slip.

On top of the desired specifications, it is necessary to account for the hardware
and design characteristics. The ball-robot consists of an idealized cylindrical body
above a ball. The assumption of an idealized cylindrical body is upfront impre-
cise. Hence it would be required to define the controller accounting for a possible
misalignment in the Center Of Masses (COM). The ball-balancing robot is com-
manded by three motors in charge of providing torque to the ball to maintain the
balance and accomplish the translational movement. The system has five Degrees
Of Freedom (DoF). However, it is commanded by three motors providing three
torques. Hence, the system is under-actuated; there are more degrees of freedom
than actuators. Due to its under-actuated properties, it means that there exists a
coupling between the degrees of freedom; i.e. to provide a rotational movement
in one of the axes, there might be an influence in other axis or the translational
velocity. The existing couplings between the states of the system are critical when
developing the controllers.

The physical properties of the ball-robot besides being under-actuated, classifies
it as a shape accelerated robot. An accelerated shape system is destabilized by
gravitational forces and has non-integrable constraints in their dynamics [16]. Fur-
thermore, the shape configuration provides a mapping between the accelerations
of the system and the configuration. The functionality of the ball-robot is built on
its shape accelerated characteristics. Hence the body inclination angle generates a
linear acceleration that makes it reach the desired translational velocity, while at
the same time seeking to maintain the balance.

An accelerated shape system is significantly influenced by its physical properties,
such as the location of the COM and inertias. On top of that, a possible misalign-
ment in the IMU position provides an accumulative error for the readings and the
calculations. Therefore it is decided to use a cascade controller structure, with an
outer loop in charge of controlling the velocity and an inner loop controlling the
balance. The velocity controller, placed in the outer loop, ensures that the refer-
ence orientation and reference rotational speed are correct for the desired velocity.
It corrects the COM misalignment and deviations in the physical properties. The
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inner loop receives the desired angle and rotational speed from the velocity con-
troller and generates the torque control commands to track those references. A
schematic of the cascade control scheme used for the simulation implementation is
shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Schematic of the cascade control scheme.

In a cascade control structure, it is required that the inner control loop behaves
with bandwidth at least three times faster than the outer loop [37]; consequently,
the inner loop dynamics can be neglected for the outer dynamics. Besides, it is
commonly recommended to have a sampling rate ten times faster than the band-
width [38]. The sampling rates of the sensor should be chosen to avoid aliasing,
sensor noise and other problems derived from a fast sampling rate. Nevertheless,
it is proved in [6] that is possible to have enough fast sampling rate compared to
the dynamics of the controller. Therefore, it is possible to design the controller
algorithm in the continuous space, or in other words, it is not required to use dis-
cretized controllers. It is also required to take into consideration the bandwidth of
the estimators, which should be two to six times faster than the controllers in order
to omit its dynamics in the controller design. The sample rate of the controller and
the quaternion and velocity estimator is set to 200 Hz.

The ball-robot presents a non-minimum phase dynamics due to Right Half Plane
(RHP) zero behaviour. As well as in a SISO system, in a MIMO system, the RHP-
zeros can impose fundamental limitations in closed-loop performance. However,
they can be useful in some applications, e.g. RHP-zeros is an excellent method to
model the system delay in power electronics converters and analyze its influence in
closed-loop stability. The zeros of a MIMO system are where the transfer function
G(s) loses rank. Therefore the direction of zero can be found by looking at the di-
rection where the matrix G(s) has zero gain. However, this method has limitations
since sometimes the zeros are cancelled by close poles [39].

The RHP zeros effect can also be observed experimentally since the ball-robot has
inverse response behaviour at the beginning of the response. When commanding
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a reference of linear displacement in the x-axis, the output initially has to move
to the negative x-axis direction before starting moving to its positive steady-state
value. Same applies to the y-axis. This inverse response is needed in the ball-
robot since it is shape-accelerated and tilts the body to the desired orientation to
start moving due to the gravity. This effect yields a delay in the response due
to a sudden negative phase added by the RHP zero. The controller is designed
accordingly. Otherwise, the reference is created taking this effect into account to
compensate for it.

This ball-bot characteristic is due to its shaped accelerated characteristic combined
with actuators at a lower height than the COM of the body.

7.2 Performance specification

The project scope is limited to the simulation environment, and as a consequence,
it is decided to use the previous project [6] as the benchmark in performance:

1. The inclination, based on roll and pitch, should be more aggressive than
heading.

2. Inclination tracking error in the steady-state reference should be held be-
tween ±1°.

3. Heading error should stay between ±5°.

4. The tracking lag should be less than 0.1s when tracking a step, ramp or sine
wave.

5. Less than 1s lag when tracking a quaternion even tough no angular velocity
reference is provided.

7.3 Velocity controller

As part of the cascade design, the outer loop is a velocity controller in charge of
generating the quaternion and quaternion derivative references that are fed to the
balance controller. The reference to the velocity controller is the linear velocities
and the rotational velocities. The current velocity controller is developed to en-
sure that the linear velocity is tracked correctly, as well as to provide robustness
against some disturbances, for example, COM miss-alignment. Different solutions
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are applicable to control the velocity, such as a Model Predictive Control. However,
it was proven in [6] that a Linear Quadratic Regulator performs properly for the
solution requirements. Due to the good results of the previous velocity controller,
it is decided to use the solution presented by [6] adapted to the new balance dy-
namics and focus the efforts in the balance controller. Nevertheless, an overview
of the velocity controller used is presented next in order to take into account its
influence in the balance controller performance.

As mentioned previously, the shape accelerated properties of the ball-robot makes
it susceptible to misalignments in the COM, parameter mismatch in the system
model and noise and drift in the IMU readings. These deviations may cause an
error between the real orientation and the measured one by the sensors, despite
having zero error in the orientation tracking, i.e. between the reference orienta-
tion and the measured one. Therefore, the acceleration of the body caused by
gravity, also known as a run-away, would vary from the desired one, and as a con-
sequence, the ball-robot linear velocity would deviate from the referenced one. A
velocity controller is included to compensate for the deviation. It tracks the velocity
error and produces an orientation reference to the balance controller according to
the shape accelerated variation. The compensation is done defining two different
states, the moving process and the standstill process.

A standstill process is considered when the velocity reference is zero and the ball-
robot is intended to be maintained perpendicular to the ground. Hence there
should be no translational velocity. However, due to the run-away effect, the con-
troller has to account for a change in acceleration and command an orientation
reference compensation. Therefore, an integral term corresponding to the position
error is included in the velocity controller. Otherwise, the ball-robot is tracking
a velocity. Hence it will behave like a typical error tracking controller, where the
error is considered the actual states minus the reference signal

I ẋe = I ẋ− I ẋref
Iẏe = Iẏ− Iẏref

(7.1)

Finally, a Linear Quadratic Regulator was defined to track the velocity. The perfor-
mance of the velocity controller is shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of velocity reference vs velocity tracking by the velocity controller.

It can be seen how the velocity controller converges the states to the reference ones
in steady-state. However, a ramp input is tracked with a constant delay due to
the non-minimum phase dynamics of the ball-robot. The RHP zeros introduce
an inverse response which generates the delay. The performance of the velocity
controller is considered satisfactory under the performance requirements.

7.4 Quaternion tracking error

Controllers are commonly designed to track a reference; hence, the controller input
signal is defined as the error or deviation between the reference and the actual
states, which in most of the cases is computed as a subtraction

xe = x− xre f (7.2)

The balance controller addressed in this project requires to track a quaternion and
its derivative. The error fed to the controller is. Therefore, the quaternion devia-
tion and its derivative. Due to the use of quaternions, it is not possible to use the
algebraic subtraction in (7.2), since unit quaternions are not closed under subtrac-
tion. The orientation error must be computed by quaternions multiplication which
is given by

qc = qa ◦ q∗b (7.3)

The quaternion multiplication is a non-commutative operation. Therefore the order
of the quaternions matter. Depending on the multipliers order, the quaternion error
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might be expressed in the ball {K} or in the body {B} reference frame. An example
and an extended comparison between these two approaches can be found in [6].
It remarks the benefits of using the quaternion error defined in the body frame.
Thus, it is decided to choose the body frame quaternion error, which is computed
by the reference quaternion left-multiplied.

Bqe =
K
Bq∗re f ◦

K
Bq (7.4)

The quaternion error can induce a non-optimal tracking path, where the rota-
tion introduced by the controller would be longer than the intuitive one, due to
the "double-cover" effect explained in Appendix E. The long path rotation can be
avoided by evaluating the scalar value of the quaternion. The scalar would be pos-
itive for θe < 180 and negative for θe > 180. Thus, when the computation of the
error gives a long rotation such that θe > 180, it is possible to correct to the shortest
part by inverting the sign of each of the elements of the quaternion.

The derivative of the quaternion error can be computed by taking the derivative of
the quaternion error following Equation E.35

Bq̇e =
K
B q̇∗re f ◦

K
Bq + K

Bq∗re f ◦
K
B q̇ (7.5)





Chapter 8

Balance controller

The goal of the balance controller consists of following an orientation reference
required to accelerate the robot and drive it at a specific linear velocity.

The balance equilibrium of the body varies depending on the current orientation,
and the translation acceleration required due to its shape-accelerated dynamics.
The cascade control structure proposed allows the balance controller in the inner
loop to focus on reaching the reference orientation and rotational velocities. The
velocity controller commands the reference, and it is in the form of the body orien-
tation quaternion and its derivative. The non-linear controller proposed and stud-
ied for the balance purposes is the Non-linear Feedback Linearization Controller
(FLC).

However, in the current chapter the FLC is analyzed and simulated without the
influence of the velocity controller, therefore, as seen in Figure 8.1 the input to the
FLC is fed by a reference generator.

Figure 8.1: Schematic of the simulation of the balance controller using Equation 7.4 and 7.5 to
calculate the error fed to the controller.

75
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8.1 Non-linear feedback linearization controller (FLC)

Non-linear Feedback Linearisation Control (FLC), often referred to as Computed-
torque control, aims to algebraically transform a non-linear system dynamics into
a (fully or partially) linear one, so that linear control techniques can be applied.
Feedback Linearisation (FL) is achieved by exact state transformations and feed-
back, as opposed to the Jacobian linearisation/Taylor expansion techniques, which
linearly approximates the dynamics. The idea of simplifying the form of a system’s
dynamics by choosing a different state representation is widely used in other fields,
such as mechanics when a system model reduces its complexity considerably by
choosing correctly the reference frames or coordinate system [40].

For a SISO non-linear system, FL aims to cancel the non-linearities so that the
closed-loop dynamics are in a linear form and impose a desired linear dynamics;
in a MIMO case, it is also in charge of decoupling the system. The most com-
mon procedures in the literature for the Feedback Linearisation are input-output
linearisation and state-space linearisation.

Input-output linearisation is characterised by linearising the relation between the
transformed input v and the actual outputs y. It is the Feedback linearization
strategy chosen to implement the balance controller and its structure is depicted in
Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2: Schematic of the zero reference tracking Input-State Feedback Linearization Controller.

On the other hand, state-space linearisation makes a linearisation of the trans-
formed input and a vector of transformed states. The state-space incurs on having
more outputs than the real ones. Hence, the extra ones are considered artificial
outputs w [41].

In the current project, the focus is put in Input-output linearisation, in which once
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the change of coordinates is done, and the input-output linearisation is obtained,
linear control techniques are applicable.

8.2 Implementation

The implementation of the FLC scheme in the ball-robot system implies a series
of assumptions and extensions from the general form of the algorithm and are
going to be presented sequentially throughout the definition of the algorithm. The
input-output linearisation approach to multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is
often called input-output decoupling because the input-output response is both
linearised and decoupled. More precisely, it consists in finding a diffeomorphism
and a state feedback control law such that, the map between the transformed inputs
v and controlled outputs y is linear, and the i-th output yi is decoupled from all
inputs vj for i 6= j [41].

The non-linear differential equations of the ball-robot dynamics in the so-called
controllability canonical form are given by

ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u
y = h(x)

(8.1)

where the states are defined by the generalized coordinates and their derivatives

x =

[
χ

χ̇

]
=



x
y

K
B q
ẋ
ẏ

K
B q̇


(8.2)

To control the states a cascade control scheme is chosen, which has a balance con-
troller in the inner loop and a velocity controller in the outer loop. Since it is a
shape-acclerated system the orientation of the body is what induces the movement,
and therefore what defines the torque control inputs of the motors. The FLC is ap-
plied to the balance controller and is in charge of controlling the orientation, which
implies controlling the quaternion and quaternion derivative states. A quaternion-
based FLC design implies transforming the state-space from eight variables to six
since the system possesses six differential equations (system dimension n is equal
to 6); this is due to the fact that the two removed equations corresponds to the q0

and q̇0 components that are algebraic equations, and therefore can be obtained at
any given time by an algebraic operation of the other quaternions.
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The system for the balance controller in the controllability canonical form is thus
reduced to

ẋq = f̃ (xq) + g̃(xq)u
yq = h̃(xq)

(8.3)

where the state vector is now a six-dimensional vector

xq =

[
χ~q
χ̇~q

]
=

[
K
B~q
K
B~̇q

]
→ ẋq =

[
χ̇~q

χ̈~q

]
=

[
K
B~̇q
K
B~̈q

]
(8.4)

and so is the f vector

f̃ (xq) =

[
K
B q̇

f q(
K
Bq, K

B q̇)

]
(8.5)

The function g becomes a 6,3-matrix given by,

g̃(xq) =

[
04×3

gq(
K
Bq)

]
(8.6)

An orientation FLC design involves transforming the output state-space from six
variables to three since it controls the three degrees of freedom of the 3D orienta-
tion. This output space reduction leads to having three outputs and three control
inputs, which converts the system into a fully actuated MIMO system. It enables
to inverse the dynamics so as to cancel the couplings and apply SISO control. The
output vector of the system is formed of three outputs (m = 3), which are chosen
to be the components of the vector part of the quaternion

yq = h(xq) =

h1(xq)

h2(xq)

h3(xq)

 =

q1

q2

q3

 (8.7)

Since the unit quaternion satisfies the unit norm constraint, the variable q0 can be
solved by applying Equation E.18.

8.2.1 Feedback linearization

In the FL technique, the Lie derivative and the relative degree of the non-linear
system play an essential role.
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In an LTI system, the relative degree is the difference between the number of poles
(i.e., degree of the transfer function’s denominator polynomial) and the number
of zeros (i.e., degree of its numerator polynomial). It can also be derived as the
number of times the output has to be differentiated before the input appears in its
expression [42]. For this system, each output needs to be derived twice to achieve
quaternion acceleration and therefore, the control input to appear. For a MIMO
system, the relative degree is called vector relative degree and is equivalent to the
sum of each output relative degree

r =
m

∑
i=1

ri = r1 + r2 + r3 = 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 (8.8)

The Lie derivatives can be obtained by differentiating y from the controllability
canonical form from (8.1) with respect to time

ẏ =
∂h
∂x

f (x) +
∂h
∂x

g(x)u = L f h(x) + Lgh(x)u (8.9)

where L f h(x) and Lgh(x) are defined as the Lie derivatives of h with respect to f
and g, respectively. Defining x0 as the equilibrium point where f (x) becomes null,
then the Lie derivative of h with respect to g is bounded away from zero for all x
[42]. Therefore, the state feedback law

u =
1

LgLr−1
f h(x)

[
v− Lr

f h(x)
]

(8.10)

yielding a linear first order system from the supplementary input v to the initial
output of the system, y. Thus, there exists a state feedback law, similar to (8.10),
that makes the nonlinear system in (8.9) linear [42].

The control law yields to n− r states of the non-linear system that are unobservable
through the state feedback. In the systems where n > r, only the input-output map
can be linearised while the state equation is partially linearised, leading to having
zero dynamics. It is called partial feedback linearisation or input-output lineari-
sation. On the other hand, if n = r the state equation is completely linearised
through the input transformation u and the algorithm is categorised as fully feed-
back linearisation or input-output linearisation [41] [43]. Since the dimension of
the current system evaluated in this project is six and equal to the vector relative
degree, the non-linear system can be fully feedback linearised, and there are no
zero dynamics.
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Expressing u in terms of the Lie derivatives is very convenient to see how the
input-output map through (8.9) and (8.10) is reduced to

y(r) = v (8.11)

which is linear and can be written as a chain of integrators. It shows that the
output function h(x) must be derived r times until it obtains an expression relating
the input u with the output y. y(r1)

y(r2)

y(r3)

 = D(x) + E(x)u (8.12)

where E(x) is called the decoupling matrix. FL must satisfy LgLr−1
f h(xo) 6= 0,

i.e. the control input does only appears at the Lie derivative with respect to f
of r relative degree. The equivalent of the condition for a MIMO system implies
non-singularity of the decoupling matrix E(x), since it is required for E(x) to be
invertible in order to apply inverse dynamics for decoupling.

E(x) =


Lg1 Lr1−1

f h1(x) · · · Lg3 Lr1−1
f h1(x)

...
. . .

Lg1 Lr3−1
f h3(x) · · · Lg3 Lr3−1

f h3(x)

 (8.13)

where E(x) and D(x) are computed through the Lie derivatives.

D(x) =

 Lr1
f h1(x)

Lr2
f h2(x)

Lr3
f h3(x)

 (8.14)

The derivative of h along the trajectories of the system ẋ = f (x) [43] is given by

L f hi(x) =
6

∑
j=1

(
∂hi

∂xj
f j(x)

)
(8.15)

and leads to the following results

L f h1(x) =
(

∂h1

∂q1

∂h1

∂q2
...

∂h1

∂q̇3

)
f1

f2

...
f6

 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 )


f1

f2

...
f6

 = f1 = q̇1 (8.16)
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L f h2(x) = f2 = q̇2 (8.17)

L f h3(x) = f3 = q̇3 (8.18)

The matrix D(x) in Equation 8.14 is computed through the direction of the vector
field from the previous results along f

Lri
f hi(x) = L f

(
Lri−1

f hi(x)
)
= L2

f hi(x) =
6

∑
j=1

∂Lri−1
f hi

∂xj
f j(x)

 (8.19)

which yields to

L2
f h1(x) =

(
∂q̇1

∂q1

∂q̇1

∂q2
...

∂q̇1

∂q̇3

)
f1

f2

...
f6

 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 )


f1

f2

...
f6

 = f4 (8.20)

L2
f h2(x) = f5 (8.21)

L2
f h3(x) = f6 (8.22)

The matrix E(x) is a 3,3-matrix composed by the Lie derivative of the vector field
obtained in (8.18) along g, which is defined as

Lgk Lri−1
f hi(x) =

6

∑
j=1

∂Lri−1
f hi

∂xj
gj,k(x)

 (8.23)

where k indicates each of the three columns of g. Substituting the previous values
from (8.18) and applying the gradients yield to

Lg1 L f h1(x) =
(

∂q̇1

∂q1

∂q̇1

∂q2
...

∂q̇1

∂q̇3

)
g1,1

g2,1

...
g6,1

 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 )



0
0
0
g4,1

g5,1

g6,1


= g4,1 (8.24)

which forms the following E(x) matrix defined in (8.13).

E(x) =

 g̃6,1 g̃6,2 g̃6,3

g̃7,1 g̃7,2 g̃7,3

g̃8,1 g̃8,2 g̃8,3

 (8.25)
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There is no value of E(x) making the determinant zero. Hence, the non-singularity
requirement is satisfied, and the output linearisation and decoupling problem is
solvable for the non-linear system by isolating from (8.12) the non-linear control
input.

The control law u in matrix form is given by

u = E−1(x)(v− D(x)) (8.26)

Applying this control law, the non-linearities are cancelled since the input-output
is decoupled and linearised.

8.2.2 Control of the decoupled linearised system

The design of the linear control law v, as well as the transformation from the x-state
space to z-state space, are to be defined in order to compute u in (8.26).

It is desired to design a new set of n independent coordinates named z, so the
mapping from x-state space to z-space transforms the non-linear system defined
in (8.3) into a system which is input-output linearized and controllable. The first
r coordinates are denoted by ξ and the last n− r coordinates that create the zero
dynamics and are named η. The ball-robot has no zero dynamics since n = r = 6,
and therefore the new set of coordinates z are collected in a 6-dimensional vector
denoted by ξ.

The mapping from z-space to x-space must be invertible in order to be unique. The
coordinates are chosen following the SISO description in [44] but extended for a
MIMO system. Therefore, for each output i with relative degree ri the coordinates
are defined as

ξ =


z(i)1

z(i)2

...
z(i)ri

 =


hi(x)

L f hi(x)

...
Lri−1

f hi(x)

 (8.27)

The derivative of the states are derived applying the Lie derivative. The last deriva-
tive of the state z(i)ri+1 corresponds to the linear control law v of the corresponding
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output i.

ξ̇i =


ż(i)1

ż(i)2

...
ż(i)ri

 =


z(i)2

z(i)3

...
z(i)ri+1

 =


L f hi(x)
L2

f hi(x)
...
vi

 (8.28)

The new coordinates for each output is computed and yields to

ξ1 =

z(1)1

z(1)2

 → ξ̇1 =

ż(1)1

ż(1)2

 =

[
z(1)2

v1

]

ξ2 =

z(2)1

z(2)2

 → ξ̇2 =

ż(2)1

ż(2)2

 =

[
z(2)2

v2

]

ξ3 =

z(3)1

z(3)2

 → ξ̇3 =

ż(3)1

ż(3)2

 =

[
z(3)2

v3

]
(8.29)

Since the system is decoupled and linearized after applying LF, the new set of
coordinates for each output create a linear system on the form of

ξ̇i = Aξi + Bvi
yi = Cξi

(8.30)

therefore yielding three linear systems with one control output each to be defined.
The control signal is equal to the last state of each output ż(i)ri and then transforms
the nonlinear system into a linear system. Thus, it stabilizes the system by standard
linear techniques and is chosen to be

vi = −Kξi (8.31)

substituting (8.31) in (8.30) gives

ξ̇i = (A− BKi) ξi (8.32)

The solution of this equation is given by

ξi = e(A−BKi)tξi(0) (8.33)

where ξi(0) is the initial state caused by external disturbances. The stability and
transient response characteristics are determined by the eigenvalues of the matrix
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A− BKi. Therefore Ki must be properly chosen to make it an asymptotically stable
matrix and be a Hurwitz matrix. These regular poles or eigenvalues need to be
placed in the left half of the s plane, to make ξi(t) approach zero as t approaches
infinity [45].

The three linear systems can be rearranged from (8.29) to be presented in an single
state-space system

ξ̇ = Aξ + Bv
y = Cξ

(8.34)

where the states are rearranged as

ξ =



z(1)1

z(2)1

z(3)1

z(1)2

z(2)2

z(3)2


=



h1(x)

h2(x)

h3(x)

L f h1(x)

L f h2(x)

L f h3(x)


=



q1

q2

q3

q̇1

q̇2

q̇3


→ ξ̇ =



ż(1)1

ż(2)1

ż(3)1

ż(1)2

ż(2)2

ż(3)2


=



L f h1(x)

L f h2(x)

L f h3(x)

v1

v2

v3


=



q̇1

q̇2

q̇3

v1

v2

v3


(8.35)

and the state-space matrices are trivial and given by

A =

[
03×3 I3×3

03×3 03×3

]
(8.36)

B =

[
03×3

I3×3

]
(8.37)

C = [I3×3 03×3] (8.38)

The non-linear system response created by u is designed by the control law of the
linear system v. For a SISO system it is defined as

v = −K0 z1 − K1 z2 − ... − Kr zr = −k0 y− K1 ẏ− ... − Kr−1 yr−1 (8.39)

the second part of the equality shows that the open-loop dynamics is a chain of
integrators. For a MIMO system this expression is extended for each output i. As
seen in (8.39), each vi is indeed a chain of ri integrators in open-loop and describes
the relationship between the output and the new input v [43]. For the ball-robot it
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yields to

v =

 v1

v2

v3

 =


−K1z(1)1 − Kd1z(1)2

−K2z(2)1 − Kd2z(2)2

−K3z(3)1 − Kd3z(3)2

 =

 −K1q1 − Kd1q̇1

−K2q2 − Kd2q̇2

−K3q3 − Kd3q̇3

 (8.40)

The control law drive the state variables to zero, and follows the response charac-
teristics determined by the closed-loop poles set by v. For a SISO system it leads
to the closed-loop output dynamics [43]

zr+1 + Kr zr + ... + K0 z1 = 0 (8.41)

with Ki chosen so that the polynomial in the left side of (8.41) has all its roots
strictly in the left-half complex plane, it leads to the exponential stable dynamics
(8.41). This implies that x(t) → 0. Isolating from (8.40) yields to the ball-robot
closed-loop dynamics

K1q1 + Kd1q̇1 + q̈1 = 0
K2q2 + Kd2q̇2 + q̈2 = 0
K3q3 + Kd3q̇3 + q̈3 = 0

(8.42)

It can be seen that no approximation arising from the linearisation has been per-
formed, the only linearisation by first feedback has been applied in order to make
the system linear, but this linearisation did not include any approximation [46].

8.2.3 Zero-reference with non-zero initial condition results

The FLC with zero-reference configuration is implemented and simulated to test
the convergence of the states. The initial orientations of the ball-robot are given by
φ = 5◦, θ = 5◦ and ψ = 0◦, while the rest of the states are initialized to zero.

The convergence of the FLC to the zero-value is tested in Figure 8.3 and provides
zero steady-state error. With a more aggressive gain in the controller, it would be
possible to achieve faster reaching time if needed.
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Figure 8.3: Zero reference convergence test of the FLC controller.

To make the ball-robot follow an orientation reference, the tracking error needs to
be included in the control scheme.

8.2.4 Reference tracking

The idea of applying FLC to under-actuated mechanical systems is not new, but
most of the work has been devoted to the stabilisation problem. There is a lack of
literature dealing with how to address the reference tracking in the FLC. Mainly
some authors are defining the algorithm for a zero reference and a SISO system.
Other sources do not reach an agreement on whether to apply the z-transformation
before computing the error or afterwards. Moreover, since the balance controller
belongs to a cascade control, it is indeed relevant in this case to consider how to
deal with the velocity controller dynamics in the balance controller computation
[40] [43].

The goal is to drive the error of the system states to converge towards zero at a
finite time. The reference tracking is implemented, as shown in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Schematic of the reference tracking Input-State Feedback Linearization Controller.

The computation of the matrices E(x) and D(x) is done using the values of the
states, while the z-transformation and the linear controller takes the error of the
states. For this purpose, the control law from (8.39) needs to be redefined in terms
of the error of the states.

v = −k0 (zre f ,0 − z0)− K1 (zre f ,1 − z1)− ... − Kr−1 (zre f ,r−1 − zr1) =

= zre f ,r+1 − K0 e− K1 ė− ... − Kr−1 er−1 (8.43)

In the ball-robot case, the states error corresponds to the quaternion error and its
derivative, and due to quaternions algebra these errors need to be computed as
explained in Section 7.4 and defined in Equation 7.4.

v =

 v1

v2

v3

 =


−K1 e(1)1 − Kd1 ė(1)2

−K2 e(2)1 − Kd2 ė(2)2

−K3 e(3)1 − Kd3 ė(3)2

 =

 q̈re f ,1 − K1
Bq1e − Kd1

Bq̇1e

q̈re f ,2 − K2
Bq2e − Kd2

Bq̇2e

q̈re f ,3 − K3
Bq3e − Kd3

Bq̇3e

 (8.44)

The reference acceleration is assumed to be zero in the implementation of the
control law v in (8.44), since it is a common assumption for control due to its small
value. This chain of integrators yields to the following closed-loop dynamics

K1
Bq1e + Kd1

Bq̇1e + q̈1e = 0

K2
Bq2e + Kd2

Bq̇2e + q̈2e = 0

K3
Bq3e + Kd3

Bq̇3e + q̈3e = 0

(8.45)

which provides an exponentially stable error dynamics if Ki are chosen to be pos-
itive. Therefore, if initially Bqie(0) = Bq̇ie(0) = 0, then Bqie(t) = 0 for t ≥ 0, i.e.,
perfect tracking is achieved; otherwise, Bqie(t) converges to zero exponentially.

8.2.5 Feedback linearisation reference tracking results

The FLC is simulated to track the reference signal and tested using a sine wave
reference. The sine wave reference consists of a roll movement of 0.5Hz with 3° of
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amplitude, which is transformed into a quaternion reference to fed it to the FLC.
The periodical roll movement is tracked in a precise way by the controller as seen
in Figure 8.5, whereas there is a visible oscillatory error in the third and fourth
quaternion components, q3 and q4 respectively; furthermore, q3 has a small offset
with respect to the reference. The errors could be explained by a combination of
the tracking dynamics as well as the condition to satisfy the unitary quaternion
norm.

Figure 8.5: Quaternion results with a reference signal of a sine wave in the roll angle.

Despite the deviations in tracking, the magnitude of the error is not significant,
with a maximum of 0.25° of error for the pitch direction and less than 0.1° for the
yaw, fulfilling the desired performance specifications.
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Figure 8.6: Euler-angles results with a reference signal of a sine wave in the roll angle.

In Figure 8.7 is shown the torque signals commanded to the motors to track the
sine wave reference. It is seen that the control input behaves smoothly and does
not present chattering.

Figure 8.7: Motor torques of the system with velocity controller, balance controller under a sine wave
signal.
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8.3 Performance comparison with previous version

The system developed by [6] which implements a Sliding mode controller for the
balance stabilization is compared with the actual system using Feedback Lineariza-
tion control.

In Figure 8.8, the results of the tracking error of both systems is presented in Euler-
angles. It is seen that the error magnitude of the roll angle is quite similar in both
systems, whereas in the pitch the V2019 provides an error with one order magni-
tude lower than the V2020 proposed in the current thesis. The yaw performance in
the V2019 converges adequately to zero while in the V2020 has small oscillations.

Figure 8.8: Euler angle error comparison feedback linearization vs sliding mode.

Finally, comparing the torque signals commanded to the motors it can be asserted
that the behaviour of the controllers is quite similar when facing a sine wave refer-
ence.
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Figure 8.9: Torques comparison between the feedback linearization and the sliding mode.

8.4 FLC robustness test

The previous results obtained by the FLC validate the performance under the ex-
pected specifications for the nominal system and without disturbances. However,
it is common to find deviations between the model and the real device, hence, it
is necessary to evaluate the performance of the controller under disturbances and
parametric deviations. To evaluate it, three experiments are performed: Mass and
inertia disturbance, COM miss-alignment and force disturbance.

The FLC does not have implicitly implemented any strategy to reject the distur-
bances, such as a dynamic control law or an extension of the control law including
the disturbance rejection terms. However, the controller is tested against the dis-
turbances expected to be found in the set-up to assess its robustness.

8.4.1 Mass and inertia disturbance

The first experiment is designed to evaluate how a change in mass in the device
would influence in the performance of the controller to track the desired signal.
The mass is increased by a 10% rate in the model and the inertias are increased by
a factor of 3.2. It can be observed in Figure 8.10 how the quaternion components
track properly the reference despite the mass and inertia differences. It is also
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seen how the change in inertias has a bigger influence in the forth quaternion
component, q3, which is correlated with the influence of the inertia corresponding
to the yaw, as seen in Figure 8.11

Figure 8.10: Comparison in performance to reach upright position from a φ = 5° and θ = −5°
inclination between the original model and a model with +10% change in the mass and 3.2 times
the inertia, in quaternion representation.

It is noted the different impacts in the yaw rotation compared with the other two
rotations under the effect of mass and inertia changes.
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Figure 8.11: Comparison in performance to reach upright position from a φ = 5° and θ = −5°
inclination between the original model and a model with +10% change in the mass and 3.2 times
the inertia, in Euler-angle representation.

8.4.2 COM miss-alignment

It was discussed previously the effects of the shape-accelerated properties of the
ball-robot where a miss-alignment of the COM can cause the runaway effect, mainly,
due to miss-calculations over the gravity effect due the inclination. Therefore it is
tested the influence and impact in the balance controller with a COM deviated by
[−2 −3 +3] cm in Cartesian reference from the original position express in the
inertial frame. This deviation is translated into the ball-robot inertia unbalanced to
one side and the COM placed higher than expected. Thus, in Figure 8.12 it is seen
how the FLC is not capable of tracking correctly the reference angles.
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Figure 8.12: Effects of the miss-alignment of the COM causing the run-away effect in the orientation
of the ball-robot.

The COM miss-alignment is also reflected in the linear velocity, extension of the
wrong orientation of the ball-robot, causing the run-away effect.

Figure 8.13: Effects of the miss-alignment of the COM causing the run-away effect in the linear
velocity of the ball-robot.

The above results confirm the necessity of a velocity controller, capable of correct-
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ing the velocities derived of the miss-alignment by compensating it with orienta-
tion.

8.4.3 Force disturbance

Finally, it is aimed to assess how susceptible is the balance controller to sudden
disturbances caused for example by a collision or a human push. To emulate it, a
sudden change of four degrees in the roll angle φ is introduced as a disturbance w
at the plant output.

Figure 8.14: Response to a force disturbance expressed in Euler-angles.

It is seen in the Euler-angle representation how the angle is rapidly corrected and
converges to the upright position satisfactorily, showing that the algorithm would
be robust against this disturbance. This would need to be tested in the real set-up
in order to draw further conclusions, since the simulation test is a simplification of
a push disturbance and could cause the results to vary.





Chapter 9

Implementation and results

The controller is merged with the rest of the model to simulate the whole ball-robot
system. It is evaluated the bandwidth of the system, as well as the performance
of the balance controller along with the rest of the set-up, i.e. sensor models,
estimators and velocity controller.

9.1 Bandwidth of the system

First of all, it is necessary to evaluate the maximum frequency at which the system
is able to perform adequately, or in other words, the bandwidth of the system.
To do so, different techniques are at hand, for example, a bode diagram analysis.
However, it is decided to perform a chirp test, which consist of exciting the system
with a frequency varying signal which keeps increasing in frequency over time.
For the test, the roll reference signal is a chirp signal with a frequency starting 0.05
Hz and increases by 0.05 each second, to a limit of 5 Hz at second 100. The rest of
the states are initialized at values corresponding to the upright position.

Under the chirp analysis, the roll and pitch response is presented in Figure 9.1.
The roll angle tracking is lost at around 25 seconds, while the pitch reflects how
the tracking starts to degrade at around the 23 second, meaning that it starts losing
control at 1.25 Hz. Therefore, the bandwidth of the system is approximately at 1.25
Hz.
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Figure 9.1: Response of the angles of the system under a frequency varying chirp signal exciting the
system, represented Euler-angles.

Furthermore, it is desired to analyze the point where the motors reach their satu-
ration point and are not capable of providing a sufficient torque to track the signal.
As seen in Figure 9.2, the torque of the motor 0 saturates at a similar time as the
angles start losing track, confirming the bandwidth limitation.
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Figure 9.2: Torque response of the motors under a frequency varying chirp signal exciting the system.
The torque saturation can be observed.

The synergy of the balance controller with the rest of the system is addressed next,
starting with testing the cascade controller, i.e. the balance controller combined
with the velocity controller.

9.2 Cascade controller performance

The following tests are conducted to evaluate the merged performance of the ve-
locity controller and the balance controller. Hence, they are an extension of the
tests performed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. The difference lies in the balance
controller reference signal being created by the velocity controller.

The reference linear velocity signal fed to the velocity controller can be seen in
Figure 9.3
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Figure 9.3: Reference signal of the velocity controller.

Figure 9.4 shows the performance of the controllers when tracking the time-varying
linear velocity signal shown in the previous figure. It is seen that the system is
stable and the controllers are capable of tracking correctly the reference, with no
significant error. Nonetheless, it is noted that the reference signal for the fourth
quaternion component, q3, is continuously increasing.
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Figure 9.4: Effect of a velocity time-varying reference signal in the inclination of the system, repre-
sented in quaternions. The test is carried out using the velocity controller (LQR) and the balance
controller (FLC).

It is important to point out the characteristic shape of the orientation reference
fed to the balance controller that is created by the velocity controller. In order to
follow the ramps imposed as references in linear velocity, the body is required to
tilt showing the shape-accelerated characteristic of the ball-robot.

These findings can be confirmed more intuitively by looking at the Euler-angles
representation. The tracking is performed properly, and the error in the yaw is
indeed negligible.
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Figure 9.5: Effect of a velocity time-varying reference signal in the inclination of the system, repre-
sented in Euler-angles. The test is carried out using the velocity controller (LQR) and the balance
controller (FLC).

COM miss-alignment with the cascade controller

Once the velocity controller is tested with the balance controller, it follows a test
to assess if a possible COM miss-alignment would be, as intended, corrected by
the velocity controller. It is seen in Figure 9.6 how the velocity controller corrects
the miss-alignment which in Figure 8.12 was not being corrected. The correction
is very accurate in the roll and pitch directions, while the error in the yaw is not
properly corrected.
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Figure 9.6: Response of the velocity and balance controller against a COM miss-alignment repre-
sented in Euler-angles.

The COM was deviated by [−2 −3 +3] cm in Cartesian coordinates from the orig-
inal position, expressed in the inertial frame. It is curious to see its impact in
the new equilibrium position found by the velocity controller, which now is set at
φ = −4° and θ = 2.5°.

The compensation of the COM miss-alignment can also be observed by looking at
the velocity tracking, where the run-away effect has disappeared.
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Figure 9.7: Response of the velocity controller against a COM miss-alignment.

9.3 Estimator influence

Finally, the controllers are tested under the influence of noise in the sensors, and
thus, the velocity and quaternion estimators are introduced to evaluate its effect.

Figure 9.8: Schematic of the simulation for the complete system.
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9.3.1 Complete system under a sine wave input test

The complete system is first tested against a sine wave reference signal. The in-
fluence of the estimators degrades slightly the tracking performance and generates
noisy signals in the third and fourth quaternion components, q2 and q3 respectively.

Figure 9.9: Response of the system with velocity controller, balance controller, sensor noise and state
estimators under the effect of a sine wave, represented in quaternions.

The quaternion deviations expressed in Euler-angles representation yields satisfac-
tory results that fulfill the performance specifications. The pitch signal converges
to an error close to ±0.05°, whereas the yaw error converges slowly to zero ending
up with an offset of ±0.3°.
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Figure 9.10: Response of the system with velocity controller, balance controller, sensor noise and
state estimators under the effect of a sine wave, represented in Euler-angles.

Finally, the torque signals commanded to the motors are shown in Figure 9.11.
They reflect that under the influence of a sine wave with frequency lower than the
bandwidth of the system, the torque signals do not saturate but produce noisy
signals. Since the balance controller itself did not produce chattering in the control
input signals, the noise in the signals is attributed to the estimators performance.
Therefore, it might be important to check this behaviour in the real set-up, where
the noise in the sensors could be lower than the one expected in the simulations
and the estimators would perform adequately. Otherwise, the noise covariance
matrices of the estimators might need to be adjusted to deal with this undesired
effect.
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Figure 9.11: Motor torques of the system with velocity controller, balance controller, sensor noise
and estimators under a sine wave signal.

9.3.2 Complete system under the influence of a varying velocity signal

The effect of the time-varying velocity signal showed in Figure 9.3 is simulated in
this case for the complete system. Figure 9.12 confirms that the system is capable of
effectively tracking a time-varying velocity reference. However, small fluctuations
are observed mainly in the second and fourth quaternion components, q1 and q3.
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Figure 9.12: Results of the quaternion tracking under a velocity varying signal when the estimator
and the velocity and balance controller are active.

However, it can be seen how in the Euler-angle representation the yaw is miss-
tracked by approximately −0.2° error on average. Roll and yaw tracking provide
some noisy but acceptable results.

Figure 9.13: Results of the tracking under a velocity varying signal when the estimator and the
velocity and balance controller are active shown in Euler-angles.
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9.4 Performance comparison with previous version

The system developed by [6] that includes a Sliding mode controller and Extended
Kalman filters (V2019) is compared with the actual system that uses Feedback
Linearization control and Unscented Kalman Filters (V2020).

In Figure 8.8 the results of the tracking error for both systems is presented in
Euler-angles. It is observed that the error magnitude obtained is quite similar in
both systems.

Figure 9.14: Euler angle error comparison between the implementation in the V2019 project and the
V2020 including estimators, controllers and noise signals.

Finally, comparing the torque provided by the motors it can be asserted that the
behaviour of the controllers is almost the same when facing a sine wave reference.
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Figure 9.15: Torque signals comparison between the implementation in the V2019 project and the
V2020 including estimators, controllers and noise signals.



Chapter 10

Conclusion

This chapter aims to summarize the main issues encountered in the development
of this project and to discuss the reasoning behind the decisions taken to overcome
them. Furthermore, it intends to provide commentary on the obtained results and
findings.

The main challenges sought while choosing the topic of the current thesis consisted
in studying a complex mechanical system with some minimum requirements such
as having multiple degrees of freedom, the possibility of including estimators, and
a multiple-input multiple-output system. These research topics were found to suit
well in the ball-robot.

As stated in the problem statement in Chapter 1, the main goals of the project were
defined as:

1. Review, understand and develop the quaternion model with alternative quaternion
operation.

2. Development of an advanced observer strategy for non-linear systems.

3. Derivation and implementation of an advanced non-linear control strategy.

The goals have been properly achieved and draw a series of conclusions that are
presented next together with a summary of the work done.

The ball-robot was modeled using a two body representation which consists in
a robot balancing on a ball. The orientation of the body was represented using
quaternions. Hence, the five degrees of freedom of the ball-robot were described
using six generalized coordinates. The quaternion representation avoids singulari-
ties compared to Euler-angles system. However, for the ball-robot operation range,
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it is proved unnecessary since it does not reach the condition for the gimbal lock
to occur. Other representations, such as Euler-angles, might reduce the complexity
of the model.

The kinematic model was derived defining the forward and inverse kinematic re-
lations. Upon the kinematic model, the energy equations were derived and intro-
duced in the Lagrangian formulation to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations of
the system. The input torques were introduced as a relation between the motors
and the system trough the kinematic relationship. Furthermore, it was required to
introduce the constraints arising from the quaternion representation. Thus, it was
necessary to include a diffeomorphism to represent the dynamics of the system in
an ODE closed form that is more suitable for control theory. The mentioned trans-
formations yielded a control-affine system of equations, relating the six generalized
coordinates and their derivatives with the inputs of the system.

Developed algorithms are intended to be applied in a real device, therefore they
have to be able to cope with the possible challenges arising in the real set-up. The
states of the system are obtained through measurements from sensors. Thus, as-
pects such as noise, bandwidth and sampling time have been contemplated. In
addition, possible imprecision in the derived dynamic model is considered. Two
estimators were developed as a solution to the aforementioned problems; a Quater-
nion Unscented Kalman Filter (QUKF) and a Velocity Unscented Kalman Filter
(VUKF). The Unscented Kalman Filters were aimed to deal with the non-linearities
of the model, in contrast to the Extended Kalman Filter which is based on Jacobian
linearization, therefore losing precision.

The QUKF was firstly implemented using the forced unit norm quaternion, simi-
larly to how the Extended Kalman Filter was treating the quaternions in [6]. How-
ever, the resultant quaternion estimate was deeply deviated from the correct solu-
tion, showing that the forced norm was imprecise for the UKF due to the number
of additions and subtractions of quaternions required. A variation of the classi-
cal Unscented Kalman Filter was introduced to overcome this issue, in which the
quaternions comply with the unit norm throughout the algorithm.

The VUKF and the QUKF proved to work properly and fulfill the performance
specifications expected in the project. The Unscented solutions were compared
with the previous version of the ball-robot. Despite the Unscented Kalman Fil-
ter being a more complex estimator than the Extended Kalman Filter, the results
closely match. Therefore it can be concluded that the Extended Kalman Filter is
a better option from an analytical point of view, since the performance are closely
the same but the complexity of the Extended Kalman Filter is lower. On top of
that, it confirms that forcing the quaternion unit norm provides proper results for
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some algorithms as mentioned in [36].

Finally, the controller scheme of the system was defined and implemented. It con-
sists of a cascade structure, where the I-LQR velocity controller in the outer loop,
previously defined in [6], is used to generate the signals to a balance controller,
which is placed in the inner loop. The balance controller assures that the required
orientation, either to achieve the translational velocity or to maintain the equilib-
rium, is obtained. The balance controller was implemented through a non-linear
Feedback Linearization Controller (FLC) modified to deal with quaternions and
MIMO systems.

The FLC proved to track properly a sine reference with almost non noticeable error
in the roll rotation. The error magnitude in pitch angle is around ±0.2°, and for
the yaw angle reaches ±0.08°.

The robustness of the algorithm was evaluated both trough a change of mass and
inertia, and in a force disturbance rejection. Those tests showed an adequate con-
vergence time and stability. Furthermore, a misalignment in the center of mass
was introduced. The balance controller was not capable of dealing with it by
itself, leading to a "run-away" effect. By introducing the velocity controller the
new equilibrium point was calculated and the balance controller managed to reach
stability and satisfactory performance. Overall, the controller complies with the
performance specified in the thesis and it can be concluded to be suitable for this
application.

As a final remark, it was shown that the FLC strategy for the balance controller,
compared with the Sliding Mode Controller (SMC), does not present a significant
improvement. It is concluded that both non-linear controllers are suitable for the
ball-robot stabilization problem. However, the stability in the SMC with a contin-
uous law is only assured for the reaching phase, leading to oscillations around the
equilibrium point. However, it is necessary to remark that both solutions shown a
degraded performance when using the studied estimators. Nonetheless, a proper
test in the real set-up should be performed to assert the results.
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Future work

The current thesis addresses advanced algorithms both for parameter estimation
and control. However, the ball balancing robot is a source of deep and exten-
sive research, therefore, in the current chapter, some possible modifications and
improvements that may be implemented in future research are cataloged.

The Quaternion Unscented Kalman Filter uses a model of the accelerometer to
estimate the orientation of the ball-robot that makes the heading bias unobservable.
The simplification incurs in a lack of tracking of the rotation around the z-axis,
therefore miss-calculating the yaw. Usually, the deviation can be corrected in the
update step by the use of other sensors sources, such as a LiDAR or GPS for
large displacements. Therefore, a LiDAR is suggested when implementing it in
a real environment. However, in case the LiDAR reading was not available, a
more accurate model of the accelerometer measuring the acceleration instead of the
gravity vector is proposed. In addition, a model-driven estimator scheme should be
evaluated due to the observed degradation of the controller performance generated
by the estimators.

It was stated that one of the advantages of the shape-accelerated properties of the
ball-robot is the observability of the states, e.g. a change in inclination is easily
reflected in the states. Hence, the model of the system could be updated dynami-
cally to cope with changes in the properties or inaccuracies in the a priori model.
One of the properties that are susceptible to deviations and at the same time have
a great impact on the tracking is the COM [6]. As a consequence, it is suggested
developing an observer for the COM to increase the accuracy of the controllers.

It has been proved that the Non-linear Feedback Linearization Control (FLC) is ca-
pable of rejecting the expected disturbances that are thought as feasible to occur in
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the ball-robot. It would be possible to extend the FLC to cope with more demand-
ing disturbances. To do so, the controller could be extended to include a dynamic
law or extra terms related to the disturbances in the control law, as it is explained
in [41]. Therefore, it is suggested exploring these options to increase the range of
operation of the ball-robot.

In relation to the conclusions drawn from the comparison between the controller
implemented in this project and in the previous one [6], the FLC and Sliding Mode
Controller provide similar results in terms of stability and performance. There-
fore, an improvement in the Sliding manifold might out-stand achieved results.
It is proposed to investigate the effects of implementing a second-order Sliding
Mode which would overcome the chattering problem without oscillating around
the equilibrium point behavior created by a continuous law. For the relative degree
of the ball-robot, the proper second-order sliding mode algorithm is often referred
to as the "super twisting algorithm". The main difference lies in the switching con-
trol term, which rejects the disturbances. Instead of being defined as a sign signal
that depends on the sliding variable, it takes the integral of it reducing the con-
trol activity and assuring convergence. The Super Twisting algorithm was already
tested in the current project, but without achieving convergence, which might be
due to a non-exhaustive tuning of the parameters.

Finally, the results obtained in the current thesis are subjected to the limitations
of simulation scope. Therefore, in order to make a final and valuable conclusion
on the results achieved, it would be necessary to implement the algorithms in the
real set-up and assess the expected properties of the estimators and controllers.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to observe the performance of the system
under more challenging environments and operating scenarios.
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Appendix A

System parameters

List of parameters of the ball-robot components extracted from datasheets [47],
[48], [49] and from [6].

Group Symbol Parameter Value

Body

Mb Ball-robot mass included all components 16.154 kg
l Distance from center of ball to center of mass 0.4213 m
Jbx Robot body inertia around x-axis 4.173 kg m2

Jby Robot body inertia around y-axis 4.161 kg m2

Jbz Robot body inertia around z-axis 0.1004 kg m2

α Wheel zenith angle 45°
γ Wheel separation 120°

Motor

Jm Motor inertia 1.21 · 10−4 kg m2

Jg Gear inertia 1.2 · 10−6 kg m2

ngear Gear ratio (4.3:1) 13/3
τmax Max output torque 1.9825 Nm

Wheel

Mw Mass of omniwheel 0.27 kg
rw Radius of omniwheel 0.05 m
Jow Inertia of omniwheel 9 · 10−4 kg m2

Jw Total inertia of wheel, gear and motor 3.19 · 10−3 kg m2

nticks Encoder ticks per wheel revolution 70997.33

Friction
Bvk Viscous friction of ball to ground 0 N / (m/s)
Bvm Viscous friction of motor and wheel to ball 0 N / (rad/s)
Bvb Viscous (air) friction of body 0 N / (rad/s)

Ball rk Radius of ball 0.129 m
Mk Mass of ball 1.478 kg
Jk Inertia of ball 15.4 · 10−3 kg m2
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Appendix B

Kinematics

The kinematic 3D model general goal is to relate kinematic variables, such as po-
sitions and velocities, to the inertial frame. In other words, they express certain
variables in terms of the system state-space variables, which are the generalized
coordinates and their derivatives. This way, these variables can be substituted by
their kinematic relation to the generalized coordinates throughout the dynamic
model derivation to have the dynamic model just in terms of the state space vari-
ables. Classic mechanics of motion theory will be applied following [50] [51].

It can be seen that each of the sections, in which this Appendix is divided, follows
the same main goal defined above, just applied for defining different intermediate
variables in the inertial frame. First, in Section B.2 called ’Intermediate kinematic
relationships’, relevant variables will be defined, through a series of kinematic
transformations, in terms of the system state variables. Afterwards, in inverse and
forward kinematics Sections, B.8 and B.9 respectively, the complete relationship
between actuator variables and state variables will be described making use of the
intermediate relations previously calculated where inverse kinematics maps from
state variables to actuator variables and forward do the opposite.

B.1 Ball-robot reference frames relationships

The ball-robot frames have a series of relationships that are useful for making
equivalences in algorithms derivations and that will be used to simplify and es-
tablish the kinematics. The equivalences are explained in this section and are used
throughout the project.
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As seen in Figure B.1, the linear velocity of the moving frame {K′} seen from {K}
is zero, because it only has a relative rotation over the frame {K}, so it does not
translate. The observed linear velocity of a frame is not affected by a rotational
movement of neither the observed frame nor the reference frame.

Figure B.1: Linear displacement in the x-axis shows how the moving frame {K′} has a relative
rotation over the frame {K}, but zero relative translation.

Thus, the linear velocity of frame {K′} and {K} are the same seen from {I}, be-
cause {K′} rotation is defined over {K} and {K} translates over {I}.

vK′ |K = 0 6= vK′ |I = vK|I (B.1)

This relationship applies for relationships between other frames in the ball-robot
when they are related by pure rotation.

For the same reason, the angular velocity of {K′} is the same on frame {K} and on
{I} because {K} only translates over {I}.

KωK′ |K =K ωK′ |I =
I ωK′ |I (B.2)

This relationship applies for relationships between other frames in the ball-robot
when they are related by pure translation.
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In summary, it has been shown one example that explains the reason why in terms
of linear velocity, {K′} is equivalent to {K}, because of pure rotation. The exam-
ple with the angular velocity shows that {K} is equivalent to {I}, due to pure
translation.

The logic applied to these particular frames is extended to other frames with the
same characteristics in the ball-robot. Therefore, equivalences that do not appear
explicitly in this section but are analog to the previous explained will be obtained
throughout the chapter.

B.2 Intermediate kinematics variables to state variables

The ball-robot kinematic consists in deriving an expression for the individual omni-
wheel angular velocities based on the system states and vice versa. Therefore,
intermediate steps relating intermediate variables to state variables must be done.

B.3 Ball linear velocity to state variables

The ball linear velocity describes the linear velocity of its center of mass and is
already defined in the inertial frame.

IvK|I =

 ẋ
ẏ
0

 (B.3)

For convenience, from this point forward, the components of the ball linear velocity
vector will also be used to derive other relationships as well as the vector itself.

B.4 Ball angular velocity to state variables

The goal is to relate the ball angular velocity with the state variables, i.e. to define
it in the inertial frame. This is needed because either the inverse kinematics or
the dynamic model for the ball rotational kinetic energy equations make use of it.
There is no z component in the angular velocity of the ball considered as mentioned
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in Section 2.2, this yields to (B.4) for the ball angular velocity.

KωK′ |K =

 ωK′,x
ωK′,y

0

 (B.4)

The linear or tangential velocity of the ball at the point of contact can be calculated
through the cross product between the ball angular velocity and the position vector
that connects the centre of the ball with the point where the linear velocity is to be
calculated. In this case, the instantaneous point in contact with the ground.

KvG|K′ =
KωK′ |K × K pG =

 ωK′,x
ωK′,y

0

×
 0

0
−rk

 =

 −ωK′,y rk
ωK′,x rk

0

 (B.5)

This relationship is explained through a graphical example in Figure B.2

Figure B.2: Graphical explanation of the Equation B.5 through an example showing that an angular
velocity in the y-axis creates a linear velocity in the inertial x-axis direction, which can be calculated
through the cross-product of the angular velocity and the vector relating the center of the ball with
the point of contact.
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Symmetry is applied in case of swapping the observed frame and the reference
frame. This way, the velocity of ball seen from the ground has the same speed but
opposite direction as the velocity of the ground seen from the ball, as seen in (B.6).

KvK′ |G = −KvG|K′ (B.6)

The state variables x, y define the position of the center of the ball in the inertial
frame and thus, its derivative corresponds to the linear velocity. To remove from
the equations the intermediate variables (KvG|K′) and leave them in terms of angu-
lar velocity and state variables, it is needed a relationship that connects the ball
linear velocity in the inertial frame (ẋ, ẏ) to the linear velocity of the contact point
previously calculated in (B.5).

The constraint that links them is the no-slip condition, which implies that the ball
is assumed to roll without slipping with the floor and yields to having zero instan-
taneous linear velocity at the point of contact between the ball and the ground G.
The rolling movement is entirely converted into ball translation motion.

Consequently, the linear ball velocity in the inertial frame from (B.3) and the tan-
gential velocity of the ball seen from the contact point will be equal.

IvK′ |I =
K vK′ |G = −KvG|K′ (B.7)

Making them equal and substituting the result obtained from (B.5) yields to

IvK′ |I =

 ẋ
ẏ
0

 = −KvG|K′ =

 ωK′,y rk
−ωK′,x rk

0

 (B.8)

Isolating the angular velocity terms from (B.8) and placing them in order as (B.4)
shows, results in the angular velocity expression in terms of the translational state
variables.

ωK′ |I =
1
rk

 −ẏ
ẋ
0

 ω̃K′ |I =
1
rk


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

 (B.9)
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B.5 Body linear velocity to state variables

The body linear velocity needs to be defined in the inertial frame, i.e. in terms of
the state variables, because the dynamic model makes use of it inside the kinetic
energy equations of the body.

The linear velocity of the body refers to its centre of mass velocity and is going to
be derived using the quaternion derivative. Thus, the position of the centre of mass
of the body needs to be defined first. It coincides with the origin of the {B′} frame.
In case the ball-robot is entirely vertical, and the sensors are correctly calibrated,
the origin of the {B′} frame with respect to the {B} frame would be a vector with a
value different from zero only in the z direction. That value would be the distance
between the centre of mass of the body and centre of the ball, l.

B p̃B′ =
B′ p̃COM = BOB′ (B.10)

It needs to be defined in the inertial frame, to do so, it first needs to be rotated to
the {K} frame by quaternion rotation.

K p̃B′ =
K
Bq ◦ B p̃B′ ◦

K
Bq∗ = Φ(K

Bq) Γ(K
Bq)T B p̃B′ (B.11)

The velocity of the body with respect to the ball can be computed with the deriva-
tive in time of its orientation quaternion, as it is defined in (E.36). The velocity
vector is recovered from its quaternion form by using (E.7).

KνB′ =
K ṗB′ = ∨

K ˙̃pB′ = ∨
(

K
B q̇ ◦ B p̃B′ ◦

K
Bq∗ + K

Bq ◦ B ˙̃pB′ ◦
K
B q̇∗
)

(B.12)

It can be simplified by using the operator Πp, as it is shown in (E.39)

KνB′ = 2Πp(
K
B q̇)K

Bq (B.13)

In the inertial frame, the {K} frame has a relative translation. Hence, to define
the position of the body (B.11) in the inertial frame, it needs to be translated by
the distance that {K} has separated from it. As a remark, the potential energy of
the body will make use of this vector to extract the vertical distance in the inertial
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frame of the body centre of mass.

I pB′ =
I pK +

K pB′ =

 x
y
0

+ K pB′ =

 x
y
0

+ ∨ (Φ(K
Bq) Γ(K

Bq)T B p̃B′) (B.14)

Since the {K} frame do not rotate relative to the inertial frame, the velocity of the
centre of mass in the inertial frame will be the sum of the velocity of the {B′} frame
with respect to frame {B} and the velocity of the {B} frame with respect to the
inertial frame. Finally, the linear velocity of the body with respect to the inertial
frame is computed as shown next by substituting (B.13).

IνB′ =
I ṗB′ =

I ṗK +
K ṗB′ =

 ẋ
ẏ
0

+ KνB′ =

 ẋ
ẏ
0

+ 2Πp(
K
B q̇)K

Bq (B.15)

B.6 Body angular velocity to state variables

It is aimed to define the body angular velocity in terms of the state variables. The
body rotational kinetic energy equations make use of it in the dynamic model; it
is, therefore, needed to be defined in the body frame.

The angular velocity is related to the quaternion orientation and its velocity through
(E.34).

Bω̃B|I =
Bω̃B|K = 2 K

Bq∗ ◦ K
B q̇ = 2 Φ (K

Bq)T K
B q̇ (B.16)

B.7 Wheels angular velocity to state variables

The no-slip condition is a constraint that enables to connect kinetics from the ball
with kinetics from the body at the point of contact. This way, the wheels angular
velocity can be defined in the inertial frame, i.e. the state variables. This step
is needed either for the inverse and forward kinematics or the wheel rotational
kinetic energy calculation in the dynamic model. For that purpose, the first linear
velocity at the contact point from both the ball and from the body is derived and
then connected with the no-slip constraint.
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B.7.1 Tangential velocity of the ball at the omni-wheels contact point

The tangential velocity of the ball at the contact point with the omni-wheels are
calculated through the cross product between the angular velocity of the ball seen
from {B}, i.e. ωK′ |B, and the position vector to the contact point for each wheel.
Therefore, firstly the angular velocity of the ball has to be derived.

The omni-wheel index i indicates each of the omni-wheels of the ball-robot and is
defined in Figure B.3. The subscript i appears in different derivations throughout
this section and takes the values: 0, 1 and 2, in order to define the relations for
each one of the omni-wheels.

Since in ωK′ |B the reference frame {B} is rotating, then, the resulting observed
angular velocity is the sum of angular velocities. This addition can be done if
every term is defined in the same frame.

Equation (B.17) states that the velocity of the body with respect to the inertia frame
is the velocity of the body seen from the ball added to the velocity of the ball seen
from the inertia frame. It is easier to picture this velocities relation and, from it,
isolate the velocity of interest.

BωB|I =
B ωB|K′ +

B ωK′ |I′ (B.17)

Applying the symmetry property from (B.6)

BωK′ |B = −BωB|K′ (B.18)

Then, the angular velocity of frame {K′} with respect to {B} frame can be isolated:

BωK′ |B =
B ωK′ |I −B ωB|I (B.19)

Hence, both components need to be calculated and defined in the {B} reference
frame. The first term of the sum is already derived in (B.9), but it needs to be ro-
tated to be defined in {B} frame instead of in the inertia frame as it was. This is ac-
complished by rotation quaternion multiplication as explained in (E.24). Changes
from the index {K} to {I} are done during the derivation as explained in (B.2).
Through the use of the matrix operators, the quaternion multiplication is trans-
formed into matrix multiplication (E.25).

Bω̃K′ |I =
K
Bq∗ ◦ Kω̃K′ |K ◦ K

Bq = Φ
(

K
Bq
)TΓ
(

K
Bq
)K

ω̃K′ |K (B.20)
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The second term of (B.19) is the angular velocity of {B} frame seen from the inertia
frame and must be defined in the {B} frame. It is already derived when defining
the body angular velocity in (B.16). Once the two terms are derived, Equation
(B.19) is applied to calculate the angular velocity of the ball.

BωK′ |B = Φ
(

K
Bq
)TΓ
(

K
Bq
)K

ω̃K′ |K − 2 Φ
(

K
Bq
)T K

B q̇ (B.21)

The linear velocity of the ball at the point of contact is thus calculated for each
omni-wheel i through the cross product.

BνCi |K = BωK′ |B × B pC,i|B (B.22)

The cross product of these two vectors can be replaced by its equivalent in quater-
nions, the quaternion multiplication, as was explained in (E.9). Then, it is simpli-
fied by using the operator (E.12).

Bν̃Ci |K = Bω̃K′ |B ◦ B p̃Ci |B
= Γ

(
B p̃Ci |B

)
Bω̃K′ |B (B.23)

Inserting (B.21) in (B.23) and taking the common factor yields to

Bν̃Ci |K = Γ
(

B p̃Ci |B

)
Φ
(

K
Bq
)T(Γ(K

Bq
)

Kω̃K′ |K − 2 K
B q̇
)

(B.24)

Where the position vector for each omni-wheel defined in {B} frame is derived
using SE(3) transformations from the {B} frame to each contact point frame {Ci}.

The {Ci} reference frames have to be defined to allow applying the no-slip condi-
tion. It is an auxiliary reference frame with its origin at the contact point between
the ball and the omni-wheel, the x axis is parallel to the motor axis, and the y axis
coincides with the tangential direction of the wheel. It is depicted in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3: Motor and point of contact frames, {Mi} and {Ci} respectively. The angles that define
the omni-wheels location are shown in Figure b) and c).

The SE(3) transformation matrices used are explained in Appendix F. Transforma-
tion matrices are used in this transformation instead of quaternions since to define
{Ci} frame in {B} it requires a translation, which is more convenient to be done
with transformation matrices, as explained in Appendix D. Furthermore, the rota-
tion required is simple since it does not depend on time, i.e. the {Ci} frame does
not have relative rotational movement with respect to the {B} frame, it just has an
offset in the 3D orientation.

The first transformation matrix rotates the {B} frame to the position of each omni-
wheel by rotating it around the zB axis γ · i degrees, where i is the index of each
omni-wheel as the Figure B.3 c) shows.

B
γi

T =

[
RZ(i · γ) 03×1

01×3 1

]
=


cos(γ · i) −sin(γ · i) 0 0
sin(γ · i) cos(γ · i) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (B.25)

The next transformation rotates α degrees around each yi,γ axis. It places each new
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frame with the axes parallel to the axes of the {Ci} frame respectively.

γi
αi

T =

[
RYi(α) 03×1

01×3 1

]
=


cos(θ) 0 sin(θ) 0

0 1 0 0
−sin(θ) 0 cos(θ) 0

0 0 0 1

 (B.26)

The last transformation is a translation that offsets each axis the ball radius (rk) in
the zα axis direction, to place it on the surface of the ball at the contact point of
each omni-wheel.

αi
Ci

T =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 rk
0 0 0 1

 (B.27)

Therefore, concatenating the transformation matrices in the proper order, first
transformation is the one on the right side and last one on the left, gives the com-
plete transformation matrix from {C} to {B} frame,

B
CT = B

γi
T γi

αi
T αi

Ci
T (B.28)

A vector defined in the {C} frame is transformed to the {B} frame by multiplying
it by this transformation matrix. To indicate in frame {B} the vector position of
the contact point, as it corresponds to the origin of the frame {C}, it requires to
apply the transformation matrix to the coordinates of the origin of the frame {C}
in frame {C}. The origin is indicated with a null vector with a one appended for
matrix matching.

B pCi
=
[

I3 03x1
]
(B

CT C pCi
) =

[
I3 03x1

]B
CT


0
0
0
1


 (B.29)

The identity matrix allows to extract the position vector as follows

B pCi
=
[

I3 03x1
] 

rkcos(γ · i)sin(θ)
rksin(γ · i)sin(θ)

rkcos(θ)
1

 = rk

 cos(γ · i)sin(θ)
sin(γ · i)sin(θ)

cos(θ)

 (B.30)

The linear velocities obtained through (B.22) for each omni-wheel are tangential
to the ball surface, but that does not necessarily imply that are tangential to the
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wheel circumference. This resultant velocity direction is possible because the ball-
bot is provided with omni-wheels, which allow sliding laterally easily thanks to
the small discs or rollers around their circumferences.

The tangential component to the wheel circumference is extracted by taking the yCi

axis velocity direction and it is depicted in Figure B.3.

BνtanCi
= Bdtan

BνCi
(B.31)

Where the wheel tangential direction vector defined in the {C} frame, which only
has a "1" in the yCi

coordinate, is transformed again to the {B} frame. The rotation
is applied by multiplying the vector with the transformation matrix and, then,
removed the last row with the identity matrix.

Bdtan =
[

I3 03x1
]B

CT


0
1
0
0


 =

 − sin(γ · i)
cos(γ · i)

0

 (B.32)

B.7.2 Tangential velocity of the omni-wheels at the contact point

The tangential velocity of the omni-wheels at the contact point is calculated with
the cross product between the angular velocity of the omni-wheel and the position
vector to the contact point. The omni-wheel motion, a reference frame attached to
it, is created. Therefore in this frame, the wheel motion is null because the frame
rotates with it. It is x axis points to the wheel shaft direction, and the yz plane is
in its radial directions.

To observe the angular velocity of the wheels, the motor frames {Mi} are created.
It is attached to the body, hence, the axes will rotate in synergy with the rotation
of the body. Its x axis coincides with the motor shaft and therefore the wheels
rotate around its x axis. They can be seen in the Figure B.3. This way, the angular
velocity of the wheels seen from the motor frame is the measurement given by the
encoders

Mi ωWi |Mi
=

 φ̇i
0
0

 (B.33)

The linear velocity at the contact point due to the velocity of the wheel is computed
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through the cross product.

Mi νCi |W = Mi ωWi |Mi
× M pC = Mi ωWi |Mi

×

 0
0
−rw

 =

 0
rw φ̇i

0

 (B.34)

For the no-slip condition to be applied, we need to define the linear velocity of
the wheel in the {B} frame. Therefore, we need to transform the linear velocity
obtained in the {Mi} frames to the {B} frame. A transformation matrix that maps
from the {Mi} frames to the {C} has to be concatenated to the already derived
matrix to transform from {C} to {B}. {Mi} frames are offset rk distance in the
z direction of the {C} frame, and, therefore, this transformation matrix is a pure
translation

C
Mi

T =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 rw

0 0 0 1

 (B.35)

B
Mi

T = B
Ci

T Ci
Mi

T (B.36)

The velocity can be now transformed to the {B} frame. Since the velocity has
only a component in the y axis, i.e. tangential to the wheel circumference, the
transformation matrix multiplication can be simplified to the value of the velocity
in the y axis times the result obtained in Equation B.32.

BνCi |W = B
Mi

T Mi νCi |W = rw φ̇i
Bdtan,i (B.37)

As a remark, the {M} frame and the {C} frame axes are parallel to each other
separated by the radius of the wheel distance. Both frames are attached to the
movement of the body and move equally. For this reason, the velocity obtained
in (B.34) defined in {M} frame is the same in the {C} frame and could have been
transformed to the {B} frame with the matrix transformation obtained in (B.28).

B.7.3 No slip condition

The constraint that links both linear velocities is the no-slip condition, as explained
in the previous Section. In this case, it is applied in the way that the omni-wheels
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are assumed to rotate without slipping in its tangential direction with the ball. This
yields to having zero instantaneous linear velocity at the point of contact between
the omni-wheel tangential direction and the ball. The motor rotation is entirely
converted into ball tangential translation motion.

Therefore, at the contact point, the tangential velocity of the ball and the tangential
velocity of the omni-wheel are equal,

Bdtan,i
BνCi |K = Bdtan,i

BνCi |W (B.38)

Substituting (B.37) in the previous equation,

Bdtan,i
BνCi |K = Bdtan,i rw φ̇i

Bdtan,i (B.39)

Isolating the angular velocity of the motor shaft yields to

φ̇i =
1
rw

BdT
tan,i

BνCi |K (B.40)

The angular velocity of the motor shaft is now written in quaternion notation. To
finally define this angular velocity in terms of the state variables, it is required
a final step of substituting the linear velocity by its formula through the result
obtained in (B.23),

φ̇i =
1
rw

Bd̃
T
tan,i

Bν̃Ci
=

1
rw

Bd̃
T
tan,i Γ

(
B p̃i,C|B

)
Φ
(

K
Bq
)T (Γ(K

Bq
)

Kω̃K′ |K − 2 K
B q̇
)

(B.41)

and the angular velocity of the ball is substituted using (B.9).

φ̇i =
1
rw

Bd̃
T
tan,i Γ

(
B p̃i,C|B

)
Φ
(

K
Bq
)T

Γ
(

K
Bq
) 1

rk


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

− 2 K
B q̇

 (B.42)

The angular velocity of the motor shafts has been defined in terms of the state
variables.

B.8 Inverse kinematics

The inverse kinematics consists in the mapping from state-space variables, i.e. the
generalized coordinates and their derivatives, to actuator variables. The motor axle
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angular position is not possible to be derived from the system states, since the map-
ping between them is non-holonomic. It is non-holonomic since the constraint that
relates the rigid bodies is the no-slip condition, which relates velocities. Therefore,
the constraint is non-integrable, which means that the integral of the velocities, i.e.
the positions, are not related. For this reason, the actuator variables are the angular
velocities of the motors and not their angular position.

φ̇ = f (χ, χ̇) (B.43)

The mapping from state variables to actuator variables implies to define it for the
angular velocity of each motor shaft. The vector φ̇ from (B.42) is expanded as
shown next, where i represents the wheel index as it shown in Figure B.3.

φ̇ =

 φ̇0

φ̇1

φ̇2

 =
1
rw

Bd̃
T
tan,i Γ

(
B p̃Ci |B

)
Φ
(

K
Bq
)T

Γ
(

K
Bq
) 1

rk


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

− 2 K
B q̇

 (B.44)

For that purpose, the terms in (B.44) that are dependent on the wheel indexes
need to be expanded. These terms are grouped in (B.45). They depend on the
wheel indexes and not on the state variables, which means that they represent the
static, kinematic mapping, i.e. they do not vary with the variation of the state.
Conversely, the rest of the terms from (B.44) depends on the states and not on the
wheel indexes.

W̃ =
1
rw

Bd̃
T
tan,i Γ

(
B p̃Ci |B

)
=

1
rw

[
0 −sin(γ · i) cos(γ · i) 0

] 
0

cos(γ · i)sin(α)
sin(γ · i)sin(α)

cos(α)


(B.45)

Computing (B.45) and simplifying yields to

W̃ =

 W̃0

W̃1

W̃2

 =
rk

rw

 0 −cos(α) 0 sin(α)
0 −cos(γ)cos(α) −sin(γ)cos(α) sin(α)
0 −cos(2γ)cos(α) −sin(2γ)cos(α) sin(α)

 (B.46)

After inserting (B.46) in (B.42), the rest of the terms coincide with the angular
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velocity of the ball with respect to the body, (B.44).

φ̇ = W̃ Φ
(

K
Bq
)T

Γ
(

K
Bq
) 1

rk


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

− 2 K
B q̇

 = W̃ Bω̃K′ |B (B.47)

This way, at a static position, i.e. the ball-bot completely vertical and standstill
with little wheel angular velocity, the wheel angular velocity vector is defined just
in terms of W̃ and the angular velocity of the ball with respect to the inertia frame.
This can be seen when applying a standstill state, in which the quaternion is a unit
quaternion, i.e. [1 0 0 0]T . When the rotation quaternion has these values is
because the orientation of the frame {B} is the same as the frame {K}, there is no
inclination of the body. Substituting this, yields to

φ̇ ≈ W̃
1
rk


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

 (B.48)

B.9 Forward kinematics

Forward kinematics maps the coordinates from the actuator space to the state
space. The actuation space of the ball-robot consist of the velocity of the wheels. It
is the velocity instead of the position, due to the non-holomonic constraint relating
the ball-robot states with the wheel through velocity. Thus, the forward kinematics
model consists in defining the translational velocity, ẋ and ẏ, in terms of the wheel
angular velocities φ̇, the body orientation and the angular velocity of the body.

(ẋ, ẏ) = f (φ̇, K
Bq, K

B q̇) (B.49)

The forward kinematics is the opposite of the inverse kinematics. Therefore, it
is expected to be derived with the inverse matrix that maps in (B.48) in inverse
kinematics. However, since W̃ is not square, it is non-invertible. It can be overcome
by removing its first column with zeros and computing with the angular velocity
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vector instead of the quaternion of it.

W = W̃
[

01×3

I3

]
(B.50)

This way, from (B.48) the forward kinematics can be derived by isolating the terms
that depend on the states, i.e. the angular velocity of the ball with respect to the
body, instead of the angular velocity of the motors that was done to get the inverse
kinematics.

BωK′ |B = W−1θ̇ (B.51)

The equation (B.51) needs to be defined in terms of the translational velocity. In
(B.21), the angular velocity of the ball can be substituted by (B.9).

Bω̃K′ |B =
K
Bq∗ ◦ 1

rk


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

 ◦ K
Bq− 2 K

Bq∗ ◦ K
Bq (B.52)

and rearranging the terms,

K
Bq∗ ◦ 1

rk


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

 ◦ K
Bq =B ω̃K′ |B − 2 K

Bq∗ ◦ K
Bq (B.53)

The quaternion property described in (E.21) and (E.22) is used to multiply both
sides of (B.53), by the quaternion to the left and the quaternion conjugate to the
right and cancel terms out. Then, the angular velocity of the ball concerning the
body can be easily isolated by multiplying by the ball radius.


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

 = rk
K
Bq ◦ ( Bω̃K′ |B − 2 K

Bq∗ ◦ K
Bq) ◦ K

Bq∗ (B.54)
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Finally, rearranging it into (B.49) configuration to isolate each of the components
of the ball velocity results in

[
ẋ
ẏ

]
= rk

[
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0

]
K
Bq ◦ ( Bω̃K′ |B − 2 K

Bq∗ ◦ K
Bq) ◦ K

Bq∗ (B.55)
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Dynamics

The dynamics of a system describe the relation between the forces applied to the
system and its motion. Upon that, the dynamic equation of a system is a math-
ematical mapping between the forces and the acceleration, and it determines the
motion trajectories of the system. If the mapping is done from a known force
to an unknown motion is considered forward dynamics. While the mapping in
the other way around is called inverse dynamics. In the robotics discipline, it is
usually rephrased such that forward dynamics describe the end position of the
system given a force, while the inverse dynamics result in the necessary forces to
be applied to the system to reach a certain end position of the system. [52] [53]

The dynamic equation of a system can be obtained and expressed through different
methods. The method best suited for a system depends on the purpose of the
model and the characteristics of the system. However, the most extended methods
to describe the behaviour of the system are the Newton-Euler and Euler-Lagrange
[54]. A brief overview of both methods is presented bellow:

• Newton-Euler: It is derived from the equation of forces from Newton, and
the equation of torques from Euler. It provides a dynamic equation for
each link of the system analyzed, ending up in a set of differential alge-
braic equations (DAE). They include the reactions of the links composing the
system. Newton-Euler equations are evaluated numerically and recursively
with good computational performance.

• Euler-Lagrange: It is based in an energy analysis of the system. It analyzes
the system composed of multiple bodies as a whole. Euler-Lagrange can
be analyzed through symbolic equations. The result of the Euler-Lagrange

147
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method is a closed-form dynamic equation expressed as an Ordinary Differ-
ential Equation (ODE). The characteristic form of an ODE follows the struc-
ture of (C.1)

[51].
ẋ = f (x, t) (C.1)

It is decided to use Euler-Lagrange to calculate the dynamics due to the final
closed-form expression in ODE form. The major advantage is a straightforward
calculation of the inverse/forward dynamics as well as a structure fitting the state-
space framework used for modern control theory.

C.1 Euler-Lagrange Mechanics

As stated previously, Euler-Lagrange definition of a system is done through the
energies involved in it. As the first law of the thermodynamics states, energy can
not be created or destroyed in an isolated system, hence, it has to be exchanged
between the system and the environment [55]. Upon this definition, it is possible
to define two types of energies, conservatives and non-conservatives. The total
work done by the conservative forces is zero, that is, they do not change the total
amount of energy of the system, i.e. Kinetic Energy and Potential Energy. On the
other hand, non-conservative forces produce work, either by introducing energy in
the system, i.e. a motor, or by exchanging energy to the environment, i.e. the heat
dissipated by friction [56].

The first step to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations is to construct the Lagrangian
of the system, which includes the conservatives energies in it, analyzing them for
each of the bodies. The Lagrangian states that the difference between the kinetic
and the potential energy of a system must remain constant under no other influ-
ence. The Lagranian equation is defined as follows:

L = K−P (C.2)

Where K refers to the kinetic energy and P to the potential energy. For mechanical
systems, the kinetic energy can be divided in translational energy and rotational
energy (C.3), while the potential energy is composed by the gravitational and the
elastic energy (C.4). The terms of the kinetic and the potential energy considered
in a system depends on the system properties.
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Ktrans =
1
2

mv2 Krot =
1
2

ωTJω (C.3)

Pgrav = mgh Pelas =
1
2

kx2 (C.4)

The ball-robot does not have any component that stores elastic energy. Further-
more, as stated in Section 2.2, it is considered that all the independent parts are
rigid bodies, therefore they do not store elastic energy and the elastic potential
energy is not considered in the model.

The Euler-Lagrange equation allows to go from the Lagrangian to the equations
of motion of the system. It is important to point out that the goal of the Euler-
Lagrange equation is to predict the system behaviour. The equations of motion are
the terms of the Euler-Lagrange equation collected in such a way that is adequate
for computing the states prediction.

Lagrange managed to show that a particle will take a path where the integral of its
kinetic energy minus its potential energy, i.e. the Lagrangian, is the lowest [57].

Theory in Calculus of Variations [58] solves this problem, which consists just in
optimizing a functional S[q(t)], i.e. finding the values of the system states for
which the energy used between t0 and t1 is the minimum.

S[q(t)] =
∫ t1

t0

L(t, q, q̇)dt (C.5)

The term q(t) represents the system states and S[q(t)] is the action of the system, a
functional (function of functions).

To solve it, Calculus of Variations theory finds the minimum or maximum of the
functional by doing small changes in the functional, i.e. it changes q(t) by an
infinitesimal variation in the coordinates η(t) [59] and solves, yielding to

∫ t2

t1

(
∂L
∂q
− d

dt
∂L
∂q̇

)
η(t)dt = 0 (C.6)

For the left term to be equal to zero, the components inside the parenthesis have to
be equal to zero, what yields the Euler-Lagrange equation C.7. This is considered
as one of the most important equations that has revolutionized mathematics and
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physics [57].

d
dt

(
∂L
∂χ̇

)T

−
(

∂L
∂χ

)T

= 0 (C.7)

Looking at the Euler-Lagrange equation, the units of it can be derived. The first
term is going to be non-zero only for the kinetic energy terms as the potential
energy does not depend on the velocity. The derivative in velocity of the kinetic
energy removes the quadratic term of the velocity, and then the derivative in time
yields to acceleration. E.g. for the kinetic energy of a translational movement, it
yields to mȧ, which represents by the Second Newton Law, a force. This can be also
checked with the potential energy, which will give a non-zero term in the second
term of (C.7), resulting in mġ, which is the force due to the weight. Therefore, the
Euler-Lagrange equation has force units and it is a tool to get balance in forces of
the system by defining the balance in terms of energies.

Since the Euler-Lagrange predicts the trajectory of the system, i.e. the future states
values, the constraints of the system that limits the possible solutions of the trajec-
tory must be introduced into the Euler-Lagrange equation to be taken into account
for the calculation of the trajectory solution. External forces, such as friction and
input forces, must be included also due to their influence in defining the trajectory
of the system.

d
dt

(
∂L
∂χ̇

)T

−
(

∂L
∂χ

)T

+ D− HT
holλhol + HT

nonλnon = Q (C.8)

Where D includes the non-conservative forces arising from friction, Hhol and Hnon

refers to the Jacobians of holomonic and non-holomonic constraints respectively,
both multiplied by their correspondent Lagrange multiplier. Finally, Q accounts
for the input forces to the system. Every term inside C.8 has to be defined in the
generalized coordinates.

Solving (C.8) and expanding its terms, the closed-form Euler-Lagrange equation is
derived so it will be used to obtain the ODE of the system,

M(χ)χ̈ + C(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G(χ) + D(χ̇)− HT
hol(χ)λhol + HT

non(χ)λnon = Q(χ, χ̇, u)
(C.9)

where:
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• M(χ) is the mass/inertia matrix. It is multiplied by the acceleration, thus, it
comes from the velocity related terms in the Lagrange, i.e. from the kinetic
energy terms.

• C(χ, χ̇) is the Coriolis and centrifugal force matrix.

• G(χ) corresponds to the gravitational matrix, hence, comes from the po-
tential energy of the system. The potential energy varies depending on the
altitude, thus, the orientation of the body, therefore, it is influenced by the
quaternion constraint.

The closed form Euler-Lagrange equation can be solved to isolate the acceleration.
The structure of the state-space model requires to define the derivative of the sys-
tem states in terms of the states and the inputs. The derivative of the states are
χ̇ and χ̈, represented by ẋ. Since χ̈ is obtained from the Euler-Lagrange, another
equation in ODE form is introduced to define χ̇, in this case χ̇ = χ̇.

ẋ = f (x)+ g(x, u) =
[

χ̇

−M̃(χ)−1(C̃(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G̃(χ) + D̃(χ̇)
)]+ [ 0

M̃(χ)−1Q̃(χ, χ̇, u)

]
(C.10)

where

ẋ =
d
dt

x =
d
dt

[
χ

χ̇

]
=

[
χ̇

χ̈

]
(C.11)

As a remark, to reach the state-space alike expression, it is necessary to eliminate
the Lagrangian multipliers in (C.68). To do so, its effect must be embedded inside
the rest of the terms, leading to new matrices denoted as the original matrix with a
tilde, as seen in (C.10). This is applied in Section C.4.1 in order to leave the system
ready to form the state-space of the system to be used for controlling purposes.

C.2 Energy equations of the ball-robot

The goal of this section is to define the energy equations of each part of the system
using the generalized coordinates defined in Section 2.5. As defined previously,
for energy purposes, the ball-robot is composed by three subsystems: the ball, the
wheels and the body. The mass of the wheels and the motors is included in the
body total mass in order to define the body and wheels kinetic energies together.
However, the wheels have an additional rotational kinetic energy from the body
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one. Furthermore, they have different angular velocities and directions between
each other. As a consequence, it is necessary to define a specific energy expression
that contemplates their rotational kinetic energy that is not included in the body
kinetic energy. The energy equations for each of the subsystems follows (C.3) and
(C.4).

C.2.1 Ball energy

From the definition of the kinetic energy, viewed from the inertial frame, the ball
energy equation yields to

Kk =
1
2
(

IvT
K|I M

IvK|I +
IωT

K′ |IJ IωK′ |I

)
(C.12)

The translational velocity of the ball is expressed in generalized coordinates through
the use of (B.3) while their angular velocity is substituted by using (B.9).

Kk =
1
2


ẋ

ẏ
0

T Mk 0 0
0 Mk 0
0 0 Mk

ẋ
ẏ
0

+
1
rk

−ẏ
ẋ
0

T Jkx 0 0
0 Jky 0
0 0 Jkz

 1
rk

−ẏ
ẋ
0




(C.13)

Collecting terms from ẋ and ẏ,

Kk =
1
2

((
Mk +

Jky

r2
k

)
ẋ2 +

(
(Mk +

Jkx

r2
k

)
ẏ2

)
(C.14)

The inertia tensor J is the result of assuming that the ball is a perfect sphere
and has the mass perfectly distributed, hence, its inertia matrix is a diagonal, and
Jkx = Jky = Jkz.

As for the potential energy of the ball, in Section 2.2 it is assumed the ball not
displace in the z axis direction. Hence, assuming that point as the zero potential
energy reference point, the ball possesses no potential energy.
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C.2.2 Body energy

The body possesses both kinetic and potential energy. Its kinetic energy is defined
as

Kb =
1
2

Mb
IνT

B′ |I
IνB′ |I +

IωT
B′ |I

Jbx 0 0
0 Jby 0
0 0 Jbz

 IωB′ |I

 (C.15)

The angular velocity of the body is expressed in quaternions, which has four pa-
rameters, while the inertia matrix is composed by three, hence, it is required to
expand the inertia matrix to match the dimensions.

BJ̃ b =

[
1 0
0 BJ b

]
(C.16)

Substituting the linear velocity of the body (B.15) and the angular velocity (B.16)
yields to

Kb =
1
2

Mb

ẋ
ẏ
0

+ KνB′

T ẋ
ẏ
0

+ KνB′

+
(
2 Φ (K

Bq)T K
Bq
)T BJ̃ b

(
2 Φ (K

Bq)T K
Bq
)

(C.17)

Expanding and substituting the ball velocity (B.13) yields to

Kb =
1
2

Mb

ẋ2 + ẏ2 + 2ΠB′(
K
B q̇)K

BqT2ΠB′(
K
B q̇)K

Bq + 2

ẋ
ẏ
0

T

∨ 2ΠB′(
K
B q̇)K

Bq


+

1
2
(
2 Φ (K

Bq)T K
Bq
)T BJ̃ b

(
2 Φ (K

Bq)T K
Bq
) (C.18)

It is assumed the center of mass of the body to be located in the center of the
axis with a symmetrically distributed mass around the axis. Due to the cylindrical
representation of the body, and the assumed distribution of masses: Jbx = Jby 6=
Jbz.
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Unlike the ball, for the body, the potential energy is not null and it varies with the
change of the inclination of the body center of mass height.

Pb = Mbghb (C.19)

For computing the potential energy of the body, the body center of mass height
hb is required, computed from the center of the ball, which has been previously
declared as the potential reference point. The z component in the {K} reference
frame from the body center of mass vector, derived in (B.14), is the body vertical
distance from the xy plane. Where k is a vector defined to extract the component
z from (B.14).

hb = kT K pB′ =
[
0 0 0 1

]T ∨ (Φ(K
Bq) Γ(K

Bq)T B p̃B′) (C.20)

Finally, substituting the (C.20), the potential energy of the body is defined.

Pb = Mbg~k
T
∨ (Φ(K

Bq) Γ(K
Bq)T B p̃B′) (C.21)

C.2.3 Wheel energy

As previously mentioned, the mass of the wheels is included in the body mass,
therefore, their potential energy is already included inside the potential energy
of the body. In the same way, since there is no relative translational movement
from the wheels to the ball, the mass of the wheels can be included in the body
to compute the translational kinetic energy together as the translational velocity is
the same for both.

Kwi =
1
2

φ̇
T

iJ wiφ̇i for i = 0, 1, 2 (C.22)

The inertias of each of the wheels are composed by the wheel inertia and the motor
inertia.

J wi =

Jwix 0 0
0 Jwiy 0
0 0 Jwiz

 (C.23)
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Substituting the angular velocity of the wheel from (B.47) and expanding the ki-
netic energy for each of the wheels, the equation is defined.

Kwi =
1

2r2
k


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0


T

Γ (K
Bq)T

Φ (K
Bq) W̃

TJ wiW̃ Φ (K
Bq)T

Γ (K
Bq)


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0

+

2K
B q̇TΦ (K

Bq) W̃
TJ wiW̃ Φ (K

Bq)T K
B q̇− (C.24)

2
1
r2

k


0
−ẏ
ẋ
0


T

Γ (K
Bq)T

Φ (K
Bq) W̃ J wiW̃ K

B q̇

C.3 Euler-Lagrange equation

Once the energy terms are defined, the Lagrangian is constructed.

L = Kk + Kb + Kw0 + Kw1 + Kw2 − Pb (C.25)

The insertion of the Lagrangian in (C.7) leads to a system of six equations corre-
sponding to the Euler-Lagrange equation for each of the generalized coordinates.

Solving the derivatives and collecting the terms yields the first part of the Euler-
Lagrange equation (C.26), where only the conservative forces from the system are
stated.

M(χ)χ̈ + C(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G(χ) = 06×1 (C.26)

A mathematical software using symbolic equations is used to solve for the La-
grangian derivatives. This eases the process and avoids mistakes provoked by
the process of expanding the terms. From the solution, the terms are collected
in three groups: the terms influenced by the second derivative of the generalized
coordinates compose the matrix M and are extracted by deriving by χ̈; the terms
influenced by the first derivative of the generalized coordinates form the matrix C
and are collected through deriving by χ̇; finally, the rest of the terms are the matrix
G.
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In (C.26) is contemplated the energy balance of the system without considering
external forces or energy lost, hence, it is required to include them in the equation.

C.3.1 Input forces

The system is controlled by the use of motors transmitting force into the system
and providing the desired motion. However, each of the motors produce a torque
in its correspondent plane. To be able to introduce the input forces into the Euler-
Lagrange equation each of the torques has to be related to their influence to the
system using the same variables. In other words, it is required to map the torque of
each motor to the generalized coordinates, to see the combination of system states
they affect to. The mentioned map can be achieved by starting from the virtual
work principle described by D’Alemberts principle and its relation with virtual
displacement [60] [61].

∂W = ∑
i

Fi∂r (C.27)

Where this states that the total virtual work input to the system is the sum of the
external forces applied to the system times their consequent displacements in the
force coordinate. In the ball-robot system, the external forces i refers to as the linear
force generated by the torque of each motor, and ∂r represents the displacement
along the motor coordinate.

Using the conservation of work principle and through Hamilton principle of gen-
eralized forces, it is possible to equate the virtual work produced by the input force
in any coordinate system to forces expressed in the generalized coordinates.

F(g) ∂χ = F(ng) ∂r (C.28)

In which F(g) and F(ng) represent the forces in generalized coordinates and coor-
dinates of the force (non-generalized coordinates) respectively and, χ and r the
generalized coordinates and any non-generalized coordinate respectively. Restruc-
turing the equation, it is obtained the expression for the generalized forces.

F(g) =

(
∂r
∂χ

)T

F(ng) (C.29)

The mapping between angular velocity of the motor in the motor reference frame
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to velocity in the generalized coordinates have been defined in (B.47). However, the
principle of virtual work equilibrium (C.28) is defined by positions and not veloci-
ties. In (C.29), the jacobian ∂rj

∂χj
is in charge of mapping the forces from the position

in the coordinates of the force to the position in the generalized coordinates. There-
fore, to make use of the kinematic relationship from (B.47), it is necessary to make
a relation between the position and the velocity coordinates[6].

Considering the existence of a matrix which maps from the motor coordinates r to
the generalized coordinates of the robot χ of the kind

r = R(χ) (C.30)

The time derivative is applied to both sides of the mapping position equation in
order to get one in term of velocities.

∂ṙ
∂t

=
∂R(χ)

∂t
(C.31)

The chain rule needs to be applied to the right side to be able to derive it in terms
of time since χ depends on time.

∂R(χ)

∂t
=

∂R
∂χ

∂χ

∂t
=

∂R
∂χ

χ̇ (C.32)

The combination of (C.31) and (C.32) shows that ∂R
∂χ , i.e. the jacobian of R, is the

mapping from the derivative of generalized coordinates to the derivative of the
coordinates in which the force is applied.

ṙ =
∂R
∂χ

χ̇ (C.33)

However, taking partial derivative with respect to χ̇ in both sides yields to

∂ṙ
∂χ̇

=
∂R
∂χ

(C.34)

that shows that the mapping in (C.33) can be done through the Jacobian in terms
of velocities of the coordinates in which the force is applied.
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Furthermore, from (C.30) taking the derivative with respect to χ in both sides, the
relation in (C.35) can be extended to

∂r
∂χ

=
∂R
∂χ

=⇒ ∂ṙ
∂χ̇

=
∂R
∂χ

=
∂r
∂χ

(C.35)

Here is where the tool derived from Hamilton’s principle can be seen, it allows
to map a force from the coordinates in which is applied to the generalized coor-
dinates. It is concluded that this mapping could be done through (C.29), but it is
more useful to use the relation derived in the steps above, which uses the deriva-
tive of the coordinates of the force with respect to the derivative of the generalized
coordinates for the mapping, as shown next

F(g) =

(
∂ṙ
∂χ̇

)T

F(ng) (C.36)

Therefore, applying (C.36), it is possible to define the mapping to convert the motor
torque in the motor coordinates to the force applied by the motor in the generalized
coordinates. To do so, the gradient of the velocity coordinates of the motor (B.47)
with respect to the velocity of the generalized coordinates χ̇ is calculated

JT
m

(
K
Bq
)
=

∂φ̇

∂χ̇
=


1
rk

jTΓ
(

K
Bq
)T

− 1
rk

iTΓ
(

K
Bq
)T

−2

Φ (K
Bq) W̃

T
(C.37)

Where the vectors i and j are the unitary direction vectors
[
0 1 0 0

]T
and[

0 0 1 0
]T

respectively, used to extract the respective coordinate of the quater-
nion. As mentioned, the mapping is applied to the motor torque to express it in
the generalized coordinates, in order to introduce this input force in the Euler-
Lagrange equation.

Q(χ, τm) = JT
m

(
K
Bq
)

τm (C.38)

in which τm represents the input torques from the motors defined in the motor
frames.
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C.3.2 Friction forces

The input forces previously defined are non-conservative forces that introduce en-
ergy into the system. However, there are also non-conservative forces that dissi-
pates energy from the system, these come in the form of friction forces.

Modeling the friction forces of a system is a trade-off to be assessed, the better they
are modelled the more precise the system is. Nonetheless, there is a compromise
between complexity and precision.

The friction forces can be classified in different types, and the most common ones
found in modelling are the viscous, the Coulomb and the Stiction frictions.

The only friction considered in the model is the viscous friction. It is decided to
use the viscous friction due to being a linear function with respect the velocity
of the system, hence it does not adds more non-linearities to the model while
representing the major effect of the frictions of the system.

• Viscous friction arising from the ball in contact with the ground. This friction
allows the rotation of the ball. It is denoted as Dk.

• Viscous friction from the body with the air denoted as DB.

• Viscous friction in the motors and the wheels, DM.

The viscous friction is a linear relation between the velocity and the viscous coeffi-
cient.

f (x)vis = B
dx
dt

(C.39)

Where the units of B are, in the SI, Ns
m [62], whereas if it is used in a rotational

movement, the viscous coefficient units modifies to Nms.

Viscous friction in the ball

The viscous friction arising from the ball translation enables the rotation move-
ment. Due to the assumption of no slip, the viscous friction from the ball is directly
related to the velocity of the generalized coordinates over the plane xy, hence using
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(C.39) the friction forces caused by the ball against the ground are defined by the
translation velocity of itself.

Dk(χ̇) = Bvk

[
I2 02×4

04×2 04×4

]
χ̇ (C.40)

Viscous friction in the body

Body friction arises from the contact between the air and the body. The friction
originates by linear and rotational velocities, however, the body is modelled as a
cylinder, and due to it, it generates an air profile which reduces the friction due
to linear velocity and it is assumed to be negligible, for this shake, the model only
includes the viscous friction caused by rotation velocity. To make use of the friction
force in the Euler-Lagrange it is required to express it in the generalized coordi-
nates (B.16). However, the resulting friction forces are being applied in the body
coordinate frame, whereas the Euler-Lagrange equation is expressed in the general-
ized coordinates. To account for this difference, the principle of work conservation
and Hamilton are used, as explained and described in the Section C.3.1 and Equa-
tion (C.36). This principles dictates that through the following Jacobian the friction
forces in the body coordinates can be related to the generalized coordinates.

Jb

(
K
Bq
)
=

∂ Iω̃B|I

∂χ̇
=
[
0 0 2 Φ (K

Bq)T] (C.41)

Introducing the mapping in (C.39) yields to

Db(χ̇) = Bvb JTI

b ω̃B|I

= Bvb
[
0 0 2 Φ (K

Bq)T]T
2 Φ (K

Bq)T K
B q̇

= 4Bvb

[
02×2 02×4

04×2 I4

]
χ̇

Viscous friction in the motors and wheels

Due to the movement of the motor shaft which is transmitted to the wheels, friction
forces are generated. The friction coefficient in this case Bvm, is composed by the
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addition of two, the friction coefficient from the motor shaft, and the friction coef-
ficient corresponding to the contact between the wheel and the ball. It is possible
to do so, since the motor and the wheel rotate at the same angular velocity.

The Hamilton principle stated in (C.36) is applied again to map the friction forces
to the generalized coordinates, through the Jacobian from (C.37)

Dm(χ̇) = JT
mBvmφ̇ (C.42)

Total viscous friction

The friction forces are combined in a single term and included into the dynamic
equation.

D(χ̇) = Dk + Db + Dm (C.43)

M(χ)χ̈ + C(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G(χ) + D(χ̇) = Q(χ)τm (C.44)

Leading to a system of six equations and six variables. However, the ball-robot
consists of five degrees of freedom, two in translation and three in rotations. The
rotations are described with four variables by the quaternions, which means that
there is an extra variable and the system is unconstrained. Hence, it is required to
include a constraint in the system to limit the possible trajectories that the equa-
tions of motion can lead to.

C.4 Quaternion constraints

The system is over-determined and therefore unconstrained due to fact that quater-
nion representation requires four parameters to represent three degrees of freedom.
A quaternion that represents a rotation must have unit norm. This condition de-
termines the constraint that must be added to the system. Unit norm implies the
following relationship

‖ K
Bq ‖= 1⇒ K

BqT K
Bq = 1 (C.45)
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Which, defined as an holomonic constraint is rewritten as:

hq(χ) =
K
BqT K

Bq− 1 = 0 (C.46)

The unit constraint is included alongside the Euler-Lagrange equation.

M(χ)χ̈ + C(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G(χ) + D(χ̇) = Q(χ)τm
K
BqT K

Bq− 1 = 0

With it, the system becomes a set of seven Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE).
The goal of the model is to be used to implement control strategies using the
state-space of the system, hence it is desired to construct the model in an Ordinary
Differential Equation form. In order to do so, it is possible to include the constraint
equation embedded in the original Euler-Lagrange equation. The holomonic con-
straint is embedded through the use of Lagrange multipliers.

C.4.1 Quaternions dynamics

The holomonic constraint is included into the Euler-Lagrange through the Jacobian
of the original constraint.

HT
q(χ) =

∂hq(χ)

∂χ

T

=

 0
0

2K
Bq

 (C.47)

Then, the Jacobian of the holomonic constraint can be embedded in the Euler-
Lagrange equation by multiplying it by a new variable λ, the Lagrange multiplier.
The set of Lagrange multiplier with the Jacobian represent the reaction forces in
the generalized coordinates.

M(χ)χ̈ + C(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G(χ) + D(χ̇)− HT
q(χ)λ = Q(χ)τm (C.48)

After embedding the constraint, the system consists of six equations and seven
variables, hence, it is desired to get rid of the Lagrange multiplier, for that, the
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inverse of the constraint Jacobian is defined.

Hq =

[
I2 02×4

04×2 Φ (K
Bq)T

]
(C.49)

Where combining the Jacobian of the constraint with its inverse yields to the iden-
tity property E.22, leading to

HqHT
qλ =

[
0 0 2 0 0 0

]T
λ (C.50)

Then, the inverse of the Jacobian is introduced in (C.48) and the Lagrange multi-
plier is isolated



0
0
1
0
0
0


λ =

1
2
(

Hq M(χ)χ̈ + HqC(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + HqG(χ) + HqD(χ̇) + HqQ(χ)τm
)

(C.51)

It is observed that the Lagrange multiplier effect affects only to the third equation,
while the effect of the constraint is embedded in the system of equations. Hence, it
is possible to get rid of the extra variable, the Lagrange multiplier, by multiplying
by zero the third equation. A new matrix is defined to couple this with Hq and
eliminate the third equation.

H̃ =

[
I2 02×1 02×3

03×2 03×1 I3

]
Hq =

[
I2 02×4

03×2
[
03×1 I3

]
Φ (K

Bq)T

]
(C.52)

By introducing the new matrix in the system the Euler-Lagrange equation takes
the form of a set of five ordinary differential equations without the Lagrange mul-
tiplier.

C.4.2 Kinematic constraint enforcement

The system is still unconstrained and unsolvable due to having five DoF, five equa-
tions but six variables after the elimination of the Lagrange multiplier. Therefore,
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it is required to include another equation to constrain the system and to obtain a
set of equations equal to the set of variables.

The quaternion constraint is in the form of a kinematic relation. To be reused
to obtain the sixth equation of the system, it needs to be expressed dynamically.
Therefore, the second order derivative of the constraint must be derived.

hq(χ) =
K
BqT K

Bq− 1 (C.53)

↓ d
dt

ḣq(χ) =
K
B q̇T K

Bq + K
BqT K

B q̇ = 2K
B q̇T K

Bq (C.54)

↓ d
dt

ḧq(χ) = 2K
B q̈T K

Bq + 2K
B q̇T K

B q̇ (C.55)

To include the second order derivative of the constraint into the Euler-Lagrange
equation it is required to express it in the generalized coordinates to maintain the
structure of the ODE. Hence, a new matrix is defined to express it.

K
Bq = Rχ (C.56)

R
[
04×2I4

]
(C.57)

RT R =

[
02×2 2× 4
4× 2 I4

]
(C.58)

The defined transformation (C.56) and its derivatives are substituted into (C.55) in
order to define it in the generalized coordinates

χT RT Rχ̈ + χ̇T RT Rχ̇ = 0 (C.59)

Introducing this constraint equation in the Euler-Lagrange and including the trans-
formation from (C.52) the model of the ball-robot is obtained.

[
H̃M(χ)

χT RT R

]
χ̈ +

[
H̃C(χ, χ̇)

χ̇T RT R

]
χ̇ +

[
H̃G(χ)

0

]
+

[
H̃D(χ̇)

0

]
=

[
H̃Q(χ)

01×3

]
τm (C.60)
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C.4.3 Constraint drift regularization

The model is used for simulation purposes, and hence, it is required to be aware
of a phenomenon happening in simulations. Simulations are solved through nu-
merical methods. Numerical methods compute iterative solutions over the change
in time. However, due to the continuity of time in physical systems, and the dis-
continuity of the numerical methods, the results of the numerical methods tend to
take distance from the real solution. This effect is called drifting [63].

To account for the drift, Baumgarte’s technique is used [64]. Baumgarte states that
if the constraint and its derivatives are equal to zero, the sum of each of them
remains zero. A proper choice of the value of the coefficients makes the solution
bounded and stable, eliminating the drifting

ḧ + 2αḣ + β2h = 0 (C.61)

The solution of the previous equations yields to poles of the system, which, ex-
pressed in the time domain leads to

h = a1es1t + a2es2t (C.62)

where the poles s1 and s2 are placed based on the values of α and β [65].

s1, s2 = −α±
√

α2 − β2 (C.63)

From (C.63) can be derived that if α = β, s1 and s2 will always be placed in the
left half of the s-plane, also making the system critically damped, which gives the
fastest convergence. Applying α = β leads to

ḧq(χ) + 2βḣq(χ) + β2hq(χ) = 0 (C.64)

Substituting the constraints, yields to

2K
BqT K

B q̈ + 2K
B q̇T K

B q̇ + 2β2K
BqT K

B q̇ + β2(K
BqT K

Bq− 1) = 0 (C.65)
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By expressing the constraint enforcement in the generalized coordinates through
(C.57), the constraint enforcement equation is rewritten.

χT RTχ̈ + χ̇T RT Rχ̇ + 2βχT RT Rχ̇ +
1
2

β2(χT RT Rχ− 1) = 0 (C.66)

Finally, the constraint enforcement equation is introduced in the ODE system of
Euler-Lagrange (C.67)

[
H̃M(χ)

χT RT R

]
χ̈+

[
H̃C(χ, χ̇)

χ̇T RT R + 2χ̇T RT R

]
χ̇+

[
H̃G(χ)

1
2 β2χT RT Rχ

]
+

[
H̃D(χ̇)

− 1
2 β2

]
=

[
H̃Q(χ)

01×3

]
τm

(C.67)

Looking for a compact and conventional expression of the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion, such as (C.68) without the constraints, the matrices are denoted as follow

M̃(χ) =

[
H̃M(χ)

χT RT R

]
C̃(χ, χ̇) =

[
H̃C(χ, χ̇)

χ̇T RT R + 2χ̇T RT R

]
G̃(χ) =

[
H̃G(χ)

1
2 β2χT RT Rχ

]
D̃(χ̇) =

[
H̃D(χ̇)

− 1
2 β2

]
Q̃(χ̇) =

[
H̃Q(χ)

01×3

]

Giving the final model in Euler-Lagrange form to represent the ball-robot

M̃(χ)χ̈ + C̃(χ, χ̇)χ̇ + G̃(χ) + D̃(χ̇) = Q̃(χ, χ̇, u) (C.68)
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Comparison between 3D rotation rep-
resentations

A rotation in a rigid body movement, unlike a translation, keeps a point fixed. A
rotation is simply a progressive radial orientation to a common point.

Even though a rotation has three degrees of freedom according to Euler’s rotation
theorem, there have been created many different methods that require, for exam-
ple, three components, four and even nine components to represent it. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of Euler angles, transformation matrices, and quaternions
are addressed in this section.

• Visualization and complexity: Compared to quaternions, Euler angles are
more straightforward and more intuitive; they drive to a straight analysis
and control. Quaternions are less intuitive to visualise the rotation they ap-
ply, and also less widespread since they are not included in the standard cur-
riculum of modern mathematics. Furthermore, the mathematics and model
derivation with quaternions can become more complicated. Since Euler an-
gles are more natural to visualise, even when quaternions are used for the
modelling or estimation, the user input or output is often converted to Euler
angles.

• Singularities: In Euler angles, when the body makes a sharp turn at certain
positions, the change tracked in Euler angles can not be continuous. E.g. us-
ing the ZYX convention, when the pitch angle approaches±90°, the other two
axes, x and z, are aligned, producing a singularity called "gimbal lock". Gim-
bal lock can be noted when moving a telescope [66] [67]. This phenomenon
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removes one degree of freedom in the rotation since changes in yaw and roll
will result in rotations around the same axis. Thus, it prevents from measur-
ing the 3D orientation properly in the gimbal lock position. For each order
of angles convention, there are a series of rotations that produces this phe-
nomenon. Furthermore, Euler angles have discontinuities, e.g. when turning
360 degrees around the z-axis (yaw) [6]. Quaternions representation provides
an alternative measurement technique that does not suffer from gimbal lock.

• Unique representation: A disadvantage of quaternions is that for a given
orientation, there is not a unique quaternion. Conversely, two quaternions
represent it, the quaternion and the quaternion with its terms negated, each
one at an opposite point on the hyper-sphere, i.e. in the 4-dimensional space,
but in the same point in 3 dimensions. This phenomenon is described as if the
quaternions "double-cover" space, i.e. the unit quaternions cover the space
of rotations twice since they are in the 4-dimensional space. Euler angles
require to define the order of the axis rotations. There are thirty-six possible
combinations, but since each axis can be used only once, it leads to twelve
different formulations. Conversely, the transformation matrix method has a
unique representation for a rotation [68].

• Interpolation: In Euler angles, the rotation interpolation is not ideal. One ap-
proach is to interpolate between each Euler angle independently to produce
in-between frames. Thereby the dependencies between the axes are ignored,
and the motion specified by such a rotation is frequently ill specified and
creates unexpected effects. It is illustrated by there not being a unique path
between every two orientations across different coordinate systems. Unlike
the Euler angles, interpolating in quaternion space ensures a unique smooth
path under all circumstances, since quaternions work with points on a sphere,
instead of points on a real projection on a plane [69]. Quaternions have the
previously explained disadvantage of covering the space of rotations twice;
however, they can not cover the space of rotations once and also provide a
proper way to interpolate between paths of rotations. For the transformation
matrix, the interpolation is simple.

• Parameters and constraints: An orientation in three dimensions has three
degrees of freedom, and according to Euler’s rotation theorem, it can be
represented by three scalar numbers [70]. Euler angles use a sequence of three
parameters to represent it, and it uses no constraints, it uses the minimal
independent coordinates. The transformation matrices method requires nine
parameters to represent a rotation. Therefore they are dependent, and it has
six constraints to end up in three degrees of freedom. RT R = I3. Quaternions
uses four parameters to represent the rotation. Hence it has one constraint.
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In this case, it imposes the quaternion requiring to have unit norm, in order
to be on the surface of the hyper-sphere. qTq = 1

• Translation: Even though it is possible to implement translation using quater-
nions, they do not provide an easy solution for implementing rotation and
translation together as the transformation matrices do.

• Derivatives calculation: In terms of calculating the derivative, Euler angles
are left behind because of their complexity, since they include several sines
and cosines. However, transformation matrices derivatives are easier to de-
rive due to being the cross product between the angular velocity and the
current rotation. Quaternions derivative is also simple to derive since it is
done in the same way as with time-varying vector functions.

• Vector rotation and rotation concatenation: In Euler angles, rotating a vector
requires to transform it into a rotation matrix or a quaternion. This transfor-
mation involves several sines and cosines operations, computationally inef-
ficient. Concatenating rotations is not simple; they can not be just added.
Transformation matrices rotates vectors just by matrix multiplication. There-
fore, even though they require more memory because of having nine terms,
vector rotation is efficient. To concatenate two rotations is done easily by mul-
tiplying the rotation matrices of each rotation. Rotating through quaternions
require pre- and post- multiplying and concatenate rotations just quaternion
multiplication.

Once the advantages and disadvantages of a general application are explored and
understood, they can be assessed for the ball-robot case.

The equations of motion derived in the modelling for the body orientation through
Euler angles method yields to three coupled differential equations, through trans-
formation matrices to nine and quaternions yields to four. However, by Euler
angles, it results in significant expressions with long sequences of sine and cosine
products. Furthermore, with quaternions, the model has simpler derivatives and
should be faster to compute and therefore to simulate, also more convenient in
case of implementing real-time model-based controllers or non-linear estimators
[6].

Besides, quaternions do not require to specify the order of rotations as Euler angles
do. On top of that, quaternions do not suffer from gimbal lock. Nonetheless, for
this application, since the body is not desired to do sharp movements, implying
±90° rotations, this is not a point to consider.

Quaternions require fewer parameters and constraints than transformation matri-
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ces. Conversely, more complex mathematics and they can not represent translation
in their standard form. However, for the orientation of the body, {B} frame, with
respect to the {K} frame, there is no translation components. Therefore this ad-
vantage of transformation matrices does not play a role in this application.

Quaternions are the simplest way to capture all the geometry, topology and group
structure of 3D rotations [6]. The same way complex numbers are suitable for
2D rotation, quaternions constitute their analogue extension, but using four di-
mensions to represent a 3D rotation. Quaternions are widely used for computer
graphics, computer vision as well as in different mathematics and physics fields.
Therefore, despite using them in the ball-robot orientation is not a must, it is de-
cided to use quaternion representation mainly because the role derivatives of the
rotation method play in the modelling and for getting into this algebra field.



Appendix E

Quaternions

In this section, the 3D rotation representation using quaternions is explained, as
well as interesting arithmetic properties of the quaternions that will be used during
the derivation of the quaternion model.

Quaternion interpolation, as well as complex quaternion mathematics, are beyond
the scope of this project. Therefore this appendix includes a brief explanation of the
main concepts in quaternions and the quaternion mathematics required to define
the ball-robot model, i.e. to define the orientation of a rigid body. In order to
get a deep understanding, it is useful this tool [71] that allows to visualise how
quaternions work and play with their parameters.

E.1 Introduction

Quaternions were discovered by William Rowan Hamilton in 1843. Hamilton was
looking for ways to represent 3D rotations by extending complex numbers (which
can be viewed as points on a plane) to higher spatial dimensions because they are
suitable for representing 2D rotations.

3D rotations can be defined by three scalar numbers [70], such as Euler angles, but
such a representation is non-linear and difficult to work with. An analogy is a two-
dimensional map of the earth, and it distorts either angles or areas. However, once
the 2D map is wrapped around a 3D sphere, it becomes linear, in a similar way, the
3D space of rotations becomes linear when it is mapped into a 4D hyper-sphere
[72]. Hamilton discovered a 4-dimensional division algebra, called quaternions, to
represent 3D rotations [73].
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Quaternions can be expressed in a "complex number notation", where i, j and k
are "the" hypercomplex numbers, i.e. higher-dimensional numbers that have their
properties departing of the real and complex numbers. The scalar term a has
its origin in quaternions when understood as the mathematical extension of the
complex numbers [74].

q = a + bi + cj + dk where a, b, c, d ∈ R (E.1)

The relationship between i, j and k is very similar to the cross product rules for the
unit Cartesian vectors and follow the right hand rule as well.

ij = k ji = −k jk = i kj = −i ki = j ik = −j (E.2)

The difference between cross product in vectors is stated in Hamilton’s expression,
which involves abandoning the commutative law

i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 (E.3)

Hamilton also recognized that the i, j, and k imaginary numbers could be used to
represent the fundamental unit quaternions i, j, k ∈ H, four-dimensional. Having
the same properties stated above and being also non-commutative in multiplica-
tion. Here is where the relationship between the complex numbers world and
quaternions can be observed [75].

q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k where q0, q1, q2, q3 ∈ R, i, j, k ∈H (E.4)

Quaternions can be treated simply as four-dimensional vectors for the purposes
of addition, subtraction and scalar multiplication [75]. According to this, in this
project, the quaternions are defined in a vector form rather than in the complex
number notation. Therefore, they are represented with a scalar number, q0 and a
vector ~q for the components representing the three orthogonal imaginary parts.

q =

[
q0

~q

]
=


q0

q1

q2

q3

 where q0 ∈ R, ~q ∈ R3 (E.5)

To construct a quaternion from a vector is done by adding a zero scalar component
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to the vector and it is represented by the operator ∧. The resulting quaternion is
denoted by q̃.

q̃ = ∧~q =

[
01×3

I3

]
~q =

[
0
~q

]
(E.6)

To extract the vector part of a quaternion is done with the operator ∨.

~q = ∨q =
[

03×1 I3
]

q (E.7)

E.1.1 Arithmetic of quaternions

As stated before, quaternions can be added and subtracted similar to vector addi-
tion or subtraction, meaning that the components of the first quaternion are added
to the corresponding components of the second one. The equivalent is true for
subtraction [75].

q + p =


q0 + p0

q1 + p1

q2 + p2

q3 + p3

 =

[
q0 + p0

~q +~p

]
(E.8)

The product of two quaternions results in another quaternion. It is indicated with
the quaternion multiplication operator ◦. A quaternion multiplication follows a
set of common rules as the imaginary parts stated in (E.3) and (E.2). This is useful
when using complex number notation. In the case of using vector notation, the
multiplication of quaternions uses the dot and the cross product as defined next,

t = q ◦ p =

[
q0

~q

]
◦
[

p0

~p

]
=

[
q0 p0 −~q ·~p

q0~p + p0~q +~q×~p

]
(E.9)

As a remark, if q and p are vectors, or quaternions with zero in the scalar part, a
cross product between them is equivalent as the quaternion multiplication between
them. Like in matrix multiplication, quaternion multiplication is non-commutative
and therefore the order of the terms changes the result. Also, just like the vector
cross product can be expressed as the product of a skew-symmetric matrix and a
vector, the quaternion multiplication can be transform to the product of the matrix
Φ or Γ times the quaternion.

t = q ◦ p = Φ(q)p = Γ(p)q (E.10)
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where, either Φ, left quaternion multiplication, or Γ, right quaternion multiplica-
tion, are linear matrix operators that allow converting quaternion multiplication
into matrix multiplication.

t = Φ(q)p =


q0 −q1 −q2 −q3

q1 q0 −q3 q2

q2 q3 q0 −q1

q3 −q2 q1 q0




p0

p1

p2

p3

 =


q0 p0 − q1 p1 − q2 p2 − q3 p3

q1 p0 + q0 p1 − q3 p2 + q2 p3

q2 p0 + q3 p1 + q0 p2 − q1 p3

q3 p0 − q2 p1 + q1 p2 + q0 p3


(E.11)

t = Γ(p)q =


p0 −p1 −p2 −p3

p1 p0 p3 −p2

p2 −p3 p0 p1

p3 p2 −p1 p0




q0

q1

q2

q3

 =


p0q0 − p1q1 − p2q2 − p3q3

p1q0 + p0q1 + p3q2 − p2q3

p2q0 − p3q1 + p0q2 + p1q3

p3q0 + p2q1 − p1q2 + p0q3


(E.12)

The transpose of this operators is the same as multiplying with the conjugated
quaternion

Φ (q∗) = Φ(q)T (E.13)

Γ (q∗) = Γ(q)T (E.14)

The quaternion conjugate can be computed by negating the vector part of the
quaternion. Like in complex numbers, by negating the imaginary part.

q∗ = I∗ q =

[
1 01×3

03×1 −I3

]
q =

[
q0

−~q

]
=


q0

−q1

−q2

−q3

 (E.15)

The inverse of a quaternion, as in matrices, allow to multiply by the quaternion and
obtain the identity property. Any matrix multiplied by the identity matrix results
in the same matrix. For this to be applied in quaternions, the identity quaternion
is called the unit quaternion. It is a quaternion that does not apply any change to
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the quaternion which is multiplied by, either if it is left or right multiplication [6].

qunit =


1
0
0
0

 (E.16)

The inverse quaternion satisfies the identity property.

q ◦ q−1 = qunit =


1
0
0
0

 (E.17)

To calculate the magnitude of a quaternion is done as to calculate the module or
magnitude of a vector, i.e. with the euclidean norm of the quaternion.

‖q‖ =
√

q qT =
√

qTq =
√

q02 + q1
2 + q22 + q32 (E.18)

The inverse of a quaternion is easy to compute with the euclidean norm and always
exists except for a zero quaternion.

q−1 =
q∗

‖q‖ =
q∗

q>q
(E.19)

E.1.2 Rotations with quaternions

A three-dimensional rotation possesses three degrees of freedom according to Eu-
ler’s rotation theorem [70]. When using quaternions to represent rotations, quater-
nions use four elements to define 3 degrees of freedom, i.e. the rotation is over-
determined [6]. A unit norm quaternion provides a convenient mathematical tool
for representing orientations and rotations in objects in three dimensions since it
forces the rotation to be on the four-dimensional unit sphere [76]. This way, forcing
the norm of the quaternion to be equal to one, introduces a constraint that reduces
the freedom removing the over-determined problem.

A unit norm quaternion is the same as a unit vector; it has to have a magnitude of
exactly one (E.18), i.e. it sits a distance one from the origin. Any quaternion can
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be converted to a unit norm quaternion by dividing each of the components by the
total magnitude, just like vector normalization [75].

q‖1‖ =
q
‖q‖ (E.20)

It is important to remark, that quaternions are closed under quaternion multipli-
cation. However, they are not closed under addition and subtraction, i.e. adding
or subtracting unit quaternions would lead to a non-unit quaternion. Hence, the
resulting quaternion is no longer kept on the 4-dimensional unit sphere.

For unit norm quaternions the inverse of the quaternion becomes the conjugate

q−1 =
q∗

‖q‖ = q∗ (E.21)

As a consequence, the identity property applies for quaternion multiplication of
its conjugate

q∗ ◦ q =


1
0
0
0

 (E.22)

It is not intuitive to visualise the rotation applied by a quaternion since it is defined
in four dimensions. Instead, three Euler angles or a rotation around a particular
axis can be used to specify the desired rotation or to read it. Even though quater-
nions are used for modelling because of the advantages listed in Appendix D,
conversions from quaternions to the other representations and vice-versa can be
done through the conversion formulas [75].

The rotation applied by a quaternion can be shown by the rotation angle θ and
the normalized 3D rotation axis r. The inverse quaternion, which is the conjugate,
will apply the same rotation amount and around the same axis, but in the opposite
direction.

q =


cos

(
θ
2

)
rx sin

(
θ
2

)
ry sin

(
θ
2

)
rz sin

(
θ
2

)
 (E.23)

Euler’s rotation theorem states that it is possible to represent any 3D rotation with
an axis of rotation and the angle, therefore, quaternions can describe any 3D rota-
tion since they encode it [68]. However, one disadvantage of the quaternions enters
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here. There are two quaternions to represent the same 3D orientation. The quater-
nion and the quaternion with all its terms negated. The quaternion would make
reaching that orientation by turning the specific amount, and the negate quater-
nion would make turn the amount plus 360°, representing the same orientation
[69]. In other words, any given orientation corresponds to two separate points
on the opposite side of a hyper-sphere in four dimensions. It is only needed half
of the hyper-sphere since opposite sides of the hyper-sphere represent the same
rotation [72]. This phenomenon is known as the unit quaternions "double-cover"
the rotations space, and its explanation comes from the angle doubling fact, which
is important when seeing the rotation through quaternion multiplication and ex-
plains their "sandwich" multiplication kind, as it is explained next [77].

In the ball-robot model, derivation unit norm quaternions are used to represent
the rotation of the body with respect to the ball ({K} frame). Since it embeds the
information of the orientation of the body, i.e. the rotation over a reference frame,
the rotation quaternion is called orientation quaternion or attitude quaternion. The
quaternion is defined as K

Bq since it encodes the rotation from the body frame {B}
to the {K} frame, i.e. the 3D orientation of the body with respect to the inertial
frame. Like transformation matrices, the rotation is represented as how to rotate
the final frame {K} to the initial frame {B} [6]. Since K

Bq has this information
encoded, it can be used to rotate an arbitrary vector from the {B} frame to the {K}
frame and vice-versa.

As complex numbers multiplication rotates a two-dimensional vector, the rotation
of a vector in 3 dimensions will be accomplished through quaternion multiplica-
tion. Quaternion multiplication to a vector requires the vector to be defined in four
dimensions, that is accomplished by adding a zero to its scalar part as explained in
(E.6) Therefore, for a vector defined in the body frame to be rotated to the inertial
frame, the following quaternion multiplication must be applied.

K p̃ = K
Bq ◦ B p̃ ◦ K

Bq∗ (E.24)

As shown in the above equation, quaternion rotation requires pre- and post- mul-
tiplication by the quaternion ("sandwich multiplication"). The first multiplier must
be the quaternion and the last one corresponds to its conjugate. This can be ap-
plied since they are unit quaternions. The reason for this additional multiplication
is keep the magnitude in the resulting vector. In other words, the resulting quater-
nion must be on the surface of the hyper-sphere, i.e. have unit norm, and this is
achieved by the pre- and post- multiplication. As a consequence, the angle rotated
by the quaternion must be half of the required one (E.23), since both the quaternion
and its inverse multiplication adds rotation. This rotation multiplication character-
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istic is due to the double-cover property of the quaternions mentioned above and
explained in [77], and the reason is that they represent the 3D rotation by using
four dimensions.

The matrix operators (E.10) are applied next to simplify the equations and trans-
forming the quaternion multiplication into matrix multiplication.

B p̃ = Φ (K
Bq)T (K p̃ ◦ K

Bq) = Φ (K
Bq)T Γ (K

Bq) K p̃ (E.25)

And for the opposite rotation from (E.24), the order has to be reversed.

B p̃ = K
Bq∗ ◦ K p̃ ◦ K

Bq = Φ (K
Bq) Γ (K

Bq)T K p̃ (E.26)

To extract the vector part of a rotated vector

B p = ∨Φ (K
Bq)T Γ (K

Bq) ∧ K p̃ (E.27)

The orientation of one vector with respect to another one, or the rotation needed
to a vector to be aligned with another, can be calculated by applying the proper-
ties of the cross product. The cross multiplication of the two vectors results in a
perpendicular vector to the plane form by them, which is the rotation axis.

Kr = pK × pB (E.28)

The angle between them defined in that plane can be extracted by isolating from
the dot product.

θ = cos−1
(

pK · pB

‖pK‖ ‖pB‖

)
(E.29)

This way, the orientation quaternion, or the rotation, from the frame {B} to the
frame {K} can be derived through (E.28) and (E.29) two vectors from the body and
the ball respectively.

K
Bq =


cos

(
θ
2

)
rx sin

(
θ
2

)
ry sin

(
θ
2

)
rz sin

(
θ
2

)
 (E.30)
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E.2 Quaternion differentiation

The quaternion differentiation formula connects the angular velocity and the quater-
nion time derivative.

The quaternion time derivative is computed through the elementwise derivative.
The unit quaternion is a point on the 4 dimensional sphere storing the orientation
from one of the frames with respect to the other. Therefore its derivative is the
tangential velocity to the sphere in the point.

K
B q̇ =


q̇0

q̇1

q̇2

q̇3

 (E.31)

However, the angular velocity defines how fast the point moves around the perime-
ter of the circle, i.e. the relative angular velocity between the two frames, defined
in three dimensions. There exists a kinematic relationship between how the quater-
nion evolves and the angular velocity, such as there exists a relation between linear
velocity and the angular velocity.

Since quaternions are non-commutative, the derivative of the quaternion can be
calculated with the angular velocity relative to the first frame or to the second one
just varying the order of the terms.

K
B q̇ =

1
2

K
Bq ◦ B ω̃B|K =

1
2

Kω̃B|K ◦ K
Bq (E.32)

The angular velocity of the quaternion can be derived isolating it from the above
equation by multiplying both sides by 2K

Bq∗. Then, it is simplified by using the
matrix operator.

Bω̃B|K = 2K
Bq∗ ◦ K

B q̇ = 2 Φ
(

K
Bq
)T K

B q̇ (E.33)

It can be rotated to the {K} frame to be defined in that frame by quaternion rotation

Kω̃B|K = K
Bq ◦ Bω̃B|K ◦ K

Bq∗ = 2K
B q̇ ◦ K

Bq∗ = 2 Γ
(

K
Bq
)T K

B q̇ (E.34)

The derivative of an equation with quaternions is derived the same way as in the
case of time-varying vector functions.
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The derivative of a vector rotation applies the product rule, taking into account
that quaternion multiplications are matrix multiplications with matrix functions
defined from the quaternion.

K ˙̃p =
d

dt
(K

Bq ◦ B p̃ ◦ K
Bq∗) = (K

B q̇ ◦ B p̃ ◦ K
Bq∗) + (K

Bq ◦ B ˙̃p ◦ K
Bq∗) + (K

Bq ◦ B p̃ ◦ K
B q̇∗) (E.35)

The above equation simplifies to only two factors in case the vector B p̃ is a constant
vector within a rotating frame. For example, in the case of the position vector for
the body center of mass, in which the vector has a constant magnitude and point in
a constant direction defined in the frame {B}, but this frame in which is defined,
rotates with respect to the frame {K}. In this case, B ˙̃p is zero because the position
vector is constant, and the above equation simplifies to,

K ṗ = ∧ ((K
B q̇ ◦ B p̃ ◦ K

Bq∗) + (K
Bq ◦ B p̃ ◦ K

B q̇∗))

= ∧
(
Φ (K

B q̇)Φ (B p̃) I∗ + Γ (K
B q̇)T

Γ (B p̃)
)

K
Bq

= ∧
(
Φ (K

Bq)Φ (B p̃) I∗ + Γ (K
Bq)T

Γ (B p̃)
)

K
B q̇

(E.36)

To simplify the equation of vector rotation two new operators are used, Πp and
Λp. The subscript indicates for which vector is defined.

Πp(q) = Φ(q)Φ (B p̃) I∗ (E.37)

Λp(q) = Γ(q)Γ (B p̃) (E.38)

Thus, the angular velocity is simplified to

K ṗ =
(
∨Πp (

K
B q̇) + ∨Λp (

K
B q̇)
)

K
Bq = 2∨Πp (

K
B q̇) K

Bq (E.39)

Due to the structure of the operators, the following relationships are fulfilled

Πp (
K
B q̇) K

Bq = Λp (
K
B q̇) K

Bq = Πp (
K
Bq) K

B q̇ = Λp (
K
Bq) K

B q̇ (E.40)

In the partial derivatives of quaternions the new matrix operations show a more
direct derivative.

∂

∂p
q ◦ p =

∂

∂p
Φ(q)p = Φ(q) (E.41)
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For the Euler-Lagrange equations definition is useful to define the derivative of the
vector rotation with respect to the quaternion. (E.15) and (E.36) are used for the
derivation.

∂

∂K
Bq

(K
Bq ◦ B p̃ ◦ K

Bq∗) =
∂

∂K
Bq
(
Γ (K

Bq)T
Γ (B p̃) K

Bq
)
+

∂

∂K
Bq

(Φ (K
Bq)Φ (B p̃) I∗K

Bq)

= Γ (K
Bq)T

Γ (B p̃) + Φ (K
Bq)Φ (B p̃) I∗ = Λ (K

Bq) + Π (K
Bq)

(E.42)

The vector part of Πp and Λp coincides due to construction, which makes this
simplify to

∂

∂K
Bq
∨ (K

Bq ◦ B p̃ ◦ K
Bq∗) = ∨Λ (K

Bq) + ∨Π (K
Bq) = 2∨Λ (K

Bq) = 2∨Π (K
Bq) (E.43)





Appendix F

Transformation matrix

The group of all transformations in the 3D Cartesian space is SE(3). Transforma-
tions consist of a rotation and a translation and can be represented in multiple
different ways. In this case, transformation matrices form is addressed, also called
homogeneous representation of a transformation [78].

A transformation matrix can be used to transform a vector defined in the frame
{B} coordinates to a frame {A}

A p = A
B TB p = A

B RB p + AtB (F.1)

where, the point is described in homogeneous coordinates and A
B T is the 4x4 trans-

formation matrix. AtB is the translation vector that express the frame {B} origin in
frame {A} to show the translation needed to make their origins coincide. A

B R is the
rotation matrix where the column vectors of frame {B} are defined in frame {A}
and rotates a vector defined in frame {B} to frame {A}.

A
B T =

[
A
B R AtB

01x3 1

]
(F.2)

F.1 Rotation matrices

The group of rotations in the 3D Cartesian space is SO(3).

To visualise 3D rotations the easiest way is by the axis-angle form. According to
Euler’s rotation theorem [70] any arbitrary rotation can be defined by an axis of
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rotation normalized and an angle that describes the amount of rotation, i.e. by 3
scalar numbers [79].

Each rotation matrix is a rotation about a single coordinate axis [80].

The rotate a point or a reference frame about the z-axis (yaw) by an angle φ is done
through the following rotation matrix

Rz(φ) =

 cos φ − sin φ 0
sin φ cos φ 0

0 0 1

 (F.3)

The rotate about the y-axis (pitch) by an angle χ

Ry(χ) =

 cos χ 0 sin χ

0 1 0
− sin χ 0 cos χ

 (F.4)

and around the x-axis (roll) by an angle ψ

Rx(ψ) =

 1 0 0
0 cos ψ − sin ψ

0 sin ψ cos ψ

 (F.5)

Three coordinate rotations in sequence can describe any rotation. Thus, knowing
the value of Euler angles (φ, χ, ψ) rotated from frame {B} to frame {A} and con-
catenating this rotation matrices in the proper order, the complete rotation matrix
can be obtained.

A
B R = RxRyRz (F.6)
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